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JET NOISE SOURCE LOCATION
by Stewart Glegg

This thesis describes the development of a technique which evaluates
the relative strengths of noise sowroes on jet engines.

At the outset

the technique, known as Polar Correlation, had been shown to work in
practice, and the purpose of this project was to refine it into a
method suitable for general application.
In this thesis each aspect of this technique has been covered,
starting with its theoretical background and concluding with its
application to jet engines.

Also included in this work is a discuss-

ion of the practical application of the technique, the development of
data analysis systems, and experimental results on a number of different
rigs.
The Polar Correlation technique samples the wavefield produced by a
linear distribution of acoustic sources.

Prom these measurements a

resolution limited source image is obtained by inverting the wavenumber
spectrum of the acoustic source distribution.

The theoretical back-

ground to the technique, and the implications of the approximations
which are required, are outlined in Chapter Two.

The practical aspects

of the technique and its application are described in Chapter Three.

A

major part of the work has been the development of data analysis systems
which provide fast and efficient data reduction.

Several different

methods have been used and these are described in Chapter Four.

The

application of the technique to hot and cold model air jets, and full
scale jet engines (specifically the Rolls Royce EB.211) are described
in Chapters Five and Six.
In conclusion this technique has been used successfully for the
location of jet noise sources at both full and model scale, and data
analysis facilities for the technique have been established at both ISVR,
Southampton University, and Rolls Royce

Ltd,
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CHAPTER 1:
1.1.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
One of the major aspects of controlling the noise output from

a complicated machine such as a jet engine is the evaluation of the
areas to which noise reduction techniques can be most effectively
applied.

Only when the relative significance of each noise source

is known can the most effective action be taken to reduce the overall
noise output.

While this is a very general problem which is signif-

icant in many applications of noise control, the work described in
this thesis is limited to the evaluation of the noise sources on aeroengines.

On a m o d e m aero-engine there are several different sources

of noise and several channels through which this noise may escape
to the acoustic far field.

For instance engine fan noise is trans-

mitted either upstream and out of the engine inlet, or downstream
and out of the by-pass duct exit, while combustion noise is emitted
mainly by the hot core exhaust (see Figure 1.1).

As well as these

sources there also exists jet noise caused by the turbulent mixing
of the jet exhaust with the outside medium.

Determination of the

relative levels of these sources permits the development engineer to
concentrate acoustic treatment on those sources where the greatest
net benefit is anticipated.
The simplest and most widely used technique of estimating the
strengths of acoustic sources on jet engines is prediction and spectral
analysis.

If the spectral characteristics of each type of source can

be predicted, then the measured frequency spectrum will show the level
of each source.

However this technique is limited to sources with

known spectral characteristics, and it is only possible to differentiate between sources which do not contribute equally at a particular
frequency.

Although these methods have been used for many years in

the aircraft industry, they are not very satisfactory because too much
has to be assumed about the acoustic sources.

Therefore there is a

requirement for techniques which measure the relative strength of each
source within a distribution at a specified frequency, without the
necessity for the source characteristics to be known in advance.

This

thesis will describe a technique, known as Polar Correlation, which
may be used to evaluate the relative strengths of sources along the
axis of an aero-engine.
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1.2.

THE POLAR CQRRaLAIIQN TECHNIQUE
Before reviewing the many different methods whioh have been used

to evaluate eeuroea of noise, the principle of Polar Correlation will
be introduced.

The noise eeuroe* on a jet engine emit acoustic waves

which propagate into the acoustic far field, and the fluctuations at
any point in this field are determined by the strength and distribution of acoustic sources on the engine.

For example consider three

simple harmonically fluctuating sources on a line as illustrated in
Figure 3*1.

The wavefleld at a fixed instant in time for each source

in isolation is illustrated on the left of this figure, and the overall
wavefield is given by the sum of these three.

The principle of source

location on which Polar Correlation is based can be demonstrated by
considering this simple model.

Polar Correlation evaluates the source

strength distribution by taking measurements on a polar arc of constant
radius in the acoustic far field (see Figure 3.1).
the source at A in isolation:

First consider

since this lies at the centre of the

polar are, at any fixed Instant of time the fluctuating pressure on
the polar arc will be constant, as illustrated by the top diagram on
the right of Figure 3.1 •

However the waves from the source at B cross

over the polar arc, and so at any fixed instant in time there will be
a variation of pressure around the polar arc.

This variation is

shown on the right of Figure 3.1 and is found to be cosiatisoidal as a
function of the sine of the angle 'o(*.

Similarly for the source at

C which lies further downstream from the polar arc centre.

In this

case the polar arc passes through more peaks and troughs of the wavefield and the variation of pressure as a function of sin( (si ) yields a
cosine wave of higher frequency.
When all three sources are radiating at the same time the total
wavefield on the polar arc will be given by the sum of these three
cosine waves, illustrated on the bottom right of Figure 3.1.

However

each cosine wave represents a term in the Fourier series which represents the total wavefield.

The amplitude of each cosine wave 1*

determined by the strength of the source, and the frequency by the
location of the source.

It is a relatively simple matter to solve

this Fourier series to determine the strength and location of each
source.

In the more general case, sources are continuously diatrib-

uted along the axis of an aero-engine, and therefore the Fourier series
illustrated here, becomes a Fourier integral.
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However in the ease of aero-sngines the acoustio sources are
also randomly fluctuating, which means that the effective source
strength at any frequency will vary with time.

Therefore it is

necessary to consider an averaged source strength.

This may be

obtained by considering the cross power spectral density* on the
polar arc.

This quantity is chosen because it retains the important

phase relationships of the randomly fluctuating field which are
required to evaluate the source distribution.

It will be shown in

Chapter 2 that there is a Fourier integral relationship between the
distribution of source strength and the cross power spectral density
in the acoustic far field.

Thi* integral relationship may be

inverted numerically to yield a resolution limited image of the
acoustic source distribution.
It should be noted that in principle only an "apparent" image
of the source distribution can be obtained.

The word "apparent" is

used in this context because there are many different source distributions which can create the same acoustic far field.

Therefore

there are many different reconstructions which can be obtained from
the same set of far field measurements, and the results which are
obtained depend on the assumptions made about the source distribution.
These assumptions constitute the model of the source distribution and
the value of the reconstructed image depends on the accuracy of this
model.

This point will be considered in more detail in Chapter 2,

and the rest of this chapter will describe some of the other methods
of source location which have been used.
1.3.

LirmAIOEZ EEVIB*

1.3.1. Sonar
The first engineering application of measuring

acoustic waves

to determine their source originated in the Great War with the development of sonar.

This technique was developed by Solokov and its

principle application is the detection of submarines.

Like Polar

Correlation, sonar techniques use an array of transducers to evaluate
an acoustic wavefield.

From these measurements the angle of arrival

of the acoustic wave is estimated, and this yields the bearing of its

*The cross power spectral density is sometimes referred to *a the
cross spectral density in other texts.
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souro® to the array;

by using two arrays, two bearings are obtained

and this enables the position of the source to be evaluated.

Sonars

can be either active or passive, the former relying on reflections
of a reference acoustic signal, while the latter relies solely on the
noise emitted by the target. There is a large amount of literature associated with sonar,and very sophlstioated teohnigues have been developed
to enhance resolution (e.g. Davids, Thurston and Mueeer (1952), van
Buren (1973)), and to reduce signal to noise ratios (Brown and Eeynoulds
(1959)).

Although Polar Correlation and sonar have a great deal in

common, their application is very different.

In Polar Correlation it

is the relative strengths of sources at approximately known locations
which are required,while with sonar it is the detection of a single
source in a noisy environment which is evaluated.

Therefore in

developing Polar Correlation to date, little use has been made of the
more sophisticated techniques used in sonar analysis.

However, there

may be some aspects of sonar technology which can be used in the future
to optimise the Polar Correlation technique.

Another method of source identification which has been developed
is acoustic holography.

This is a method of measuring the acoustic

wavefield on a plane so that it may be reconstructed either optically
or numerically to give an image of the sources contributing to the
hologram.
In its active application holography is used to obtain the
image of reflecting objects, which are illuminated using sound waves.
However, in order to overcome resolution problems the size of the
illuminated objects must be very much larger than the acoustic wavelength of the reflected sound.
technique

Therefore in most examples of this

ultrasonic waves have been used (Mueller (1971), Aoki (1970),

El-8um (1969))
Passive holography has also been used in a number of applications.

For instance a comprehensive study of vibrating plates using

holographic methods was undertaken by Watson (1975).

In his study

Watson measured a microphone signal on a plane in the acoustic far
field of the vibrating plate;

this was then added to the signal used

to drive the plate and the combination illuminated an intensity
sensitive diode light on the back of the microphone.

By scanning
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the microphone over the hologram plane and photographing the diode
light, an optical hologram was produced.

Illuminating the hologram

with laser light then gave the image of the field from the vibrating
plate.

Similar results have been reported by Greene (1969), who

recorded the distribution of hologram intensity directly without
recourse to optical processing.
Passive holography used to determine the location of a single
source producing Gau^an noise is reported by MacDonald and Shulthesis
(1968), and Hahn (1975).

Also Uhea et al (1975) have reported using

holography to identify the source of gear noise.

However holography

is very sensitive to signal/noise errors and so Sasaki et al (1977)
have developed a more sophisticated method of signal processing using
polyspectra.

Numerical examples show this provides improved images

but this method can only be applied to quasi-periodic sources.
From this review of holographic techniques it would appear that
some of the major problems with source location on jet engines have
not been attempted.

First there is the practical problem of applying

a holographic technique to a full scale jet engine on an open air test
bed, and secondly the application of this method to source distribution with partial spatial coherence has not been investigated.

These

problems may result in limitations of the holographic technique, irtdch
could prove difficult to overcome.
i.3'3- Measurement of Jet Noise Source Distributions
One of the environmental noise problems of the last twenty
years has been the effect of jet aircraft noise on the community close
to airports, and this has resulted in a considerable amount of research
into all aspects of jet engine noise.

The mechanism which causes jet

noise was originally explained by Lighthill (1952) in terms of the
turbulent mixing process between the jet and the medium into which it
exhausts.

However to improve the understanding of jet noise it is

useful to have some knowledge of the distribution of noise source
intensity in the jet, and it is this objective which has inspired a
number of investigations into the acoustic source distributions along
model air jets.
Some of the earlier attempts to measure source distributions
in jets have concentrated on evaluating various properties of the
turbulence and relating these to the acoustic output b y theoretical
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considerations (see for example Dyer (1959), Maestrello & McDavid
(1971)).

However more recently a number of techniques have been

developed which measure directly the distribution of source strength
along both model and full scale jets, and in this section each of
these methods will be reviewed.
a) Shield*
The first attempts to measure the distribution of acoustic
source strength within a jet from acoustic far field measurements
alone utilised shields to eliminate part of the sowrce distribution
(Potter & Jones (19^7), Bishop et al (1971))•

The principle of this

method relies on"what cannot be seen cannot be heard",which considering
the discrepancy in wavelengths between optics and acoustics is perhaps
an oversimplification.

More recently, Damns (1977) has developed a

theoretical interpretation of this type of measurement, and this has
been applied to some data from the RB.211 engine (Beasley (1977))•
The problem with this method is that the jet engine has to be modelled
not only as a line source but also as a number of individual sources.
The advantages of this technique are that first,the individual sources
can be placed at locations where point sources are known to exist,
thus theoretically giving infinite resolution and secondly,the directionality of each of these modelled sources can be evaluated.
there are also some major disadvantages:

However

first, as the number of

modelled sources are increased, the method used to calculate the source
levels becomes numerically unstable and secondly, there is a major experimental problem in applying this method to a full scale jet engine.
On the RB.211 a screen 28m
locations.

long and ICte high was used in 26 different

This programme took several days to complete and required

a number of engine runs.

Compared with the microphone array tech-

niques which have been used to obtain similar information on a single
engine run, the shield technique would appear to have major practical
disadvantages.
b) Causality Correlation
An ingenious technique of source location, known as Causality
Correlation, has recently been developed by Bidden (1973).

This

technique has primarily been developed to measure jet noise sources
although in principle it may also be used on other source mechanisms.
To describe this technique it should be noted that the contribution
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of an acouatio source to the far field intensity depends not only on
the fluctuations of that source but also on its interference effects
with other sources.

Therefore to predict the acoustic far field

from source measurements alone requires the evaluation of not only
each source amplitude but also its cross-correlation with every other
source.

Attempts to measure this complete description of the sources

in model air jets have never been successful because of the enormous
measurement programme required and the fundamental difficulties of
measuring the source strength.

Therefore Siddon has proposed a

method of source strength measurement which automatically includes
the interference between each source.
The principle of Siddons technique is to cross-correlate source
fluctuations with the acoustic far field signal.

Since the far

field signal includes contributions from all the sources within the
distribution, all interference effects are automatically Included, and
the resultant correlation at the appropriate time delay specifies the
effective radiated intensity of the source fluctuations being measured.
The advantage of this method is that it offers a direct link
between a local region of the source and a specific far field observer,
thus avoiding the resolution problem associated with the other far
field methods.

However,it should be noted that when considering the

complete source distribution, probe measurements must be taken at
intervals which are small compared with the acoustic wavelengths In
order to account for interference effects, and to ensure integral
closure (i.e. the integrated source intensity gives the
level).

far field

There are also a number of quite severe practical problems

which may offset the advantage of ideal resolution, in particular:i)

Although the method offers at least an order of magnitude saving

in experimental effort compared with source measurement alone, the
level of effort required is still very appreciable and leads to a
degree of detail beyond that required in all but the most fundamental
research applications,
11)

Application of this technique requires a quite detailed knowledge

of the noise producing mechanisms involved,since this determines the
quantity to be measured by the source probe.
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iii) The employment of a probe in the source region raises the problem
of probe generated noise.

The criterion for probe noise is partic-

ularly severe for causality correlation (see Siddon (1973)), since
it must be negligible compared to that generated by the locally correlated source region in which the probe is located.

This is a severe

restriction and more seriously, there is no obvious experimental method
of ensuring that it is obeyed.

The probe noise could frequently be

negligible compared to that produced by the total source region, while
still being the dominant contributor in the locally correlated region
in which it is placed.

It is noted however that remote sensing

devices, for example the Laser Doppler Velocimeter for velocity measurements, could eliminate this particular problem eurea.
iv) Finally it should be noted that the amplitude of the correlations
to be measured will frequently be small, the average correlation
coefficient being of the order of the reciprocal of the squatre root
of the number of locally correlated regions contained in the total
source array.

Dauams (1977) has also pointed out that they could also

be appreciably smaller than this if a significant part of the 'source'
signal is composed of the convection of a frozen pattern of fluctuations past the probe, as these will not contribute to the far field
pressure.
In conclusion, it would appear that these difficulties make
Causality Correlation unsuitable as a general purpose source location
technique.

Its application is probably restricted to specific

research problems, but even here considerable care in its practical
implementation is required if erroneous or misleading information is
to be avoided.
c) Acoustic Mirrors
The first attempts to use the focusing properties of concave
surfaces for source location in the context of aerodynamic noise appear
to be those of Grosohe (1968) and Chu et al (1972) (see also Grosche
(1973)).

The former used an elliptical mirror while the latter a

parabolic one.

The parabolic mirror focuses all rays arriving

parallel to the mirror axis onto a microphone plaoed at the focal
point.

This is strictly only appropriate for a source at infinity,

but it has been shown by Glegg (1975) that in practice this is not a
severe restriction.

It should be noted, however, that the parabolic
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mirror can only locate the line (i.e. the mirror axis) on which the
source must lie, and does not have resolution along this axis.
However,the elliptical mirror focuses

radiation from a source placed

at one focal point to a microphone placed at the other.
provides three dimensional focusing

It therefore

which can be an advantagei

The characteristic of acoustic mirrors which permits their use
as source location devices is that the path length from the source at
one focus to the microphone at the other, via the mirror surface, are
equal.

Thus if the amplitude and phase of wave emitted by the source

is constant on the surface of a sphere centred on the source, all the
rays will arrive at the microphone in phase and interfere constructively to yield a large signal.

Alternatively,if the source does not

lie on the focus, the rays reaching the microphone will have different
path lengths and will interfere destructively, resulting in a smaller
microphone signal.
However, the requirement for omnidirectional amplitude and phase
restricts such techniques to evaluating the effective monopole source
strength.

It should be emphasised that this is a common feature of

all far field source location techniques and is an example of the
inherent non-uniqueness of the relationship between the acoustic far
field and the source distribution (Ffowcs-Williams (1973), Kempton
(1976)).

However, the image of a source with directional character-

istics similar to jet noise has been investigated by G-legg (1975) and
it was shown that the effect of the directionality was not severe,
merely degrading the resolution of the mirror.
While acoustic mirrors have been very successful as source
location tools at model scale, there is a major practical problem in
applying the same technique to full scale engines where the wavelengths
of interest are very much longer.

It may be shown that to obtain

resolution of about 5 acoustic wavelengths, the mirror diameter must
be about 50-73& of the customary far field measurement distance.

On

a full scale engine this could result in mirrors which are at least
10 m in diameter, and an accurate scanning mechanism for this mirror
would obviously introduce major mechanical problems on an open air
test site.

Consequently acoustic mirrors have never been developed

for full scale engine testing.
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d) Mierophone Arrays
Perhaps the major practical problem of using acoustic mirrors
for source location on jets is their lack of applicability to different
test rigs.

A mirror is a large and expensive apparatus and has to be

optimised for a particular application.

Consequently there are major

practical problems in designing and building a mirror which may be
used on a number of test rigs at both model and full scale.

As a

result,microphone array techniques have been developed which provide
equal ability to resolve sources as the mirror, and may be applied to
many different rigs.

In principle a microphone array technique is

merely a simplification of the mirror.

Rather than sample a segment

of the wavefield and acoustically construct a source image, the microphone array samples the wavefield at specific points, and constructs
the source image using signal processing techniques.
In the last five years a number of microphone array techniques
have been developed specifically for the evaluation of jet noise
sources.

It would appear that the most widely applied of these tech-

niques are the Acoustic Telescope (Billingsley and Kinns (1976)) and
Polar Correlation (Fisher et al (1977)), while other techniques due
to Parthasarathy (1974), Kinns (1976) and Maestrello and Liu (1976)
have also been reported with a limited set of experimental results.
The Acoustic Telescope and Polar Correlation were developed concurrently at Cambridge University by Billingsley and Kinns, and at
Southampton University by Harper-Bourne respectively, both under the
sponsorship of Rolls Royce (1971) Ltd.

Although these two techniques

work on different principles, it has transpired that there is very
little difference between the results which can be obtained using
either technique.

A detailed comparison by Damms (1977) concludes

that theoretically there is no difference between these methods, and
so the only advantages of one method over the other must result from
practical considerations.

In this respect each technique has its own

advantages, which depend on the particular requirement of each test.
The advantage of the Acoustic Telescope is its very fast data analysis
which enables source distributions to be computed in real time; however
it can only be applied using a specially developed mini-computer and
it does not provide any intermediate storage medium between the
microphone signals and the computed source distribution.

Conversely
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Polar Correlation requires a longer data analysis procedure but has
the advantages of providing an intermediate data storage medium, and
requiring less sophisticated data analysis systems.
The source location method used in the Acoustic Telescope relies
on the same principle as sonar techniques.

The Telescope consists

of a linear array of equally spaced microphones in the acoustic far
field; and may be focused
focusing

onto a source in the distribution.

The

is achieved by linearly summing the signals from each micro-

phone in the array at the time delay appropriate to the acoustic
propagation time from the source to each microphone.
focusing

Therefore

is achieved in the same way as the acoustic mirror.

The

Polar Correlation technique however samples the signals in the acoustic
far field in a similar way using microphones on a polar aire and
utilises the relationship between amplitude and phase of these signals
at specific frequencies to construct a wavenumber spectrum of the
source distribution.

Inverting the wavenumber spectrum provides an

image of the source distribution.

Since both techniques sample the

wavefield using similar methods, a number of the principles developed
in this thesis on wavefield sampling are equally applicable to both
techniques.
In order to compare these two methods with other microphone
array techniques the principle of each will be described and their
limitations discussed.
i)

Parthasarathys' Method;

In this technique the signals Arom two

microphones in the acoustic far field are cross correlated.

Then by

assuming that each source in the distribution is uncorrelated and
produces pure white noise, the evaluated cross correlation gives the
distribution of source strength intensity along the jet.

The fallacy

of this method lies in the assumptions made about the noise sources. Jet
noise sources do not necessarily produce purely random white noise
signals, and the source spectrum may vary along the aais of the jet.
In principle this method is limited by these assumptions to very
specific applications and the results presented (Parthasarathy (1974))
do not provide particularly well resolved source distributions.
ii)

Binaural Source Location;

This method was developed by Kinns

(1976) and evaluates the centroid of a source distribution from the
measured phase between two closely spaced microphones in the acoustic
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far field.

In common with other source location techniques this

method assumes that the jet noise sources lie on the centre line of
the jet, and in principle this method is the aero aperture limit of
Polar Correlation.

While this method locates the source centroid

exactly (within the limitations of its source strength definition) it
provides no resolution and therefore gives no information about the
distribution of sources.

Consequently it is of only limited applic-

ation.
iii) Maestrellos' Method;

This technique developed by Maestrello

and Liu (1976) uses a microphone array similar to that of Polar
Correlation, with microphones equally spaced on a polar arc in the
acoustic far field.

By cross correlating the signals between each

microphone it is shown that there is a double wavenumber integral
relationship between the measurements and the cross spectral density
between sources in the distribution.

This relationship will be demon-

strated in the development of the theory pertaining to Polar Correlation in Chapter 2, and it is at this stage that the two methods
diverge.

In Polar Correlation the source strength is defined so

that interference effects between sources are included in a single
source strength definition, which reduces the relationship with the
measurements frcm a double to a single wavenumber integral which may
be inverted.

In Maestrellos' method the double integral is solved

using a curve fitting procedure.
Maestrellos' work:

There are two criticisms of

first his analysis does not admit the existence

of phase relationships between coherent sources, and this automatically
excludes any convected source model of jet noise.

Secondly,no

analysis of measurement error sensitivity has been undertaken and
according to Yardley (1974) this is likely to cause uncharacteristic
errors in the numerical inversion procedures used to obtain source
distributions.
1.3.4. Conclusion
In this section an attempt has been made to review all the
relevant methods of acoustic source location.

Specifically we are

interested in methods which can be applied to the evaluation of sources
on jet engines.

Although there are many methods which have been

applied to model scale jets, there are only two which have been used
without major practical difficulties at both full and model scale:
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these are the Acoustic Telescope and Polar Correlation.

It has been

shown that although these two teohniques use different methods of
analysis, they are capable of produoing the same results and are
subject to the same limitations.

The choice of technique therefore

depends on the requirements of a particular test.
In the following chapters, development work on the Polar Correlation technique will be described.

However due to its close relation-

ship with the Acoustic Telescope a number of the principles developed
are equally relevant to both tehcniques, particularly those relating
to the sampling of waveflelds.

It is hoped that this work will go

some way to justify the claim that Polar Correlation is at present one
of the two more sophisticated techniques for evaluating the distribution of source strength along jet engines.
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CHAPTER 2;

2.1.

THE THEORY OP SOURCE LOCATION TECHNIQUES WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO POLAR CORRELATION

INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes in detail the theoretical background to the

Polar Correlation technique.

However since this technique has a great

deal in common with other source location techniques used to evaluate
the source distributions on jet engines, a number of the theorems developed have a far more general application.
The basic restriction of source location methods which use one
dimensional microphone arrays, such as Polar Correlation or the Acoustic
Telescope (Billingsley & Kinns (1976)), is that the source distribution
must be modelled as an effective line source.

Therefore the starting

point of this chapter is the solution to the wave equation which describes the acoustic field from such a distribution of sources.

Prom

this the principle of the wave number spectrum and its extension to
Polar Correlation is developed.
One of the purposes of this chapter is to evaluate the significance of the assumptions and restrictions which are implicit in the
application of Polar Correlation.

These are discussed in terms of the

evaluated source image, and the effects of axial resolution, aliasing
lengths, and three dimensional effects are demonstrated.

These effects

are not solely a feature of Polar Correlation but are equally important
in other methods of source location.
One of the inherent problems with any method of source location
which uses measurements in the acoustic far field is the non-uniqueness
of the results.

This ambiguity arises because there are many different

distributions of sources which cause the same acoustic far field;
however from the far field information alone any source location technique can only define one apparent source distribution.

This can be

defined as the equivalent monopole source distribution, which may, in
principle, be replaced by many other distributions of higher order
multipole sources.

At first sight this ambiguity might be considered

so catastrophic that all far field source location techniques are rendered useless.

However in practice the acoustic far field information

is rarely the only information available.

When undertaking an experi-

ment of this type it is probable that the approximate location of each
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soTjrce is known, and the information required, is the relative level of
each source within the distribution.

To a certain extent this over-

comes the ambiguity of the results since they may be checked against
this additional information.
One of the problem areas of practical source location techniques
is their application to randomly fluctuating sources with arbitary
spatial coherence.

This aspect is discussed in some detail and two

different definitions of source level are developed.

The first defin-

ition gives the effective source strength as seen by an observer at a
reference position, and the second defines the relative strength of each
region of coherent sources.

The latter definition requires that each

coherent structure is the same throughout the source distribution, and
is therefore of limited application, whereas the former definition is
more general but is also more difficult to both measure and interpret.
Finally it should be noted that this chapter is entirely of a
theoretical nature and no attempt has been made to describe theorems in
terms of their practical application.

Therefore any reader who is

only interested in applying this technique should immediately turn to
Chapter Three, where the principles and application of this technique
will be described without so much mathematical analysis.
2.2.

THE WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM PRINCIPLE
The acoustic signal from a linear array of sources of strength

q(y,t) may be defined by the integral
OO
= J q(y,t - r/a^) dy/r
- oA

(2.2.l)

This is the well known solution to the wave equation in an acoustic
field free from reflections;

the pressure p( o( ,t) may be taken on a

polar arc of constant radius R (see Figure 2,1) and the distance 'r' is
defined as the propagation path length between the source at 'y' and
the measurement point.
By taking the Fourier transform of both sides of this equation,
a complex valued acoustic field strength is defined at the fixed
frequency 'ca':
eO
= J Su/y)
-cA

where K = W / a

= 2ir/x .

3y/r

(2.2.2)
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At this stage it is convenient to note that in the acoustic far
field, where the polar arc radius R is very much greater than the
length of the source distribution L, the propagation path length can
be approximated by r = R - ysintA. + o(y );

this is a fundamental

approximation to all that follows and & e effect of ignoring higher
order terms in this series will be demonstrated later in this chapter.
Further, in the amplitude term of 1/r, the dependence on 'y' may
be dropped altogether without any significant loss of accuracy, and
the complex aoouatio field ia defined as
) =5

Cy)

dy

(2.2.3)

This equation shows a Fourier transform relationship between the
distribution of source strength and the complex pressure amplitude on
the polar arc, and the quantity ^

(of ) is knomi as the wavenumber

spectrum of the source distribution g^(y).
taking the inverse Fourier transform of ^

This suggests that by
(oL ) as a function of

'KsinoL'*, it is possible to evaluate the distribution of source
strength q^(y).
2.3.

PHYSICAL PROBLEMS OF.WAVEMUMBER SPECTRA
It has been shown in the previous section that in principle the

wavenumber spectrum may be used to evaluate the source distribution
from measurements in the acoustic far field.

However in practice there

are several physical limitations which prevent an exact solution being
obtained.

These problems restrict the solution of the wavenumber

spectrum so that at best only an apparent source image may be evaluated.
This section will discuss the physical restrictions which are imposed,
and their effect on the apparent source image.
a) Resolution
In order to evaluate the inverse Fourier transform of a function
such as the complex acoustic field, p ^ [ d ), it is necessary to measure
this function between the infinite limits -oo/^Ksinw/ao

.

However

this is physically impossible since measurements can only be made
between the finite limits -Ksind < Ksinat/Ksin
m
\

m

where sin
A

x 1 .
m ^

In

order to investigate the significance of this restriction, it is conven* (Note : 'K' is kept constant)
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ient to multiply the acoustic field measurements by an arbitary
weighting function which is zero outside the limits of the measurements.
The infinite limits to the integral may then be used and the measurement restrictions are defined by the effects of the weighting function
on the source image.
The measurable source image, 'q'jCy), can therefore be calculated
from the inverse Fourier transform of the acoustic field, ^

), mult-

iplied by an arbitary weighting function w(EsinQ() which is zero outside
the measurement limits of - Esino( :
m
oO
*(K8in»()

where w(Ksinot) = 0 when

(2.3.1)

| Ksinotj ^ Ksin X,

A property of Fourier transforms is that the inverse transform of
the product of two functions yields a convolution integral of the type
(Churchill (1972), p.393)
e
^(z) = 2

uut
j
-00

(y) w(y-z) dy

(2.3.2)

where W(y) is the inverse Fourier transform of the weighting function
w(K8inQ() and %
field

(y) exp(iZR)/R is the inverse transform of the acoustic

(o( ), as defined by equation 2.2.3.
This shows that the effect of the limited range of measurements

and the choice of weighting function is to smooth the finer detail of
the source image.

Since the choice of weighting function is arbitary,

the amount of smoothing on the source image can be controlled to a
certain extent.

For instance two typical weightings which may be used

are the rectangular weighting and the Bartlett (triangular) weighting
defined by:
Rectangular:

w(Ksinoi ) = 1.0
= 0.0

Bartlett:

w(Ksino< ) =

iKsincCl ^ E s i n ^ ^
1 KsinKi ^

1- 1 KsinX 1
Esinx^

= 0.0

(Ksino<( ^

(2.3.3)

Ksinof^
|Ksin«(| ^ Ksin K
EsinCK^

The source images of a simple point source using these weightings
are shown in Figure 2.2, and the width of the main lobe in these images
specifies the resolution of each window.
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In order to demonstrate the dependence of the window function
W(y) on the aperture angle

' and the wavenumber 'K', it is

convenient to specify W(y) and the weighting function w(x.) as Fourier
transform pairs:

i.e.

W(y) = ^ J
*(E8ln*)
~<ia

(2.3.4)

To eliminate the effect of the aperture angle it is useful to note that
all weightings are functions of KsinoC/Ksln

= x , and so 2.3.4 may

also be written as
W(y) = glp

w(x )

dx

(2.3.5)

—oO
where we have substituted x = Kain^C/XsinoC
Then by defining a normalised window function W
dent of wavenumber 'K' and aperture angle '

which is indepen-

and related to the

weighting function by the Fourier Transform
%o
%m(y) =

(*)

it follows from 2.3.5 that
W(y) = Esinc*^ . WQCKysinotQ^

(2.3.6)

This result, which shows that the window function depends upon
Kysinol , demonstrates that the resolution, or width of the main lobe,
will be inversely proportional to KslnoC .
window will be proportional to KsinOl
remains independent of EsinOC .
using large aperture angles 'o<. '

Also the peak level of the

while the area beneath the curve

Therefore good resolution is obtained
and high frequencies so that 'Esin K ^

is large.
The weighting/window functions discussed above are identical to
the weighting/window functions used in spectral analysis (Blackman and
Tukey (1958)).

There are many different types of these functions,

and in general these have either large side lobes (e.g. the rectangular
window in Figure 2.2) with a narrow main lobe or smaller side lobes
(e.g. the Bartlett window Figure 2.2) with a broader main lobe.

In

this application the main requirement is for the best resolution without
negative loops in the window function, and it was found that of the
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standard window functions, the Bartlett most closely satisfied these
criteria.

Therefore the Bartlett window has been used as standard in

all the source images presented in this thesis.

In order to evaluate the source image as defined by equation
2,3.1, it is necessary to measure the function

((X.) as a continuous

function of the wavenumber space variable 'Ksin&C'.

In practice

however it is only possible to evaluate p ^ (ol) at a finite number of
points in space.

This effectively imposes a further physical restric-

tion on the source image which may be defined as the aliasing problem.
This problem applies not only to Polar Correlation, but to any scheme
idiich usee discrete measurements in the acoustic far field.
In order to demonstrate this problem consider a measurement array
which evaluates the field at equal locations^ in 'sin#('.

The complex

field at the nth location is given by
5 (1) = e ™ r 5 (y) e - ^ ^ a y
w
R
^
^
Alternatively this equation may be written as
^(n) = e ^
O
n

exp(iELnA) f
V

W

By choosing KlmAi = 2Trn, the term ezp(iZLnA) is unity, and it
follows that the measurements p ^ ( n ) cannot differentiate between the
source distributions q^(y), q^^ (y-L)

q^(ytml).

Therefore the

source image calculated from the measurements p^j (n) must be periodic
with period 'L', and errors will occur if the source distribution is
significant outside the limits y = - L/2, where L is defined by the
spacing L = X / ^

(since K = 2tr/\ .)

c) Three Dimensional Effects
The model considered in Section 2.2 consisted of a linear array
of sources on the y-axis.

However in practice the type of source

distributions to be considered are those from aero engines which have
finite dimensions perpendicular to the y axis.

Therefore it is

necessary to consider the conditions under which the three dimensional
source distribution may be considered.
Starting with the solution to the wave equation in three dimenslons gives, on a polar arc of radius R, at the angle 'oc' :
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p(oi ,t) = j j j

q'(y, t-r/a ) dy,

dyVr

(2.3.?)

By taking the Fourier transform with respect to time of this equation
we obtain:
= jTjjT

q' (y)

dy^ dy^ dy /r

(2.3.8)

In the three dimensional oase the far field approzimation for the path
length 'r' is given Dy
.t .
O&j/rJ

r = R - y^sinK-ygCosK*

and in the amplitude term 1/r, the y^, y^ dependence in this approximation may be ignored without significant loss of accuracy.

Therefore

equation 2.3.8 may be written:

a

I I J
7172^3

(y)

(2.3.9)

%hen the yg dimension is small such that Kyg^Kl, then expf-iEygCOsPC) =1
and an equivalent linear source strength may be defined as
A/
q%(yi) = j\f

%%(?) Sfg

-

(2.3.10)

'3

^2^3
such that
I

q„(yi)

(2.3.11)

R
which is equivalent to equation 2.2.3.
This demonstrates how the source distribution may be considered
as a line source providing the dimensions in the y^ direction are very
much less than a wavelength so that Eyg

.

This condition may be relaxed slightly if the wavenumber spectrum
is only evaluated over the limited range of - EsinoC .

In this case

it is necessary that KygCl-cos ^ ^ ) ^< 1 so that the integral
I I

q'(y)

^2^3
is independent of oC over the range source strength may then be defined as:

The effective linear
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(y^) = j v T

q '(y)

ygy^

dy_

(2.3.12)

<*

which is identical to 2.3.10 when Kjg

1.

While this gives the condition under which the cross axis dimensions may be ignored, the effect of working outside these limitations
will be discussed In a later section.
2.4.

AMBIGUOUS SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS
The relationships derived in the previous sections assume that

the acoustic field may be described in terms of the solution to the
wave equation:
ae
p(9(,t)

=

q(y,t - i/a^) dy/r

However it has been emphasised by Pfowcs Williams (1973), (1974)
that this solution is not unique, and there are many source distributions q(y,t) which give the same acoustic field.

This has been very

concisely demonstrated by Kempton (1976) who has illustrated the eguivalence of acoustic fields from a monopole source at 'y' and a multipole
cluster at the origin 'y=0'.

This follows from a Taylors series

expansion of the acoustic field from the monopole of strength A(t):
(see Kempton (1976))

lA{t-r/a„)=£
n=o

f 5 Mt-E/aj]
tan [ R

(2.4.1)

This series converges whenever R ^ l R - rj.
In the acoustic far
2
field terms of order 1/R may be ignored in the derivatives and in the
expansion R-r = ysino< +

0(y^/R).

r Att-r/a^) = ^ ^
(-y8in*(/&o)
n=o

Therefore
^

A(t-E/ag)

(2.4.2)

Each term in this series is characteristic of a multipole of
order 2^ and strength
[(-y/aq)Vn:j

I

A(t)

(2.4.3)

J &tn

located at the origin y = 0.

It should be noted however that the far

field approximations leading to 2.4.2 are not strictly necessary since
each term of the series 2.4.1 describes a multipole's

field.
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This demonstrates how the same acoustic field has been generated
by two distinctly different mechanisms, and it is therefore very
important that this ambiguity should be considered when interpreting
the results from far field source location techniques.
To investigate this further consider the source image calculated
from the field of a multipole of order 2 , whose strength is given by
2.4.3, using equation 2.3.1.

First it is necessary to take the Fourier

transform of 2,4.3 with respect to time, so that the acoustic field at
the fixed frequency ' w ' is defined as
= (-IKysinx)" A

/n! . je^^*

a
where

is the Fourier transform of A(t).

Then the source image is

given as
-(z) =

J*

(-xKysinoC

^

-g

* (E8inP<.)e^^^^^d(E8inX )

which may be evaluated using the properties of Fourier transforms
(Churchill (1972) p.471,(3)) to give
.
q (z) =

iER

" V ..

\n
C-y)^

W ( z)

(2.4.4)

^n
Therefore the source image from a multipole of order 2^ is the nth
derivative of the window function W(z); also note how this is a very
complete result since the source image from a cluster of multipoles
of ascending order, whose strength is given by 2.4.3, is defined as

The series in this equation sums to the window function W(z-y),
and the source image represents a monopole located at 'y', from which
the source strengths 2.4.3 were derived.

Therefore the source image

reveals the monopole nature of the source distribution, but conceals
its true nature which may consist of a number of interfering higher
order sources.
2.5.

THE EXTEIiSION TO
SPATIAL COHERENCE

NOISE" SOURCE DISTEIBUTIOffS WITH ^ I T A R Y

The discussion so far has been limited to sources whose fluctuations
are known for all time, and therefore have exact representations in the
frequency domain.

However in practice it is necessary to apply source
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location techniques to randomly fluctuating sources, whose Fourier transform
with respect to time can only be estimated from a limited record. This estimate has to be used because the source strength in the frequency dcmain, and
thus the far field pressure

)» will depend not only on frequency

but also on the time of evaluation.

Therefore to obtain a meaningful

result it is necessary to consider an averaged quazitity with non-zero
mean.

In order to preserve the phase dependence in the far field it

is found that the natural quantity to consider is the cross power
spectral* density, defined as the averaged cross product between
at two points in the acouatic far field.
As before the acoustic far field from an almost linear array of
sources will be considered on a polar arc of radius 'R' (see figure 2.1).
The cross power spectral density will be taken between a reference point
on this arc, defined to be at the angle
and a second point at an angle 'eC '•

as shown in Figure 2.1,
The cross power spectral density

is defined as the averaged value of the cross product of the acoustic
field variables at these points.
= Ex

) pj/fp/]

The location

(2.5.1)

' is defined as the reference point, at which the

phase will be zero.

This may be taken as aqy point on the polar arc.

Therefore evaluating the cross power spectral density

( DC) in terms

of the source strengths given in 2.2.3, the following relationship is
obtained:

V (
r

=

52 f / Ex
(y)
a y g
L 4

"

Pdya.
(2.5.2)

^

Then by defining the average source level as seen at ' ^ ' by the integral
over z of the cross power spectral density of the source strengths,
E x ^ q ^ ( y ) q^ (2^including the associated phase lag to ' ^
(y) = 52 J

Ex

(y)

az

, i.e.
(2.5.3)

it is found that
Ep(»t) = 1

«p(y)

-sinp )ay

(2.5.4)

*This quantity is sometimes referred to as the cross spectral density.
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This defines an equivalent wavenumber spectrum for randomlyfluctuating sources, which are typical of the sources of noise associated with aero-engines.

As before by taking the inverse Fourier

transform of Rj| (o( ), as a function of K(sino( -sin p ) , the distribution
of the source level Q'^(y) may be obtained.

The same restrictions in

terms of the resolution, aliasing and three dimensional effects apply,
and the principle of evaluation is identical.
2.6.

INTERPRETATION OP THE SOURCE STRENGTH PARAMETER.
The source strength for randomly fluctuating sources has been

defined, as
Qp(y)

as

(2.6.1)

This may be interpreted as the effective source strength as seen
by the reference microphone at ' ^ .

To demonstrate this consider

the power spectral density of the aooustio field fluctuations at 'p',
defined as
P ( p ) = ^ p ( p ) = Ex [ ^ ( p )

)}

(2.6.2)

From equation 2,5.4 it follows that
w
P ( p ) = j Q p ( y ) dy

(2.6.3)

Thus the power spectral level at ' p ' may be defined by the integral
of the source strength parameter

(y).

However from this result it

appears that since P(^ ) is entirely real, then only the real part of
Q p(y) is significant, its imaginary part being of zero integral scale.
This feature can be established by considering 2.6.1 in 2.6.3 and
integrating over y and z.
However the interpretation of Q ^ ^ y ) is not particularly clear.
When deriving the pointvri.se source strength

(y), its definition was

relatively simple, as the complex amplitude of fluctuations at 'y'.
The complex nature of this parameter describes the relative phase of
the fluctuations at the point 'y'.

However in the case of randomly

fluctuating sources relative phase is only meaningful if the sources
are correlated and Ex j^g^(y)q^(z^ ^ 0, y:^z.

The significance of a

source at 'y' depends not only on the magnitude of the fluctuations at
that point but also on their interactions with other neighbouring
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source fluctuations, and any cancellations which may occur.

Since

the definition of Q p ( y ) (see 2.6.1) includes an integral over 'z'
relative to the position 'y', including the path length differences
to ' p ' (given by the exp(iK(y-z)sinp ) term), these cancellations are
automatically included.

Therefore it appears that Q p (y) is a pertin-

ent definition of the effective source strength, because it identifies
the relative significance of each part of the source distribution as
seen by the observer at 'jk'*

However only the real part of this

function is significant to the observer since the imaginary part is of
zero integral scale, and has no clear physical interpretation.

It

should be noted, however, that this definition is ambiguous since it
does not identify any interference effects.

Therefore it is possible

to eliminate a section of the measured source distribution and create
stronger effective sources due to the lack of destructive interference.
2.7.

THE EVALUATION OF COHERENT SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS
It has been shown that the complex acoustic field at the fixed

frequency 'w \

on a polar arc of radius R, is related to a linear

distribution of sources by the integral (2.2.3).
iER
P w (ot ) =

§

. .
j

e"

dy

(2.7.1)

However if the sources are randomly fluctuating it is necessary
to consider averaged frequency components, and it was argued in section
2.5 that the natural quantity to consider was the cross power spectral
danaity between two points on the polar arc.

It was shown how a

source strength parameter could be evaluated for sources with arbitary
spatial coherence.

In this section the special case will be considered

wh^#^ all the sources within the distribution are completely coherent;
this means that each source is driven by the same input, so that the
source strength parameter may be re-defined as
q^j(y) = Q(y) l ( w )
where the amplitude and phase of Q(y) is invariant with time.

(2.7.2)
A typical

example of such a distribution might be a vibrating pipe which is driven
by a single source, but emits acoustic waves throughout its length.
The acoustic emission at any point will then have a fixed amplitude and
phase relationship to every other point on the pipe.
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This situation may be easily recognised from measurements in the
acoustic far field because each point in this field will be completely
coherent.

To demonstrate this feature consider the C.P.S.D. on the

polar arc defined by equations 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, which may be written
in terms of 2.7.2 as

= i2 J J

«{y)

y ^

(2.7.3)

This may be re-arranged in the simplified form of
^ Ez

where A ( * ) = J

(2.7.4)

Q(y)e^^^^^^*dy

y

The P.S.D. at any point e( can be defined from this result by letting
p =0(, giving
P(d ) = jA(*)|2 Ex [ ( I ( w ) | 2 ] / a 2

(2.7.5)

The coherence of this field can be established simply from the definition of coherence

(,^u) =

|Rp(oL) i/\/P(*) IK^I)

which may be seen from 2.7.4 and 2.7.5 to be unity.
In order to determine the relative amplitude and phase of each
point in the distribution, Q(y), it is necessary to measure A(o^) and
invert the Fourier integral
A(/) =

J

Q(y)

y
The inversion of this integral has already been fully discussed,
and in this section methods of measuring A ( * J will be considered.
Since the field is completely coherent, it is unnecessary to
measure the variation of the C.P.S.D. on the polar arc.
variation of A ( )

The amplitude

can be determined directly from the P.S.D. defined

in equation 2.7.5,suitably normalised to eliminate the constant factor
Ix [^|l(o )

/R^.

Also required is the phase of A ( # ) and since the

field is coherent this may be measured directly by comparing the signals
between two points on the polar arc.

In many cases this may be the

simplest way to take the measurements, but it is also possible to
measure A(o() using the C.P.S.D., normalised by the P.S.D. at the
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reference angle p .

This gives

By specifying p to be the phase reference point, A( p ) is
real valued and the normalised source strength parameter Q(y)/A(|S )
can be evaluated.

This result emphasises the importance of amplitude

and phase normalisation inherent in both methods of measurement.
Since the source strength definition 2.7.2 is purely relative this
normalisation is unavoidable.
2.8.

PARTIALLY CQHEKEMT SOURCE DISTEIBUTI0N8

2.8.1.

Introduction
When sources are randomly fluctuating it is necessary to define

s source strength parameter which utilises a time average of their
fluctuations.

However the averaged strength of a source at any point

does not specify its effective radiation since its interference with
other sources must be allowed for, and the extent of these interference
effects will depend on its coherence with adjacent sources.

In

section 2.5 a pointwise source strength parameter was defined so that
it included the interference effects of all associated sources; however
this parameter has certain problems of interpretation and so in this
section an alternative source strength parameter will be discussed.
Rather than consider the source distribution as a number of point
sources, in this section the distribution will be considered as a
number of coherent source regions.

A distribution of randomly fluct-

uating sources may be modelled as the superposition, of a number of
coherent source regions.

Each of the sources within a particular

region are defined as having completely coherent fluctuations which are
statistically independent of the source fluctuations in another region.
Then by allowing these regions to overlap, partial coherence may be
obtained between the total fluctuations at any two points.

To illus-

trate this, consider the diagram below which shows two coherent regions
of sources.
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Since all the fluctuations in one region are coherent, the fluctuations
at the points 'x' and 'z' will have a fixed amplitude and phase
relationship.

However the point 'w' is in a completely different

region and therefore will be statistically independent of the source
fluctuations at either x or z.

In the overlapping section of these

two regions there exists partial coherence, so the total fluctuations
at the point 'y' will be partially coherent with the fluctuations at
the points x, z and w.
The advantage of this approach to source strength definition is
that all interference effects have been isolated into specific regions.
The distribution of sources within a region specifies all the interference effects of sources within that region and will account for all
their effective directionality in the acoustic far field.

Any number

of these independent regions may be superimposed and the acoustic field
will include their statistically independent contributions.

In this

section the source strength parameter will be developed so that it
defines the effective strength of each of these independent regions, as
if they were an effective point source with its own directionality.
This point source will be assumed to lie at the centroid of this region
and the source distribution then becomes a distribution of statistically independent point sources.

It will then be shown that this

source strength definition has certain practical advantages to the
application of the Polar Correlation technique.
2.8.2.

General Definition of Source Strengths
As before we will start by considering the acoustic field from

a linear array of sources, only in this instance the source fluctuations
will be defined as a function of the two space variables 'y' and 'z',
where 'y' defines the distribution of statistically independent regions
and 'z' the distribution of sources within each region.

Thus the

source strength parameter takes the form q(y,z,t), which specifies the
fluctuations at the spatial location y+z, associated with the region
located at 'y'.

By taking the Fourier transform of the fluctuations with

respect to time and utilising the wavenumber spectrum principle described
in section 2.2, the complex acoustic field at the fixed frequency
may be defined from equation 2.2.3 as:

P ("f ) =
(A

f[ ?
E

J,

(y.s)

dyd^
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In this definition

*( ) is the complex acoustic field on a polar arc

of radius R which lies in the far field of the source distribution,
This result differs from equation 2,2.3 in that a double spatial
integral has been used to allow for the definition of source strengths
in terms of coherent regions.
However since randomly fluctuating sources sure being considered,
an averaged quantity must be used and so we are led as before to define
the cross power spectral density between fluctuations in the acoustic
field.

This is defined as

E ^ ( « ) . E : [(.(K ) ( ( p ) ]
and is related to the source parameter as

(2.8.1)

^

dzg dZg

However since source fluctuations associated with the region y^ are
independent of those associated with yg, the above integrand will only
exist when y^ = yg.
Also the variation of this integrand with

describes a distri-

bution of completely coherent sources with phase relationships which will
not vary with time.

The source strength at (y^,z^) will have a fixed

relationship with the source strength at
from the value of

This may be extracted

q*(y^ fZg)], in terms of a function

which describes the amplitude and phase relationships between different
locations in the region 'y*.

These amplitude and phase relationships

may be conveniently normalised so that

J

(y,z) dz = 1.0

and from this the integrand of 2.8.1 may be defined as

(^1
where the normalising function

^ (^1-^2) (2.8.2)

(y) is

Q ^ ( y ) = j ] Ex[q^(y,z^)^*(y,z2)] dz^dz^

This function

(y) defines a source strength parameter which depends

on the total strength of the coherent region, and it is real valued
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because of the double integral and complex conjugate nature of the
integrand.
It is noted that this definition of the integrand of equation
2.8.1, given by 2,8.2, has allowed the separation of the variables
^2'^1*^2'

Therefore integration with respect to each of these

variables may be carried out directly.
the function which results from the

This is simplified by defining
and Zg integrations as

so that equation 2.8.1 can be written in the form
("^) = - 2 j
H.
2.8.3.

(2.8.3)

Interpretation of Parameters
The result given in equation 2.8.3 defines a relationship

between the cross power spectral density of the far field signals and
the source strength parameters

(y) and

(y, X ).

These parameters

may be interpreted quite simply:

the function Q ^ ( y ) represents the

total integrated source strength of all sources within a coherent region
whose centroid is specified to lie at 'y', and
directionality of that region.

(y, « ) represents the

The latter is demonstrated when the

power spectral density on the polar arc is considered.

This may be

obtained by allowing ot to equal % in equation 2.8.3 and gives
oo
*
) = - 2 j Qt)(y) t D(y,d)|2 dy
R ZCO

(2.8.4)

Thus the overall directionality of each coherent region is specified by
1 D(y,

)J

and this accounts for all the interference effects between

coherent sources.
2.8.4.

Elimination of Directionalities
In order to cast equation 2.8/) in a form which is more amenable

to solution it is necessary to eliminate the dependence of the directionality functions on 'y'.

This assumes that the constitution of each

coherent region, and consequently their directionalities, are identical.
This would appear to be an unjustified assumption and in a later section
the implications will be evaluated.

However it should be noted that

the results from many other source location techniques which have been
used on model and full scale jets (Billingsley & Kiims (1976), Grosche
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(1973)jLaufer et al(l$76), Parthasarathy (1974))have been interpreted
assuming no correlation between adjacent sources.

This implies that

there is no direotionality in the acoustic field which is a far grosser
assumption than assuming that each coherent r&gion has the same directionality.
Therefore the directionalities

(y,D( ) in equations 2,8.3 and

2 . 8 . 4 are assumed independent of y and replaced by d(oC ) giving
Hg(c*) .

) r «„(y)

I?

-sin

-i

and
P(K ) = \a(9i)\^

r Q

(y) dy

Then by considering the complex coherence on the polar arc, defined by
Cp(*)

= a^(oi) / V

P ( * ) P(p )

(2.8.5)

the following relationship is obtained

(a ) .

(2.8.6)

W)
where Q'(y) = Q(y)/ J" Q(y)dy defines a source strength parameter normal-ao
/>,
ised to unit area, and /(&( ) defines the phase directionality of d(o< ).
If it is assumed that / ( d ) = 0 then equation 2.8.6 represents a
particularly convenient f o m of the wavenumber spectrum relationship
which may be inverted to yield the distribution of the source strength
parameter Q'(y).

The restrictions of inverting this equation have

already been discussed and the distribution Q'(y) may be interpreted as
the distribution of effective strengths of coherent regions, normalised
to unit area.

This is the major result of this section and has some

significant advantages over the earlier formulations given in this
chapter.

First the complex coherence C-a (o< ) is an easier function to

measure than the cross power spectral density
formulations.
in equation

(o( ) used in earlier

This arises because of the normalisation procedure used

2.8.5, which

dispenses with the requirement to calibrate

each microphone used to measure the acoustic signals.
Secondly the
source strength Q'(y) is by definition real valued which me&ns that
^ / \
Cp, (@( ) will be symmetrical about K
, i.e.
( ^ ( * ) = Sp*(-d )
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Therefore only positive values of ^-^need be evaluated, which automatically halves the number of measurements required.

Finally Q'(y) has

a much clearer physical interpretation than the definition of source
strength developed in section 2.5.
However this result depends on two significant assumptions.
first it is assumed that the directionalities of each coherent region
are identical;

and secondly it has been assumed that the phase direct-

ionality /(ol) is zero.

The first of these assumptions will be

evaluated in section 2.9 where it will be shown that it does not result
in significant errors, and the second assumption will be discussed
ia the next sub-section.
2.8.5. The Effect of Phase Directionality
The problem v/ith the phase directionality term / ( U ) is that it
cannot be measured using the power spectral density function and so is
not eliminated by the normalisation procedure given in equation 2,8.5.
To demonstrate its significance consider the features which cause this
directionality of phase;

it is defined as the phase of the function

d(o( ) given by
oO

where

( % ) describes the distribution of amplitude and phase of

sources within a coherent region, ajid is normalised so that it integrates to unity
00
—I^

(z)dz = 1.0

This specifies the imaginary part of a „ (z) as having zero internal
scale.

Also this function has been defined as having its centroid at

z = 0.

Since the imaginary part is of zero internal scale it is most

useful to define this centroidal location in terras of the real part of
a^

only.

Thus the centroid is defined from

i zc^(z) da =
where

(z) = c^ (z) + id^ (g)
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Source distributions with these features have been investigated
by Kinns (1976) and it is shown that when KLsinBl is small (where L
represents the length of the coherent region), the phase / ( * ) is
g2.ven by

^

/(o/ ) = -K^sin%( J* d ^ (z) z^dz - 0((KLsinP< )^)

2
2
Thus phase directionalities will be of the order (KLsinot) , and their
magnitude will be dependent on the distribution of the imaginary part
of

(z).

In general these phase directionalities will be negligible

when coherent regions cannot be resolved, i.e. KI,8ino(,^1;

however

when the aperture and coherence length scale is large enough then phase
errors are likely to be important.
As an example, consider a coherent region which is typical of
jet noise having a linear variation of phase with z.

Thus the distrib-

ution of sources within the coherent region is given by

where a ^ ( z ) is real and a ^ (o) + 0.
given by

Then the phase directionality is

,0

This integral will be zero whenever a^ (z) is symmetrical about
z=o, and in general the phase directionality will depend on the skewness
of the distribution of sources within the coherent region
2.8.6

Summary
This section has considered the evaluation of a source distrib-

ution which includes randomly fluctuating sources with arbitary
coherence.

The problem of defining the source strength for this type

of source distribution is making the correct allowance for the effects
of interference.

This section has used an approach which groups

source interference effects into complete units, and the strength of
each unit is evaluated using the source location technique.

The

previous definition given in section 2.5 differs from this approach in
that the source strengths at two different points are dependent on
each other due to their coherence which will result in interference
effects.
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The definition presented in this section has been shown to have
two important practical advantages, providing the assumptions of the
theory are reasonable.

The first of these advantages is that only

one sided transforms are required and the second is that all measurements are normalised.

However when dealing with two strongly coherent

point sources, separated by a large number of wavelengths this definition is ambiguous since the effective source will be located between
the two real sources.

In this situation the definition given in

section 2.$ will locate the sources correctly, and therefore may be
considered more accurate.

In conclusion, the choice of source strength

definition depends on the possibility of this ambiguity.

In the source

distributions which are to be considered in this thesis, two strongly
coherent point sources separated by a large number of wavelengths are
not of major importance.

The only case when this effect is likely

to occur is on a jet engine when the noise emitted by the inlet is
coherent with the noise emitted by the bypass duct or hot core exit at
frequencies above 1000 Hz.

Therefore the second choice of source

strength parameter has been used throughout so that the major practical
advantages of one sided transforms and normalised data may be realised.
2.9.

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OP APPROXIMATIONS

2.9.1. Far Field Approximations
Throughout this chapter it has been assumed that in the acoustic
far field the path length from a source at ' y ' j
measurement point at

on the axis to the

' on the polar arc (see Figure 2.1) may be app-

roximated by the first two terms in the series;
r = R - ysind

+ y

(l-sin oi )

2E
(see section 2.2)
In this section the significance of this approximation will be evaluated
by considering the errors caused by ignoring the third term in this
series.

These errors will be calculated by evaluating the source image

from a more accurate definition of the acoustic far field which includes
the third order path length term.

The acoustic far field is defined,

using a more accurate form of equation 2.2.3, as
iKR y
(O' ) = f
J

-v
(y)

• ^

-v 2/ .

. 2

\
" ) dy
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The source image is then obtained by evaluating the inverse
Fourier transform of the acoustic far field multiplied by the weighting
function w ( K s i n ^ ) (see equation 2.5.1)

r
( z) = "Sr J

p ^ ( * ) * (Ksin^ )e^^®^^^d(Ksinec)

By combining these two definitions it is found that

dyd(Ksino<.)
This result may be defined in the more convenient form of a convolution
between the source distribution and a window function:

where

jiZE r .
^ R
i
-oo

^^'(y,y-z)
oo

W'(y,y_z)

d(Ksinoc)

This shows that the effect of the third order path length term on the
source image is to modify the window function which operates on the
source distribution.

Therefore the differences between the modified

window and the standard window function define the errors caused by
making this path length approximation.
The magnitude of these errors will depend on the phase factor
Ky^sin^Ot/Za
This will clearly be worst at the extreme end of the source distribution
where y = Y and will also be affected by the aperture angle 0( .

In a

typical application the aperture is reduced at higher frequencies to
avoid aliasing errors while maintaining the same resolution '1' (see
Chapter 3).

Thus ' sin Of. ' is proportional to A / l and the phase factor

/ which describes the maximum phase error has the following dependence:

4 = Kf'sln'*: m
^

= ir X
R

IZ

For a fixed ratio of source length Y to resolution '1' this factor
is dependent on X/fe,

Therefore it will be a maximum at low frequen-

cies where large apertures are used.
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"Typical values of / for some of the tests reported in this thesis
are given below
8in(/^

Y

RB 211
Jet Engine

0.642

40'

4.5'

100'

4*61

Model Jet
ISVR

0.866

24"

10.4"

120"

1.089

R

X

In Figures 2.3 - 2.5 the window functions for values of / between
0.392 and 10,17 are presented.

These results show that when

= 3,142 then significant distortion occurs to the data window.
It is noted that the array used on the RB.211 exceeds this limit and it
may be shown that distortions will occur at displacements y ^33'«
However this is not a particularly important part of this distribution
(see Figures 6 . 2 and 6 . 3 ) and significant distortion is not apparent.
Three Dimensional Effects

2.9.2.

The complex acoustic far field is defined for a three dimensional source distribution ^

(y) by equation 2.3.6 as

It was argued in section 2.3 that if Ky^C 1 - c o s 1 ,
three dimensional effects could be ignored.

then the

In this section the

practical limitation of this restriction will be evaluated.
Consider the source image from a three dimensional source distribution, evaluated using equation 2.3.1.
s;<z) =

i J i

)3-il!y200s«|

-tb

4y&(K8inc()

Evaluating the integral with respect to (Ksin oC) gives the source
image as the triple convolution

%:(z)=

q^(y)e"'^2

where

w (yg,}^-^) 3?

(2.9.4)

^

-00

J

d(E8ino<)

(2.9.5)
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This last equation describes a window function with which sources
anywhere in space are convolved.

In the case when WCy^^y^-z) —

W(o,y^-z), the source image equation 2.9.4 reduces to
g^(z) = §

J

W(o,y^-z)

yi

dy
72^3

The inner integrals of this equation are equivalent to equation
2 . a n d

represent an equivalent on-axis source distribution.

There-

fore the limits to the on axis approximation can be described by the
limits of the approximation that
W(y2,y^-z) —

W(o,y^-z)

(2.9.6)

To evaluate the limits to this approximation it is necessary to
consider the integral 2.9.5.

Clearly for values of Ky^Cl-cos

the approximation 2.9.6 holds.

For values of

^

1,

1 this integral

may be evaluated using the principle of stationary phase (Papoulis
However the region of interest lies between these two limits

(1962)).

and so the high wavenumber solution will not be described in detail.
However the result for y^^^ y^-z will be quoted as
«
~ ^

COS

,

.?)

-

dz

(2.9.7)

.

(Kote: real part only)
where W(z) is the on axis Bartlett window function.
To evaluate these effects when Ey2(l-cose6^) 2s 1 a numerical
study was undertaken.
aperture angle Od

The critical parameters are the maximum

and the non-dimensional off axis displacement yg/X. •

The results of the numerical study are shown in Figures 2.6 - 2.8 giving
window functions for source displacements of yg/X = 0, 5, 10, 15j and
aperture angles ^

= 10°, 30°, 60°.

These results show that for the small aperture angles of 10°
there is no significant error for displacements up to 15 X .

However

for the larger apertures there is a significant error for all displacements.

Also note now that at the larger apertures the asymtotic form

given by 2.9.7 is apparent.

From the results given in Figure 2.6 it

would appear that a limit of

Fg/X

0.25

ensures no off axis displacement error.

This also ensures that
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10^2(1-008 o(^) ^Tr/2, which seems a logical limit.
2.9.3.

Evaluation of the assumption of Uniform Directionalities.
In section 2.8 it was shown how a source distribution could be

modelled by a number of regions of coherent sources.

It was then

assumed that if the source distribution was dominated by a particular
type of coherent region, then all the coherent regions within the
distribution could be taken as identical.

In this section this assunp-

tion will be evaluated.
In order to simplify the analysis the definition of source
strength given

equation 2.8.3,

Q,a(y)

D #(y,

will be used (where
region located

p)

(y) describes the relative level of the coherent

at y, D(y, 0^) its far field directionality).

Two

different regions of coherent sources will be considered, which possess
the far field directionalities %^ ( @( ) and H^OL)
strengths

and Qg.

and are of relative

Specifying these two regions a distance '1'

apart gives the far field cross power spectral density ffom 2.8.3 as

I

, J
(2.9.8)

and the power spectral density at 'ct' as
p(ot) = ^ 2 [

^ + Qg

j

(2.9.9)

Also the complex coherence is defined

c^(c<) = a^(9t) /P^a( ) P^(p)

(2.9.10)

and is then used to specify a source image defined as
90
q^( z) -

^C^(o4 ) w (KsinoC

d(Ksinx. )

(2.9.II)

0*

Two cases sxe

of interest and will be considered separately:

1) when Q^|D^(<X )|^ ^ Qg I
In this case P(o() =

)l ^ and

(«*) and D^(*) are both real valued.

^I(**)! ^ so that from 2 , 9 , 9

and 2.9,10
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This shows how the effeot of the different directionality is
localised onto the less significant source.

When the source image is

calculated using 2.9.11 > the most significant source at y=o will be
evaluated correctly in its normalised and resolution limited form, while
the secondary source has the image:

J

i^o)j
T V

d(E8inK)

(2.9.12)

The differing directionalities therefore modify the weighting funotion
used to calculate the source image, and therefore give a different
window function on the seoondary souroe.
A typical example of this effect is given by a jet noise source
distribution with the directionality
) = (l-M^sinX)"'^
which dominates a tailpipe noise source at the nozzle exit which is
omnidirectional.

Then

DgCX ) Dg(o)

^

(1_M s i n x ) "

In Figure 2.9 examples are given of the window funotion imposed
on this secondary source for values of n = 1,2,3, with K

= 0.7.

This result shows that very little error is incurred due to this
approximation.
2) When the two sources and their associated directionalities are of
the same order of magnitude, then the assumption that the power spectral
density P( oC ) is dominated by the field from one of these sources no
longer holds.
The complex coherence is given in terms of the sources as
2'^/ \ ^ / \
2.^/
C (ot; =

-jr

1

+ rr

^

®

Considering each term in this relationship separately, and calculating
their individual source images gives similar results.

Taking the

—ij.0—

source at y=o,

the source image is given by
"

w(KBinol ) exp(iKzsin^) d(Ksin6< )
T
T-r

1
2TT"

where

-

" I

I

Q^|D,(.)0

) represents the phase of the source at this location.

If

this phase is not allowed for it will cause phase distortion in the
source image.

However in many cases such as jet noise or omni-

directional sources /(o4)-/(o) may be taken as zero and so this terra
will be overlooked in this evaluation.
Two examples will be considered, first the window associated with
an omnidirectional point source which is equally significant as a jet
noise source (i.e.

= Qg) which has the directionality

D g C * ) = (1 - M sinK)"^
so that the associated window function is given by

-i
W ^z) =

f
J 1^1+(1 -Ll^sinot )
-oO

1
^ w (EsinK )

d(KsinK.)

and secondly the window associated with a jet noise source of the same
directionality as above, when it is associated with an omnidirectional
source of equal significance.
_± «a
W (z) =

This will be given by
_x

^1+(1-M^sin)*^"j

w (Ksinec)

d(Ksin«:)

The results are shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 and demonstrate
that very little error is incurred,

the correct engineering result

always being given.
2.10

CONCLUSION
In this chapter the theoretical basis of the Polar Correlation

technique has been described.

Starting with a simple model of the

source distribution, the principle of the wavenumber spectrum was
developed and resolution and aliasing effects were demonstrated.

Also

the various approximations used in each step of the theory were evaluated using numerical examples.
The ambiguity of the source distribution evaluated from the
acoustic far field was discussed and it was shown how the evaluated
source image was the equivalent distribution of monopoles which resulted
in the measured acoustic far field.
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The wavenumber spectrum principle was then extended to the
evaluation of randomly fluctuating sources with arbitary spatial
coherence.

Two approaches to this problem have been considered and

two different definitions of the evaluated source strengths are
obtained.

The first definition of source strength describes a dis-

tribution whose value is the effective strength of the source at
that point, including any interference effects, as seen by the
observer at the reference angle.

The second definition, however,

groups coherent sources into isolated units and the source strength is
defined as the relative strength of these units.

In order to evaluate

the distribution two assumptions have to be made.

First it is assumed

that each coherent region has an identical directionality and secondly
that each has no phase directionality.

It was shown that these

assumptions are reasonable for the type of source distributions which
will be measured in this thesis, the only exception being on a jet
engine when noise from the inlet is strongly coherent with noise from
the by-pass duct exit.

vVhen these assumptions are reasonable the

second definition of source strength provides two major practical
advantages:

the ability to use one sided transforms and the normalis-

ation of data;
definition.

neither of these can be realised by using the first

Since the majority of source distributions to be eval-

uated in this thesis may be modelled using the second definition, the
significant practical advantages which it offers will be used in the
following chapters.

—if2~

CHAPTEB 3:
3.1.

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF POLAR COERELATION

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is intended as a self-contained practical guide to

Polar Correlation, which may be read without reference to Chapter 2.
It is hoped that it will enable the experimentalist to carry out a
source location experiment without the detailed, knowledge of the theory
which has led. to the development of this technique.

However in order

to undertake a source location experiment, the basic principles of the
technique must be understood, and these are described in the next
section.

In this references will be given to the relevant sections in

Chapter 2 so that the detailed theory may be referred to if required.
As with any experiment, the results from the Polar Correlation
technique are only meaningful if they are interpreted correctly.

It

should therefore be remembered that any source location technique,
using far field information alone, only evaluates the equivalent
distribution of monopoles (see Section 2.4) and the interpretation of
the source strength parameter depends on its definition (2.6 and 2.8).
In general these techniques should only be applied to source distributions which are virtually omnidirectional over the region of the far
field being used for measurements, and they work well in this situation.
However when the distribution contains elements which have very strong
and markedly different directionalities, and therefore acoustically
large correlation regions, the source location results will need careful
int erpretation.
3.2.

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF P O L ^ CORRELATION
To evaluate the distribution of sources along the axis of an

aero-engine it is necessary to model the acoustic source distribution.
Therefore the aero-engine is considered as a linear array of acoustic
monopole sources, and the technique then determines this distribution
using a method based on the

wavenumber spectrum principle.

To illustrate this principle consider three simple sources A, B
and 0 on a line which represents the axis of the aero-engine (see
Fig.3.1).

First consider the case when each source is radiating at a

fixed frequency so that each source in isolation causes a spherical
pattern of waves.

At any fixed instant in time these wave fields will

have peaks and troughs of pressure amplitude as illustrated on the left
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of Figure 3.1.

Measurements can then be taken on a polar arc of

constant radius, and from these the strength and location of each
source can be identified.
isolation:

Taking for example the source at A in

since this lies at the centre of the polar arc, at any-

fixed instant of time the pressure amplitude on the polar arc will be
constant, as illustrated by the top diagram on the right of Fig. 3»'1«
However the waves from the source at B cross over the polar arc, and
so at any fixed instant in time there will be a variation of pressure
amplitude around the polar arc.

This variation is shown on the right

of Fig. 3.1.and is found to be cosinusoidal as a function of the sine
of the angle ' o l s i m i l a r l y for the source at C which lies further
downstream from the polar arc centre.

In this case the polar arc

passes through more peaks and troughs of the wave field and the variation of pressure amplitude as a function of sin(^) yields a cosine
wave of higher frequency.
When all three sources are radiating at the same time the total
wave field on the polar arc will be given by the sum of these three
cosine waves, illustrated on the bottom right of Figure 3.1.

However

each cosine wave represents a term in the Fourier series which represents the total wave field.

The amplitude of each cosine wave is

determined by the strength of the source, and the frequency by the
location of the source.

It is a relatively simple matter to solve

this Fourier series to determine the strength and location of each
source.
In the more general case sources are continuously distributed
along the axis of the aero-engine, and therefore the Fourier series
illustrated here, becomes a Fourier integral.

The theoretical back-

ground to this form of solution is given in Section 2.2.
However in the case of aero-engines the acoustic sources are
randomly fluctuating, which means that the effective source strength
at aixy frequency will vary with time.

Therefore it is necessary to

consider an averaged source strength.

This may be obtained by consid-

ering the cross power spectral density on the polar arc.

The reasons

for choosing this quantity are fully described in Chapter 2, and may
be summarised as follows:

the pressure amplitude in a harmonic

acoustic field at any instant may be defined by p(t) = A cos(wt+^)
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which is sometimes more conveniently described in complex notation as
A exp(iju»t), where p(t) is given by the real part of this expression.
The phase 0 is included in the complex definition of A = A e%p( ijZf)
and describes the relative phase between signals at two different
points in the field.

When sources are not radiating harmonically it

is necessary to consider averaged quantities such as the power spectrum
(defined as the expected value of A ) or the cross power spectrum
between two points (defined as the expected value of A^ A2 ,
complex conjugate).

denoting

For source location the phase dependence of the

acoustic far field is required and so the cross power spectrum is
found to be the natural quantity to consider.

It is shown in Section

2,5 that the relationship between the cross power spectrum and the
source strength as viewed from the angle 'p' in the acoustic far field
is given for continuously distributed sources by

= J g
where

(y)

(3.2.1)

**
(oQ is the c.p.s.d. between p(o< ,t) and p('p ,t)

and

(y) is the source level as viewed from

.

(see Fig. 2.1 for notation)
This may be recognised as a Fourier integral relationship which
may be solved to yield the distribution of source strength Qy (y).
Clearly measurements should be taken as a function of (siroC - s i n ^ ) ,
however in the rest of this section p

will be taken to be zero for

convenience.
It must be remembered that the c.p.s.d. ? ( K ) can only be
measured in practice at discrete points on the polar arc, and only
over a limited range of 'Ksino<'.

This imposes certain restrictions

on the evaluated source image which are fully discussed in Section 2,3.
In the rest of this section the implications of these restrictions will
be discussed.
Solving for the Source Image
In order to solve for the source strength it is necessary to
evaluate the inverse Fourier transform:
00
r
=

- r i ?

(3.2.2)
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The solution to this integral for measured values of R

) at

discrete points over a limited range of 'Ksin ot', is an identical
procedure to the evaluation of a narrow band power spectral density
function from an autocorrelation function (see Pig.3.2).

Therefore

the physical problems of only having a limited range of measurements
at discrete points have exact analogies in each case.
Consider Figure 3.2, and note that the autocorrelation function
is only defined over a limited range up to a maximum delay

The

influence of this maximum delay on the Fourier transform procedure is
to define the frequency resolution of the power spectrum.

Also the

autocorrelation function has only been evaluated at discrete time
delays separated by intervals of

In the frequency domain this

effectively defines an aliasing frequency, which is the maximum
frequency component which the power spectrum can possess.

Further

if the autocorrelation function includes higher frequencies than this
aliasing frequency, then the evaluated power spectrum will contain
'aliasing' errors.

These concepts are clearly described in Bendat

and Piersol (1958), but it is useful to realise that the evaluation of
the source distribution obeys the same criteria.

First the maximum

aperture angle of the measured data defined by 'KsinO^ ', determines
the axial resolution of the source image.*

Secondly, the interval

between measured data points 'Ktk', as shown in Figure 3.2, defines the
aliasing length of the source distribution.

If the amplitude and

phase data contain contributions from sources outside the limits of the
aliasing length, then the source image will contain aliasing errors.
One of the discrepancies of this analogy is that the autocorrelation function is real valued, while the cross power spectral density
is a complex valued function.

The Fourier transform of the auto-

correlation function, because it is real valued, yields a symmetrical
(even) function of frequency, while the Fourier transform of the
complex valued cross power spectral density yields a function which is
not necessarily symmetrical about y = 0.

The aliasing criteria for

the power spectrum therefore applies in principle between although the negative frequency has no meaning.

However in the case

of the source distribution, negative locations -y refer to points
forward of the origin, and so the aliasing limits of - L/2 define the

* A normalising factor of 217 must be included in the definition of the
resolution width, as the Fourier transform is with respect to 'Ksino<'
rather than
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total aliasing length of the source distribution to be 'L*.

This is

shown schematically in Figure 3.2,
In conclusion therefore it has been shown that the source distribution may be evaluated from the inverse Fourier transform of
measurement taken on a polar arc.

The rest of this chapter will

discuss the way in which these measurements should be taken.
3.3.

THE RBQUIREKBNT PGR A TWO-SIDED TRANSFORM.
Another application of the power spectrum analogy is to describe

the effect of two-sided transforms.

It is noted that the autocorrel-

ation function is always symmetrical about the zero time delay

t = 0,

and this ensures that the power spectrum is always a real valued
function (i.e. its imaginary part will be zero for all frequencies).
This provides a major reduction in data processing since the autocorrelation need only be evaluated for positive time lags, the negative
time lags being defined as identical.

A similar utilisation may be

considered in the evaluation of the far field cross power spectral
density;

if it can be assumed that the source level Q (y) is an entire-

ly real valued quantity and has no imaginary part, then the far field
cross power spectral density will be symmetrical about Ksino< = 0,
therefore only half the measurements need be taken.

It may be shown

that this assumption is only justified theoretically if all the sources
along the axis are effectively uncorrelated, so that their cross power
spectral density E x | ^ ( y ) ^ ( z ) J only exists when y = z (see 2.6).
In that case it follows that the acoustic far field will be omnidirectional, (i.e. the power spectral density on the far field polar
arc will be constant).

It should be noted that to date all source

location measurements on model or full scale jets (Fisher et al(l977)>
Billingsley and Kinns (1976), Flynn and Kinns (1976), G-rosche (1973),
Laufer et al (197^)) have been interpreted using this assumption, which
is strictly incorrect since jets are not omni-directional acoustic
sources.

However if the jet is considered as a number of regions of

correlation, which may be summed as independent radiators of sound,
then the overall directionality in the far field"is determined by the
summed directionality of each correlated region.

Then by making the

much less restrictive assumption that each correlated region has the
same directionality, the far field may be corrected for this effect so
that the fUeld from an equivalent array of uncorrelated sources is
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obtained.

This field will be symmetrical about Ksin{^= 0, and so

only positive values of sinO^ need be considered, halving the number
of measurement points required.
However the evaluation of the effective source directionality
can only be achieved in terms of its amplitude.

A region of correl-

ated sources may possess directionality of both amplitude and phase,
but the far field power spectral density will only define the amplitude
term.

The phase term is unmeasurable since it cannot be differentiated

from the phase variation in the field due to the location of the source.
Therefore it is necessary to assume that there is no phase directionallty associated with the source distribution.

It has been demonstra-

ted in section 2.8 that in the case of jet noise this assumption would
appear valid.

However the type of error which is likely to be caused

by ignoring phase directionality is a distortion on the evaluated image
similar to those described in terms of signal processing by Papoulis
(1962).
To summarise these concepts we will first consider a distribution
of sources which are completely uncorrelated and so their distribution
gives no far field directionality.

The C.P.S.D. in the acoustic far

field can be derived from equation 3.2.1 by replacing the source
strength Q (y) by an omnidirectional, real valued distribution Q(y),
which defines the mean square level of each source;
.00
.

thus

Ea (e<) = J S(y)

(3.3.1)

However each of these uncorrelated point sources may be given a
/V
directionality D(% ) which results from their multipole nature, or
equivalently (see section 2.4) a distribution of monopoles about 'y'.
If this directionality is the same for each source then equation 3«3®1
may be modified to include this effect as follows:
H

(;*.) .

J

Q(y) siKrCsin* -sinp ijy

(3.3.2)

The concept put forward in this section is that this second
equation may be reduced to the form 3.3.1 by normalising out these
directionality factors.
In order to normalise equation 3.3.2 it is necessary to measure
the directionalities D ( ) and D ( ^ ) .

If it can be assumed that these
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have zero phase then they can be measured using the power spectral
density at o(, and

.

The P.S.D. can be defined from equation

3.3.2 by allowing oi to equal"S
P(o() =

J

giving:

Q(y) dy

(3.3.3)

Thus by defining the quantity

=R

(X )

P(^)

(3.3.4)

which will be referred, to as the oomplex coherence, it is found from
3.3.2 and 3.3.3 that
00
"CL

(* ) =

J

Q(y)

^ay

{3.3.5)

P

j Q(y) 4y
I

Therefore by defining Q (y) as the distribution of source strength
normalised to unit area, i.e.
00
I

(y) = Q(y)/

Q(y) 4y

we obtain from 3*3*5
.
I

j Q'(y)

(3.3.6)

—oO

This is a Fourier transform relationship which is identical in
form to equation 3.2.1, and methods for inverting this equation to
obtain Q'(y) from

(ot) are described in section 3.2.

However this

formulation has two distinct advantages over the form given by 3.2.1,
first
) is a normalised quantity which greatly simplifies the
calibration of the measured signals, and secondly
(« ) will be
symmetrical about
SwQl.

o.

This is a direct result of Q*(y) being defined as a real valued quantity
and is of major practical significance since only positive displacements
(sino4-sin^) need be measured.
The detailed theory which has led to this result is described in
section 2.8 and some of the approximations which have had to be made
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are evaluated numerically in section 2.9 and experimentally in
Chapter 5.
This approach not only results in two major practical advantages
but also provides a definition of source strength which is easy to
interpret.

The distribution Q'(y) defines the relative strength of

the coherent region associated to the location 'y'.

Since this

coherent region may be the result of a point multipole or aa equivalent
distribution of monopoles, resolution within that region is ambiguous
and of secondary importance.

This approach provides the location of

the strongest region of the source distribution which is the prime
objective.
3.4.

MICROPHONE ARRAY DESIGN
It has been shown in sections 2.3 and 3*2 that the design of the

microphone array determines the resolution and the aliasing length of
the source image.

Since the number of microphones available for a
iS
source location test
inevitably limited, it is important that the

microphone array should be designed to satisfy the necessary aliasing
and resolution criteria using the minimum number of microphones.
The first requirement of the microphone array is that it should
be able to resolve two point sources separated by a distance 'd'.
It is shown in 2.3 that these sources are resolved if the angular
aperture covered by the microphone array satisfies the condition

where
= acoustic wavelength.
In practice it has been found that this criterion is a little
optimistic and a better criterion is
sia ( ^ )

1.5 X / d

(3.4.1)

For an array which includes N microphones equally spaced in 'sin&c'
it follows that sin
the microphones.

" CN-l)4i, where A

is the spacing between

However the microphone spacing also determines the

aliasing length of the source image.

This was discussed in section

2.3.and it was shown that to avoid aliasing errors on a source distribution of length 'L', the microphone spacing ' & ' must satisfy
X /L
(NOTE:

K = 2Tr/)\ in Fig.3.2)

(3.4.2)
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fhese two criteria depend upon the acoustic wavelength of the source
image under consideration, while the requirements for the resolution
and aliasing length are determined by the physical dimensions of the
source.

For example, consider the case of a high by-pass ratio engine

for which it is necessary to resolve point sources at the by-pass duct
exit and the hot cpre exit, without aliasing a distant source at the
engine inlet.

In order to prevent aliasing the microphone array muat

be designed using equation 3*4.2 for the spacing, with \

taken as the

minimum acoustic wavelength which will be considered, and 'L' as the
length of the engine*.

Thus

However, the resolution criterion 3.4.1 must be satisfied using
the longest wavelength to be considered in the tests, and 'd' equal
to the separation between the by-pass duct and the hot core exit.
1.5.

Thus

\^/d.

Combining these two equations gives the required number of microphones
N as
N-1 = 1.5 ^-222

i

(3.4.3)

^ min
This result shows how the required number of microphones depends
not only on the ratio of the resolution to the aliasing length but also
on the ratio of minimum to m m H m n m acoustic wavelengths to be considered.
Typically the ratio of L/d for an engine such as the RB.211 is just less
than 6, so the required number of microphones is given in this case by
= 8 (
Therefore to cover a frequency range of 500 Hz to 4OOO Hz requires 64
microphones, plus a reference microphone.
This number of microphones is often impractical and therefore
to reduce it the graded microphone array has been developed.

A graded

microphone array consists of a number of overlapping sub-arrays, each
of which is designed to cover a limited frequency range (see Fig.3.3).
By overlapping these sub-arrays the required number of microphones is
reduced to a minimum, while still satisfying the criteria given above.

*Note this example assumes no sources downstream of the hot core.
In
practice these should be included in defining the aliasing length.
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If the frequency range in the previous example is separated into the
octave "bands 500-1000,1000-2000, 2000 - 4OOO Hz, then the required number
of microphones to cover any of these bands in isolation will be I6.

To

satisfy the anti-aliasing criteria 3*4.2 in the highest frequency band
2000 - 4000 Hz, the microphone spacing in this sub-array must be ^

=

and adequate resolution will be provided using I7 microphones
at this spacing.

However in the middle frequency range 1000 - 2000 Hz,

the wavelengths are halved and so a microphone spacing of 2 A
to prevent aliasing.

is adequate

The resolution criterion is satisfied using 17

microphones at intervals of 2 A , giving a total aperture of 32A .
However this array will overlap the higher frequency array in the first
half of the arc, and so only 8 additional microphones are required to
cover the second half of the arc.

Therefore to cover the frequency

range of 1000 - 4OOO Hz, 25 microphones are required.

A similar phil-

osophy may be applied to the lowest frequency range of 500 - 1000 Hz,
which may be covered with an additional 8 microphones.

Therefore by

using a graded microphone array the required number of microphones is
only 33, giving a major reduction on the previous estimate.
A general expression for the required number of microphones using
a graded array can be given using 3»4.5 with

j^ax'^^in ~

N-1 = 3 ^ + 1.5 ^ (M-1) = 1.5 ^ (M+1)

(3.4.4)

where M is the number of octaves to be covered.
Although this provides a major reduction in the required number of
microphones, it is often found that this number is still unavailable.

A

further reduction is possible if interest is limited to the octave band
centre frequencies only.

This allows the array to be designed using

the same principle as before, only with
array.

= 1 for each sub-

To consider the highest frequency in isolation requires only 9

microphones, at a spacing of & .

To consider 2000 Hz in isolation

however requires 9 microphones at a spacing of 2 A (see Pig.3*3), but
by overlapping the arrays only an additional 4 microphones are required.
Similarly with 1000 Hz and 500 Hz, so that finally a total of only 21
microphones are necessary.

A general formula for the number of micro-

phones in a reduced microphone array is given by
N-1 = 1.5 2 + 0.75 ^ (M'-1) = 0 . 7 5 2 (K'+1)

(3.4.5)

where M' is the number of octave band centre frequencies of interest.
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In conclusion therefore it has been shown how the very large
number of microphones required for an equally spaced microphone array
can be reduced significantly using the graded array, without loss of
detail in the source image.

Further by limiting interest to the octave

band centre frequencies, the reduced graded microphone array offers a
further reduction in the required number of microphones.

This reduced

microphone array may be used for frequencies between the octave centre
band values, but the resolution criteria 3.4.1 will not be satisfied in
these ranges.

It should be emphasised that any microphone array cannot

be used outside its aliasing limits, since this will create noncorrectable errors in the measured source distribution.

Although these

concepts have been discussed in terms of the Polar Correlation technique,
they also apply equally well to any other source location technique
which uses a microphone array, for example the Acoustic Telescope,
Billingsley & Kinns (1976).
3.5. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
The previous sections of this chapter have described the basic
principles of the Polar Correlation technique, and this section will
discuss the specifications for data acquisition and analysis,
a) Microphone Layout.
When specifying a Polar Correlation test it is first necessary to
ensure that the source distribution is effectively a line source.

In

general source distributions are three dimensional but they may be modelled by an equivalent acoustic line source providing the data acquired
is independent of the distribution of sources across the axis.

These

effects have been discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.9, and it was illustrated that providing the largest cross axis dimension in the source
distribution satisfies the criterion:
^ (1-O080<^) ^
where z
X

0.25

is largest cross axis dimension
is the acoustic wavelength
is the maximum aperture angle,

the distribution may be modelled as a line source.

This may determine

an upper limit to the resolution available in certain circumstances.
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Next the polar arc radius must be chosen, and this must be large
enough to satisfy the acoustic far field criterion.

This has been

discussed in section 2.9 and it has been shown that the source furthest
from the polar arc centre is most likely to deviate from the far field
path length approximation over the microphone array.

It is therefore

most advantageous to position the polar arc centre in the middle of the
source distribution.

The far field criterion depends upon the follow-

ing factors:
i)

The polar arc radiua In wavelengths R/x

ii) The maximum source displacement and the maximum aperture of
the microphone array.

The critical factor is given by

#=
ZR

R

^

where Y is the maximum source displacement and 'd' is the resolution of
the array given by d = X /sin

.

This demonstrates that this type of

error is a maximum at low frequencies where X/R is greatest for a
given resolution ' d'.

The numerical study in section 2.9 has shown

that significant errors will occur when 0 is greater than IT = 3.142
(see Figure 2.3).

Therefore the polar arc radius should be chosen

to ensure that ^ satisfies this criterion at the lowest frequency to be
considered.

The location of microphones on the polar arc has been

discussed in section

and will not be considered here.

However it

is important that the microphones should be equidistant from the polar
arc centre, since any discrepancy will introduce path length errors.
The acceptable limit to this is only a fraction of the smallest wavelength to be considered.

This has caused some difficulty in the past

and the simplest measurement method used to date has been a piece of
piano wire pivoting on the polar arc centre and tensioned by a spring
balance.

The exact distance of the microphones to the polar arc

centre is not critical providing they are all equidistant.
Ideally Polar Correlation tests are done in an anechoic environment.

However in many cases it is necessary to use open air test

beds, with inherent ground reflection problems.

To eliminate these

effects ground level microphones should be used, the criterion being
that the microphone height should only be a small fraction of the
shortest wavelength to be considered.

In certain circumstances it may be convenient to use only a
reference microphone and a traversable microphone which is placed at
each location on the polar arc in turn.

While this is time consuming

it does reduce the amount of equipment required.

In this case the

acoustic emission of each source must remain statistically stationary
throughout the test.
b) Recording Standards
It is usually most efficient to record real time signals on
magnetic tape for subsequent data analysis.

Normal recording stand-

ards are usually adequate providing the frequency response of the tape
recorder covers the range of interest.

In general each microphone

signal must be recorded simultaneously with the signal from the reference microphone.

Therefore it does not matter whether a two-channel

or multi-channel recorder is used providing the acoustic emission from
the sources remains statistically stationary throughout the recording
time.

In many cases multi-channel recording is considerably more

efficient and when multi-channel data acquisition computers are used in
the subsequent data analysis, considerable speed advantages may be
gained.

However when only a reference and traversable microphone are

available, two-channel recording has to be used and the data acquisition
time increases markedly.
Normally about 45-60 seconds provides ample data for subsequent
analysis, including time for tape acceleration and computer response
time.
c) Calibration.
Apart from the usual pistonphone

calibration procedures, which

define the gain on each channel, it is imperative that the whole data
analysis system is calibrated for phase.

This is obtained most effic-

iently in anechoic surroundings by a loudspeaker test.
A loudspeaker is placed at the polar arc centre (or at a known
displacement on the axis) and driven by white noise (or alternatively
a tone if reasonable white noise levels cannot be obtained).
loudspeaker diaphragm should face the reference microphone.

The
The

complete data acquisition and analysis procedure is carried out on
this source and the eventual phase data should be related to the source
position by
0 = 2-n-y £sin( % ) - sin ( ^
X
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where ^

is angle of reference microphone

and y is displacement of source from polar arc centre.
The deviations from this give the phase calibration, which should
be deducted from subsequent phase measurements.
The advantage of the procedure is that it calibrates the whole
system.

However in an outdoor test a loudspeaker calibration of this

type can introduce errors due to atmospheric effects, wind etc, which
are as large as the microphone location errors.

Therefore phase

calibration of the microphone layout is assumed to be exact, and
calibration of the tape recorder and data analysis system can be
obtained by recording the same white noise signal on each tape recorder
channel.

This provides a phase calibration which allows for tape

recorder head skew and phase characteristics of filters.
d) Wind and Environmental Data.
Apart from the wind, other environmental data (such as humidity)
is not required for Polar Correlation tests.

The only reason for

which it may be needed is to obtain the level at the reference microphone under normalised conditions for subsequent comparison of source
distributions.

Source levels are calculated relative to the level at

the reference microphone and therefore this is the only level which
needs to be calibrated accurately.
However wind effects are very important since they will alter
the time of flight of the acoustic signal from the source to each
microphone.

Wind calibration procedures will be discussed in a later

section but for these to be accurate the wind strength and direction
must be known.
e) Data Analysis Requirements.
Data analysis is an extremely important topic which will be
discussed in detail in Chapter

The purpose of this sub-section

is merely to outline the requirements.
To calculate the source distribution it is necessary to obtain
the complex coherence between each microphone in the sub-array and the
reference microphone.

The complex coherence is defined as the cross

power spectral density normalised by the power spectral density of the
two relevant signals, and will be complex in its definition.
C(OL )

=

Ex

e)]
1 f
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Calculation of this quantity may be obtained using specialised
data analysis facilities which are now available in most major centres.
Several different systems vdll be described in Chapter 4.
Because of the random nature of the signals this quantity can at
best only be estimated with a certain statistical error.

This may be

calculated and it will be shown later how it affects the source distribution.

The accuracy of these estimates depends upon the BgT

product (where Bg is the effective frequency bandwidth and T is the
length of time averaging) used in the data analysis, and as a guide
line this should be at least 300 using a microphone array as described
in section 5«4«

A larger BgT product is required when a different

type of microphone array is used, which requires a linear interpolation
procedure to calculate the source distribution.

This will be dis-

cussed in the next two sections, but the larger time averaging requirement is necessary because the interpolation procedure force fits the
estimated data.
3.6.

CALCULATION 0? SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS

Historical Note
The Polar Correlation technique was originally developed to
evaluate the source distributions in turbulent jets.

In the initial

studies careful measurements were made of the variation of amplitude
(coherence) and phase in the acoustic far field of cold subsonic model
air jets in anechoic surroundings.

It was found that for this type

of source distribution the amplitude function decayed monotonically
with increasing angular separation, and the phase was nearly linear.
It therefore appeared reasonable to assume that the analytic form of
these functions could be approximated by linear interpolation between
suitably spaced measured values.

The interval between the measurement

points was determined by the detailed variation of the amplitude function, and this was found to be most significant at small angular separations;
slowly.

at larger angular separations, the amplitude was found to vary
Therefore measurement points were chosen so that they were

closely spaced at the small angles, and the spacing increased at larger
angles of separation.

This measurement scheme, using linear interpol-

ation, made a good approximation to the analytic form of the amplitude
and phase, and therefore very clear detail was obtained on the image
source distributions.
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However, when this measurement scheme was applied to a high
by-pass ratio engine, where several point sources of sound were present,
the assumed monotonic decay of the amplitude function and linear
variation of phase was not found.

This result was not entirely

unexpected, and emphasised the necessity for a further investigation
into the evaluation of source distributions from measurements.
Linear Interpolation
The purpose of a microphone array is to define the measured data
in sufficient detail to obtain the source distribution.

Ideally an

infinite number of measurement points are required, so that this data
is described exactly, and the integrals giving the source distributions
may be solved analytically.

However, an approximation may be made

to the analytic solution if the amplitude and phase varies linearly
between measured points, so that unmeasured data may be described by
interpolation procedures.

This has the advantage that optimum use

is made of a limited number of measurement points, describing the
resolved source image exactly, without aliases.
An illustration of the type of data for which this method, worka
well is given in Figure 3.4.

It is shoKO. that the amplitude and

phase are well defined by the measurement points, and the resultant
source distribution is given in Figure 3.5.
The problem associated with this method is that the microphone
array usually has to be designed before the details of the source are
known;

it is therefore possible that the results fVom a specific test

may be rendered useless if the microphone array does not describe the
data in sufficient detail to define an analytic integral.

For example

if two point sources are added to the distribution given in Figure 3.5,
then the amplitude and phase in the acoustic far field will oscillate
rapidly with angular separation. Figure 3.6.

It is seen that the

microphone array used in the previous example is not sufficient to
describe this data, and the resultant source distribution is grossly
in error. Figure 3-7.

This problem is clearly associated with the

more widely spaced microphones which have been placed at larger angles
of separation.

If these microphones are eliminated from the array,

then a more accurate source distribution is obtained at the expense of
resolution.
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Fourier Series Solution
An alternative method of obtaining the source image is to use
a Fourier series solution for the measured data.

This requires the

data to be measured at equal spacing in 'sin^ ', and defines the
source image between fixed alias limits -L, which are determined by
the microphone spacing.

Within the limits of aliasing and resolution,

the source image is then an exact solution of the measured data, and
any errors built in by interpolation procedures are eliminated.

The

theory of the Fourier series solution is given in Appendix I, where
it is shown that the source image is given exactly by
M
Q'(y) = P(o)
L

W^(M)

exp(-2?riqy/L)

m= -M

(A computer programme which evaluates this equation is listed as
Computer Programme l)
where Q'(y) is the resolution limited source image;

is the complex

coherence at microphone location 'm'; W (M) is the weighting function
(see 2.3),

'L' is the aliasing length^o*^

»s

In order to compare the two methods of solution, the examples
given previously have been solved using a Fourier series on the same
number of measurement points equally spaced over the same aperture
angle, giving the same resolution.

The results are illustrated in

Figures 3»5 and 3.8, and it is clear from these that the Fourier
series solution is more versatile than linear interpolation, giving
the

result with

error in both cases.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of the Fourier series solution
is that it is exact within easily defined limits.

Linear interpol-

ation however is only exact if the amplitude and phase data is
compatible with the microphone array.
For these reasons it was decided that the Fourier series solution
should be used exclusively and the discussions which follow are described in terms of this method.
3.7.

THE EFFECT OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS ON POLAR CORRELATION.

i) Introduction
Any measurement scheme, especially if it uses random noise
signals, has associated with it a certain band of measurement errors.
To evaluate such a scheme it is important that this error band should
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The

purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the errors associated
with Polar Correlation, and to demonstrate both theoretically, and
by numerical example, their effect on the source distribution.
The errors which occur in Polar Correlation measurements are
of two types;

those associated with the positioning of the micro-

phone array, and those associated with the estimation of coherence
and phase of the microphone signals.

In theory these two types of

error may be considered together, since the effect of either will be
to cause the measured coherence and phase to differ from its true
value.

These errors are then transmitted to the source distribution,

and it is the amount of distortion produced which gives the criterion
for the accuracy required from the measurements.
There are two different methods available for obtaining the
source distribution from the measured data.

First the linear inter-

polation method which takes an analytical Fourier integral of the
data by interpolating between measured points, and second, the Fourie^
series solution which uses the measured values as coefficients of a
series.
Both these methods will be discussed and the relative efficiency
of each will be evaluated.

Finally a criterion will be given which

defines the accuracy required in the estimation of measured values,
and the amount of signal averaging for this to be achieved.
ii) Linear Interpolation
It has been found in practice that the linear interpolation
method is not particularly tolerant of measurement errors, and requires
consistently good accuracy at all the measurement points.

Since the

method linearly interpolates between measured values of coherence and
phase, any measurement error is transmitted by interpolation so that
it affects a significant region about the measured point.

However

no method of calculating the extent to which such errors are apparent
in the source distribution has been found since they critically depend
on the shape of the data and how the interpolated points with associated errors fit the true form of the functions.

Unfortunately it

does not appear possible to evaluate the average statistical errors
for a general source distribution.

Therefore to develop a criterion
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for the required accuracy of the measurements using this method, it
is necessary to ensure that the data has been measured extremely
accurately, so that errors of measurement do not increase the errors
of interpolation.

The theory which considers the accuracy of

coherence and phase estimators is given by Jenkins & Watt (I968)
and shows that phase measurements are considerably less accurate than
coherence measurements.

It is shown that the variance of a phase

estimator is given by

VarCli] = _1_ f _L - 1 /
{
where

C

|C|2

J

is the true coherence between the two signals

T is length of time averaging
B is frequency bandwidth.
Therefore at low values of coherence
required to obtain high accuracy.

C , a large BT product is

For instance to ensure that the

phase error is less than 10% of 2ir in 35fo of the measurements the BT
product at 10^o coherence must be 1111,0.

In practice a BT product

of 1000 has been used successfully.
iii)

Fourier Series Solution
The Fourier series solution for obtaining source distributions

from the measured data is much more amenable to evaluating the transmission of error than linear interpolation.

This is because the

errors may be considered separately from the source distribution and
therefore their statistics can be defined.

The extent of the source

distribution errors can therefore be given in terms of their variance,
and this is related to the variance of the measurement errors.
This relationship will be demonstrated in two stages: first,
the dependence of the variance of the source distribution errors on
the measurement errors and secondly the dependence of the measurement
errors on the signal averages.

This gives a relationship between

the source distribution error and the accuracy of processing the
signals.
In principle the Fourier series solution is expected to be more
accurate than linear interpolation for a given accuracy of signal
processing.

This occurs because the Fourier series essentially fits

a curve through all the measurement points available and therefore
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averages the error associated with each estimated value.

However

linear interpolation fits a curve to pass through each measurement
and therefore does not provide any additional smoothing and therefore
transmits more errors.
iv)

Transmission of Errors to the Source Distribution
In order to evaluate the manner in which errors of measurement

are transmitted to the source distribution, the measured values of
complex coherence are defined for each microphone as C'
subscript 'm' refers to the microphone number).

(where the

This may be defined

as the sum of a true value C and an error E ;
m
m

C'

= c

m

+ z

m

m

The errors in the source distribution depend on the way in which the
measurement errors E

are transmitted.
m
The source distribution may be calculated from these measurements

using equation j.6.1, and will include the transmitted errors ^(y)
Q'(y) + %(y)
e
m= —M
^
i
The errors in the source distribution are therefore directly related
to the errors in measurement by the Fourier series

m= -M
Since only the real part of the source distribution will be
considered only the real part of these errors need be evaluated.
When ^(y) = E ( y ) + i ^ ( y ) and.

E (y) = P(o)
^
L
m= -M
Since A

and B
m
m
define £(y) exactly.

i-t follows that

I ™

C08(2nrm[y\ + B_sinr2r
L
^ 1

0

are random variables it is not possible to

^

However a measure of the error transmitted to

the source distribution is given by the variance of £ (y) defined as
Var|^S(y)]

=

^

'I,/2
f

-1/2

C^(y)dy
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Using the definition of £(y), this variance is given by the
equation
r
1
VarjUy) =
L
J

2
P^o)
_3 J

^

X
m= -M

M
K
n= -M

W (M)W (M)
*
^

_L/2

z f A A COG (23L2E) cos (2irs%)
I m n
h
JU
+

A B COS
m n

L

3IN

L

+

3in ( ^ )

cos ( ^ )

+

sin ( ^ )

sin ( ^ ) J

dy

When this equation is integrated over y the orthogonal properties
of the integrands simplify the result considerably (Churchill (1963)),
giving

I~ ,2
Since ( E l
=

2
+B

2
, this result may be simplified to
M

VarjliCy)] = P^(o)

il

(M) laTy

2lf
, 'w 2
If the errors \ E^\

are evenly distributed over all the micro-

phones then this result may be simplified using the expected value of

m= -M

*•

" m= —M

The summation on the right is defined as the inverse of the
effective bandwidth of the data window
= [/.«

so that the variance of the error in the source distribution is defined
as
Varl _

P^(o)
2L'
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The effective bandwidth of various types of data window is
easily computed, for example
Y (M) = I/2M for a rectangular window
Y (M) = 3/(ZM + l/Mj'Sa/ZM for a Bartlett window
The result 3»7.1 defines the variance of the error associated
with the source distribution.

These will be distributed about the

true distribution, and this variance is a measure of the average
difference between the measured and true source distribution.

It

is reasonable to assume that the errors in measurement will be normally
distributed with zero mean.

This means that the errors in the source

distribution will also be normally distributed and over 6$^ of the
curve measured values will lie within one standard deviation (equal
to the square root of the variance) of the true values.

Therefore

the standard deviation is a good measure of the typical error and may
be defined as
8 = P(o). / 2=
I, V, 2T (M;
^ J
2T ,

(3.7.2)
L

However since P(o)/L = J[

Q(y)dy/L is representative of a typ-

—L
ical level in the source distribution an effective percentage error
is given by
X

=

/El

•I-

m* J z 1000

(3.7.3)

In order to evaluate the permissible percentage error and also
to test this theory, a set of numerical examples were considered.

The

true data from an example of a typical jet engine noise source distribution, which included two point sources and a jet noise region (see
Figure 3.9)^ was calculated.

Various sets of errors, generated by

random number tables with normal distributions, were added to this
data to simulate measurements and these were transformed to give the
source distribution inclusive of errors.

This could then be compared

with the true source distribution calculated from the true data, and
the standard deviation of the source distribution error was calculated
from the differences.

The results are shown in Figures 3.9 - 3.14

for average errors, Sx^lE^I^J, between 0.001 and 0.02.

Plotting the

standard deviation of the source distribution error against

^2

—6if~

Arom both theory (equation 3.7«2) and practice demonstrates the
accuracy of the theoretical result (see Figure 3.15).
From these results it is also possible to consider a subjectively permissible percentage error in the evaluated source distributions.

The typical source level in these examples is P(o)/L = O.O562

and so Figures 3.9 and 3.10 have a percentage error of less than lO^o
and are clearly quite acceptable.

However Figures 3.11 - 3.13 have a

percentage error of 13-20^ and are marginally acceptable.
has an error of 30^

is clearly unacceptable.

Figure 3.14

Therefore it is

concluded that the subjectively permissible percentage error level
should be set at 10^6.

In terms of 3.7«3 this gives

2Yg(K) ( i ^ ) ^ = Y^(M)/30
v)

(3.7.4)

The Evaluation of Measurement Errors

The second stage in the evaluation of Polar Correlation measure2
ment errors, is to determine the expected error IE I in terms of the
signal processing parameters.
outlined in Jenkins & Watts

This has been achieved using the method

(1968)

and

is

given in Appendix II.

The variance of the errors are shown to depend on:

the coherence

between the signals from the reference microphone and the microphone
in the array, and the B^T product used in processing the signals.
The expected mean squai-e error at each microphone is obtained as
G

'

J

C

= true coherence between signals

T

= signal averaging time

B

= effective bandwidth of spectrum

In order to test this theoretical result an experiment was designed which considered a number of signal pairs covering a range of
coherence levels, and were processed using a range of B@T prod.ucts.
A total of five examples were considered giving results for B^T
products of 4 8 , 98, 248.

In each case the bandwidth Bg was kept

constant and the averaging time T was adjusted.

The procedure for

each example was as follows:
1) The two signals were acquired through analog to digital converters on to the ISVR PDP II/50 computer at a sample rate of 4OOO
samples per second,

the

requii-ed averaging time.

number of samples being defined by the
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2) This procedure was repeated ten times using different sections
of a signal record, from the same test.
3) The CO- and quad-spectra, normalised by the power spectra,
were calculated for each piece of data.
4) For each of four frequencies the mean measurement C
calculated from the ten sets of spectra.

was

This was taken as the true

value and enabled the error for each piece of data to be defined.
5) The true value of the coherence IG I and the average of the

2

error lE I
m'

was then calculated.

The results of this experiment are given in Figure 3.16 which
shows a reasonable agreement between theoiy and experiment.

In

general $0^ of the points on this graph lie within the worst error
given by the theory at zero coherence.

This result is considered to

be quite acceptable considering the statistical nature of the experiment.

In conclusion it seems reasonable to define the expected errors

of the measurements to lie within the limits defined by the inequality
(3.7.5)

This result may then be combined with equation 3.7«4 of the
previous section to give a critei-ion for the B^T product required in
signal processing:BgT

(^-7.6)

For example using a microphone array which includes nine microphones and smoothing the source distribution with a Bartlett window
requires a Byproduct of at least 300-

This offers a considerable

improvement on the requirement of the linear interpolation method which
experience shows needs a BgT product of 1000.
vi) Conclusion
The measurement errors of Polar Correlation have been evaluated
so that criteria may be defined for the signal processing parameters.
A comparison of the two methods used to obtain the source distribution
from the measured data has shown that the linear interpolation method
is far more critical on the accuracy of signal processing.

This

occurs because the linear interpolation method force fits each measurement point, while the Fourier series method fits a curve to the
distribution of measurement points.
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The errors associated with the Fourier series method of solution
has been considered in detail and the theory of both the transmission
of errors and their relationship with the signal processing parameters
has been derived and tested in practice.
this section is that the

The major conclusion of

product required for a typical source

distribution can be demonstrated to be 300.

This result depends upon

the number of microphones in the array used to measure the far field
data and the aliasing length of the source distribution, but in general
the value of BgT = 300 provides a suitable guideline for most experiments.
3.8.

TEE CORRECTION REQUIRED FOR WIND EFFECTS.
A major application of Polar Correlation is to full scale engines

on open air test beds.

In this environment wind effects are inevit-

able and must be allowed for since they affect the time of flight of
an acoustic signal ffom source to observer.
Consider the case when a
wind of speed 'U' is blowing across
the jet axis, at an angle 6
90° to jet axis).

(re.

The velocity of

the acoustic signal travelling in
the direction of the observer at
on the polar arc will be
a

+ U cos

(6 -%)

= a^ +

Therefore the time taken for the signal to travel from the source at y
to the observer will be
= (R-ysln*)/(aQ +

)

However in a stationary medium the time taken will be simply t ^ =
(R-ysinOlX/a
^

m

%

s

so the wind time delay correction is defined, ^y

0

= (a-ysinoi) -1- f -rs?a^ I
^ 1+0*
»o

where M

=

- 1?
- 'j

U cos (6 -et)/aQ

In the low frequency limit when
Eysint*.

«

1

(3.8.1)

the 'y' dependence of this correction may be ignored without loss of
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acouraoy, giving the time delay correction as
^ m

(3.8.2)

This correction may be incorporated in the calibration procedures
deBcribed in section 3.5.
The magnitude of this effect is illustrated by considering an
example of a wind blowing directly along the engine axis;

then 6 = 90°

and
sine*
where

is the Mach No. of the wind.

In all practical cases

^

1

and so the time delay correction is
I'm -

= Ir

sinci

The application of this correction is equivalent to shifting the origin
of the polar arc a distance

upstream, and so the effect of the wind

may be considered as a linear shift of the whole source distribution.
For example in a 5 knot wind which blows along the axis, on a test using
a polar arc radius of 100 ft, the source distribution will be effectively shifted 0.75 ft downstream due to the wind.
3.9.

POLAR CQRRBLATION IN A NOISY ENVIRONMENT.
In this section the evaluation of source distributions in a noisy

environment will be discussed.

The theory of the Polar Correlation

teohnique implicitly assumes that the only sources of noise present are
those close to the jet axis.

The presence of other noise sources, well

away from this region, must induce some error even if their levels are
negligible compared with the major source region.
be shown that a buried source which is

Por example it will

10 dB below the level of other

sources within a defined source region, can be determined using this
technique.

Therefore the effect of having a low level source outside

the region must be important, since it will apparently alter the
measured source distribution.

The "cleanliness" of the background

environment is therefore an important parameter in source location work,
and the necessary criteria must be developed before results can be
interpreted correctly.
To conaider this problem, the overall signal at the microphone 'm*
will be defined as P'g(t), which may be broken down into three components:-
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1) the required signal from the source distribution P (t)
2) the signal ffom the background sources Z^ft), which is
correlated across the array
5) the signal from background noise X^(t)j which is uncorrelated
across the array (e.g. turbulence across face of the microphone)
Thus the signal at each microphone is given by:
P'm(t) = Pm(t) + 2m(t) + %m(t)
Since each of these three components are uncorrelated. with each
other, the spectral level of the overall signal is the linear sum of
each component

where

, P (^),

and

are the power spectral levels of

Pm(t), Pni(t), 2jji(t) and XmCt) respectively.

Then providing the two

background noise components are at least 10 dB below the signal from
the source distribution:
-

PmW

However in Polar Correlation it is necessary to evaluate the cross power
spectral level between microphone zero and microphone 'm'.

This will

eliminate the Z (t) component which is uncorrelated across the array
and gives
r;(") = s , ( " ) . ? ( " )
where R

is the c.p.s.d. of FL(t) and P^(t)
^
'
o^ '
E is the c.p.s.d. of P (t) and P_(t)
m
'
0
is the c.p.s.d. of 2^(t) and 2 (t)
m

This quantity is then normalised by the overall power spectral
levels to give the complex coherence as
^

+ \

where

=7

/ / T T ^

(3.9.1)

(note: the frequency dependence has been dropped for convenience)
This result shows that the measured coherence ^
as the sum of the two components

and E .

may be considered

The first term,

is

the result of the signal from the source distribution which is being
investigated, while E

represents the contribution from the background
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noise sources.

This is an unwanted component and so will be defined

as measurement error.

The transmission of measurement errors and

their effect on the source image were discussed in section j.6(iv)
where it was shown that their contribution to the source image at the
location 'y' was given by:
()(y) = 2 °

Jr

(3.9.2)

m= -M
The difference between this and the previous analysis is that in
rw
this case each of the error terms E will be correlated across the
m
array and will combine to give an image of the background noise sources.
This may be a very distorted image since the background sources may not
satisfy either the aliasing or the far field conditions.

It is there-

fore important to establish the maximum permissible background source
level which does not cause significant distortion to the required
source image.
To establish this criterion, consider the •
source image, which may be

n error on the

. as

I -L/2

J

However using Parsavals theorem and 3.9.2 enables this to be written
in terma of the errors E
m
2

However since

will be less than some maximum error E, we
1 i2
may uae the inequality to extract the 12^1 from under the summation
and define

I

I

Eg

Po.E.
1
L Ye2(M)

"here

^
Te(M)

=

r
I m=-h

^
-1
J

and is defined as the effective bandwidth of the data window, as di.8cussed in section 3.6.
It has already been shown that a typical level in the source
distribution is given by Pp/L and so to ensure that th^ error ^(y) is
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very much less than this, requires
Yg(K)
2
8

(3.9.3)

Finally to estimate the value of E we will use equation 3.9.1 to
give
E ~ IE I =

~
%

V .

^
p.

where Zg, Pg are the power spectral levels of each source distribution
at the reference microphone.

This gives the criterion for the tack-

ground noise level as
Go
Po

Yg(M) i

(3.9.4)

In a typical example where data has been analysed using a Bartlett
window and an array with nine microphones has been used, Yg(M) = 0.1666
and so Zo/Po should be very much less than 0.4082.

A suitable ratio

would be 0.04082 which is equivalent to the unwanted sources being
14 dB below the level of the required source distribution.
3.10. CONCLUSION.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed description
of the Polar Correlation technique for the experimentalist.

Since a

large number of points have been covered, this section will summarise
the more important aspects of the technique.
1) In section 3.2 it was shown how the technique utilises a particular relationship between a one dimensional source distribution and
its acoustic far field.

It was shown how this is a Fourier integral

relationship which may be inverted to give the distribution of source
strength from aoouatic measurements in the far field.
2) It was also shown in section 3.2 that the measured source
distribution was a resolution limited image of the true source distribution, and also how the length of the distribution restricted the
interval between measurement locations.
closer than

In general sources which are

= X/sinQ(g^ cannot be resolved and source distributions

of length L require far field measurements at intervals of

=X/lj on

the polar arc of radius E (see Figure 3.2).
3) In section 3.3 it was demonstrated that by modelling the source
distribution as an equivalent array of statistically independent multi-
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poles with uniform directionalities, then only a one sided microphone
array need be used in the far field.

This model requires the evalu-

ation of the "complex coherence" between the reference microphone and
the others in the array (see equation

and from these the source

distribution may be calculated.
4) The optimum design of microphone arrays was described in
section 3.3.

The mnnimum number of microphones required to consider

the source distribution at M octave centre band Arequencies is given by
N where
N-1 = 0.75 ^ (M+1)
5) A description of the experimental procedure and data analysis
was given in section

This included criteria for the equivalent

line source and the polar arc radius.

A description of recording

standards, calibration procedures, wind measurements, and data analysis
was also given.
6) The method for calculating the source distribution was described in section 3'6«
7) A detailed analysis of the manner in which measurement errors
affect the calculated source distribution was given in section 3.7.
This concluded that a B@T product of 300 should be used, in order to
limit the errors associated with spectral estimation to an acceptable
level.
8) The correction for wind effects on the measured source distribution is described in section 3.8.

This does not include the effect of

the wind on the source mechanism.
9) In section 3.9 the affect of unassociated background noise on
the measurements was considered.

This analysis demonstrated that these

sources should have a level which is 14 dB below the level of signals
from the source distribution to be measured, at all locations on the
microphone array.
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4.1.

INTRODUCTION
In order to obtain source distributions using the Polar Correlation

technique, it is necessary to measure the complex coherence* between the
signals at the reference microphone and each of the other microphones in
the array.

The resultant values are then analysed with respect to their

spatial location to calculate the source distribution.

This chapter

will discuss the various methods which may be used to measure the complex
coherence from the microphone signals.
Since the signals are in general fluctuating randomly, it is only
possible to estimate their complex coherence.
estimates depends upon two factors:

The accuracy of these

the effective smoothing of the

spectrum by finite frequency resolution and secondly the amount of time
averaging used in estimating the spectrum.

These factors may be quant-

ified into a single parameter using the BeT product, where Be refers to
the effective bandwidth of frequency resolution, and T is the length of
the sample in time.

(Jenkins and Watts

(I968)).

In most spectral

applications a B@T product of 50 is found to be sufficient.

However

for Polar Correlation the error analysis given in Section 3»7 demonstrated that the BgT product should be at least 300, and sometimes greater.
This requirement for very high accuracy has presented a major problem
in developing efficient data analysis systems, and. represents a major
part of this project.
There are several different methods which may be used to calculate
the complex coherence using either analog or digital facilities, or a
combination of both.

Each of these has been investigated, developed and

used to calculate source distributions.

These will be fully described

and their relative merits discussed.
Since the project requires such a large amount of data analysis,
the ultimate requirement must be for a dedicated digital computer, since
this will give the fastest and most versatile method of analysis.
systems have been developed and will be discussed in Sections
4.7'

Such
and

These machines have the capability of carrying out the Polar

Correlation analysis very much faster than can be done using an analog
machine, and therefore have major advantages for large data analysis
projects.

*Defined for the purpose of this thesis as the C.P.S.D. normalised by
the P.S.D. from each signal.
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DATA. ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
The data analysis requirement for Polar Correlation is the calcul-

ation of the complex coherence between the reference microphone and each
of the other microphones in the array.

Once these values have been

obtained for each frequency of interest the subsequent evaluation of the
source distribution is relatively simple.
In order to calculate the complex coherence it is first necessary
to obtain the cross power spectral density between the two signals at
the frequency of interest, and also their power spectral densities.
The complex coherence may then be defined as

4.2.1.
Where G- (u>) is the c.p.s.d. at freq. 'lo'
xy
P (w) J P (w) are the p.s.d's at freq. 'w'.

X

y

Therefore a method is required which calculates G- (to), P (w)
zy
I
and P (<o) to the required accuracy.
However by definition:

and so the requirement is simplified to a method which calculates the
/

cross power spectral density G
calculate P^(^) and

\

(W).

This may then also be used to

, and the complex coherence computed using

equation 4.2.1.
In order to calculate a source distribution it is necessary to
calculate three c.p.s.d's for each signal pair (equal to the number of
microphones in the array).

For an array of 2# microphones this meana

the calculation of 60 c.p.s.d's, and therefore any small improvement to
the c.p.s.d. algorithm will be worthwhile.

Various different algorithms

will be described in the next section, and the relative advantages of
each will be discussed.
The definition used in chapters two and three for the c.p.s.d.
&

(&:)) (see section 2.5) is
^(W) =

p(w)

1(0)"^] t"

4.2.2.

"j" Note: this definition is more usually referred to the two sided cross
spectral density since it exists for both +ve and -ve frequencies.
Bendat and Piersol (1958) p.82.
Since the negative frequencies have
no physical meaning and G- (w) = G-* (-a), only +ve frequencies will be
considered.
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frequency components of the signals X(t) and Y(t).

The frequency

component X(W) may be defined as

I(w) =

4.2.3.

I(t) W(t-t^)
to-*B

and will depend upon the time of evaluation 't

The function W(t)

is a weighting function which defines a spectral window and is zero when
t ^ Ig.

Putting t = t-tg enables a sample value of X(w) to be defined

as

00
=

J

z(t'+ tx) W(t )

at'

4.2.4.

—oO
When X(t) is a random process with zero mean, then the sample
frequency components will be randomly distributed, also with zero mean,
i.e.
= J

az|^X(t'+tgij

W(t')

at' = 0

However the c.p.s.d. is not expected to be zero since
0*
ac

j) =

j^a[[^x(t+tg)Y(t\tg)j w(t)w(t')

and Exj^ X(t+tj^)Y(t'+t^)J

)ata/^

is the cross correlation between the two

signals and will be non-zero over a range of values

T

= t-t'.

In order to evaluate the c.p.s.d. it is necessary to compute the
sample frequency components given by 4.2.4 or alternatively the Fourier
transform of the cross correlation coefficient, (see 4.2.5).

Different

methods of doing this will be described in the next section.
4.3.

DATA A m i Y S I S TECmaQlJES
a) Analog, usin^ narrow band cross correlation.
Perhaps the simplest technique of obtaining the cross power

spectral density between two signals X(t) and Y(t), is to cross correlate
the output from two identical narrow band filters.
The output from two identical narrow band filters is given by
f^(t)

=

x ( W , t ) OO8 ( w t +

(w,t))

f^(t)

=

y ( w ,t) cos ( w t +

( w ,t))

x(t>,t) = IX^ (W))l +

lXt(-&))*= 2 llt(dk)l

This additional factor of 2 is eliminated by normalisation in
the complex coherence.

-75where %(w,t) cos (#%(%%%)) anay&o,t) cos (^^0^,%)) represent slowly
varying components of the signals X(t) and Y(t) at the frequency %)'.
The rate of change of these modulating components will depend upon the
bandwidth of the filters, and for a narrow band filter of width Aka
the highest frequency component of the modulated signal will be very
much less than 'jj', when

Ata. The cross power spectral density

between these two signals may be defined by
Ex ^x(k),t) y(&),t) exp

,t) -

w ,t)^

and this may be obtained in terms of amplitude and phase by cross
correlating the outputs of the filters.
The principle of operation of this method is shown in diagramatic
form in Fig. 4.1.

It should be noted that this method requires a cross

correlation with the appropriate signal averaging time for each c.p.s.d.
at each frequency required.

It has already been pointed out that to

calculate a source distribution 3 c.p.s.d's are required per microphone,
and about ten microphones will be used in a sub array.

Therefore to

calculate the source distribution at a single frequency would require
30 cross correlations.

Practice has shown that this takes about a

quarter of a day to complete.
The major disadvantages of this method are that only one frequency
can be computed at a time, and the operator has to work the correlator
throughout the analysis.

Usually the source distributions ft-om a

particular test are required at several different frequencies, and this
method requires a large amount of time.

This has led to the development

of techniques which analyse the c.p.s.d's over the complete spectrum in a
single run, which gives a considerable reduction in operating time.
These will be discussed in the next section.
The only advantage of this technique is that the operator is in
control of the data at all stages, therefore snags may be easily traced.
This proved to be very useful in the development stages of the technique,
b) Analog/Digital: giving cross power spectra from overall cross
correlations
It is shown in section 4.2 and also in Bendat and Piersol (1958)
that the cross power spectrum, giving values of the cross power spectral
density between O

and

may be calculated from the Fourier transform

of the overall cross correlation between the two signals X(t) and Y(t).
This method is shown diagramatically in Fig. 4.2. and may be
outlined as follows.

The two signals are passed through anti aliasing
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) and cross correlated using the analog

correlator for both +ve and -ve time delays.

These cross correlations

are transferred using some alternative storage medium such as paper
tape, into a digital computer which takes the fast Fourier transform
of the cross correlations as a function of time delay.
the cross power spectrum.

This yields

This algorithm may be improved for power

spectral levels since the overall cross correlation of the same signal
(see section 4.2) is defined as the auto-correlation which is symmetrical for both positive and negative time delays.

Therefore only

positive time delays need be evaluated for power spectra, halving the
correlation time.

To calculate the cross spectrum and two power

spectrums therefore requires four correlations for each pair of signals.
For a test which used 20 microphones a total of 80 correlations are
required, which may be achieved in approximately half a day.
The advantage of this method over the analog method is that the
whole spectrum is calculated giving results for all the frequencies of
interest for on^y a doubling of time.
approximately twice as fast.

In the long run it is therefore

Its advantage over completely digital

systems described in c), is that it is only partially computer orientated aad is therefore more reliable and requires less sqphistioated
equipment.
o) Digital: Caloulation of cross power spectra usina P.F.T. routines
The most sophisticated method of calculating the cross power
spectrum is to use a digital computer.

In this method the two signals

are passed through anti-aliasing filters and into analog to digital
converters which are linked to the computer.

The signals, which are

then in digital form, may be operated on entirely by the computer.
The algorithm

which computes the cross power spectrum may be

described as follows:

the two signals in digitised form are split into

blocks, equivalent in time to 2Tg (see equation 4.2,3) •

The Fourier

transform of each of these blocks is calculated giving samples Z g ^ )
and Yg.(^) of the frequency components of each signal.

Averaging over

a number of blocks as indicated by equation 4.2.2 yields the cross
power spectrum between 0 and

, where

is the aliasing frequency

(this is determined by the sampling rate of the analog to digital
converters).
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requires the minimum of operator intervention.

The operator is only

required to feed the signals to the A/D converters, and this part of the
algorithm

can be completed for a test using 20 microphones in less than

an hour and a half.

The rest of the algorithm

may be completed at the

computer's convenience and does not require the operator to intervene.
4.4.

NARROW BAND CROSS CORRELATION
In this section the method and settings required for computing

the cross power spectral density using narrow band cross correlation
will be described.
The layout of the equipment is shown in Pig. 4.4.

The two

signals which are to be analysed are taken from the tape deck, and are
passed through a switch into two identical B & E Type 2113 8^ filters.
The purpose of the switch is to enable easy calculation of the power
spectral levels of each signal by allowing either signal A or signal B
to be passed to both outputs.

In either of these modes the same

signal passes through the filters and is cross correlated by the correlator giving the power spectral level at the peak nearest zero time
delay.

(If the filters are phase matched this peak will occur at zero

time delay).

Alternatively the switch may be set so that signals A

and B pass straight through and the cross spectral level is calculated.
The two filters are tuned to the frequencgr of interest, and RMS
Fast time averaging and maximum frequency rejection are used.

The

frequency rejection may sometimes be reduced since this will effectively
damp the cross correlation curve either side of the major peak, enabling
this peak to be identified more easily.
The correlator is set up in cross correlation mode with either
Channel A delayed or Channel B delayed, depending on the location of
the major peak in the curve.

This curve takes the form of a damped

cosine wave given by:
Ez [z(&) ,t) 3r(w ,t)] cos (wT+Ezj^jE(^(w,t)-/^(w ,t)] +
ACC
where Zz

8^)
^A"

)

W , t ) y(w ,t]l]

is the amplitude of the c.p.s.d. at frequency 'lO'.

is the phase of the c.p.s.d. at frequency 'oj'
6^,

are the phase shifts in the filters.

A ( V ) is the dancing provided by the filters of finite
bandwidth.

(A(o) = 1.0)
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and its amplitude gives the amplitude of the c.p.s.d. at frequency
The phase mis-match of the filters (

.

Sg) may be calculated by pass-

ing the same signal into each filter, enabling the phase of the c.p.s.d
to be calculated from the time delay of the major peak, i.e.
Ex [

IWjl) -

- I Gq -

The cross power spectral density and power spectral densities are
computed for each signal pair and the complex coherence computed using
equation 4*2.1.

This procedure is repeated for each microphone and

each frequency of interest, to enable the source distributions to be
calculated for a particular test.
In order to ensure that these values are estimated with sufficient
accuracy it is necessary to use the correct settings for the time scale
and time averaging.

The time scale switch should be set to approx-

imately (2ir/W ) X j/100; so that approximately 3 periods of the cosine
wave appear on the correlator screen.

The time averaging in the

summation mode is defined by the number of updatings to each time delayvalue, which is given by the number of samples with value N, divided
by the total number of time delays (= 100).

An effective Bel product

of 300 requires an average of 300 samples and so N is chosen such that
N >

300 X 100

=

30 z 10^

This is satisfied by the setting N = 32 x 1024.
4.5.

072RAIJ, CROSS CORRELATION
One method for computing the cross power spectrum for all frequ-

encies between 0 and 0 ^ , is to calculate the Fourier transform of the
overall cross correlation between the two signals.

A method for cal-

culating these levels will be described in this section.
The layout of equipment is shown in Fig. 4.5.

The signals from

the tape recorder are passed through two low pass anti-aliasing filters
set to the maximum frequency of interest ' w^'.

If the tape recorder

output includes a significant amount of background noise at low frequenoies (e.g. $0 Hz components from mains supplies), a high pass filter
at

200 Hz may also be necessary.

The output from the filters are

then cross correlated on a Hewlett Packard correlator for both positive
and negative time delays;

these are output on to a paper tape interface

so that they may be transferred to a digital computer.

-79The time scale on the correlator should be chosen to prevent
aliasing, i.e.
A t ^ 2 T r / 2.5 6 ) ^
The time averaging should be set to the summation mode, and the length
of time averaging is defined by the number of samples N and the time
scale ^Lt, i.e.
I = NAt
To calculate a BgT product the bandwidth can be defined by
Bg = 1/100 A t giving the BgT product as
Bel = N At/ 100 A t

=

N/100

For a BQT product of ^00,N should be set to 32 x 1024.
The output from the correlator gives two arrays A

and

(n = 1, 100) which define the cross correlation for the two signals at
intervals A t .
( (n-1) A t )
B^ = R z y (-(n-l) A t )
where

(t) is the overall cross correlation of the two
signals.

These arrays may now be weighted using a spectral window function
(see Jenkins and Watts);
no weighting was used.

however in the system used in this project
The cross power spectrum was then calculated

using an FFT routine by solving the equation

[4 +

V i

j

In order to interpret this equation it may be re-written in terms
of the overall cross correlation R z y (t) ag
99
At

If the variable
W. = K
=

^ ^ g y ( n A t ) exp

is defined as

128. A t

then the dependence of the exponential function above on E may be
redefined as
Cij^) .

i(Oj, A t n

giving C„ + iru = A t %
R
(n A t ) exp(i^.. At.n.)
^
n= -99
^
^
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This is a series approximation to the Fourier integral which
defines the c.p.s.d. from the cross correlation function, and therefore
Cg and

represent the real and imaginary parts of the c.p.s.d. at

frequencies ^ ^ = KTT/ 123 ^t.
A similar algorithm

may be used to compute the power spectral

density using only the data for positive time lags, and placing
Then it is a simple matter to compute the complex coherence over the
whole frequency range.

Once the complex coherence spectra have been

computed for each microphone pair, the data is then re-arranged to give
the complex coherence for each microphone at a fixed frequency.

This

data may then be used to calculate the source distributions,
4.6.

IKGITAL COMPUTBR MZTHODg (l): PROGRAMMES ON THE PDF 1l/50 at I3fR
Due to the large amount of operator time required to run the

analog facilities described in the previous two sections, a considerable
amount of effort has been spent on developing digital computer routines
for Polar Correlation analysis.

The result of this development work is

a relatively simple suite of programmes using standard routines on the
PDF 11/50 at ISTO.

The principle of this programme suite is shown in

fig. 4.6 and in this section each stage of the analysis will be outlined.
Acquisition of data
The first stage of the analysis is to acquire the signals from
each microphone pair through the A/D converters on to file.

This is

achieved by running the JOB GATHER, which is listed as Computer Programme
II, and requires the following specifications.
1) Sample Rate:

this should be chosen as 2.5 times the

maximum frequency of interest.
2) No. of Samples:

specifies the number of samples to be

acquired on each channel and should be chosen to give
600 degrees of freedom in c.p.s.d. analysis.
3) Start Pile No; and Stop File No:

See notes below.

The programme works in a

loop which acquires the signals from each microphone pair*
sequentially.

The Start File No. specifies the first

microphone pair to be acquired and the Stop File No. the
last.

Once the data has been accepted (see later note) it

will be protected on file;

therefore if the running of the

programme is interrupted for any reason it may be re-rxin,

*i.e. The reference microphone and each of the others in the array.
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starting with the microphone pair which follow the last
successful acquisition.

The data Arom any microphone

pair may be re-acquired and this will over write the
original file.
4)

Series No; (I-4).

This allows the data from more than

one test to be stored on file before analysis.

It is

important that data is analysed using CHDEW soon after
acquisition since the raw data uses a large amount of
disk space.
The signals are then acquired using a standard procedure (see
DAG notes);

the signals from each microphone pair are passed through

anti-aliasing filters set to the maximum frequency of interest, (and
also High Pass filters set to 200 Hz if there is noticeable mains
interference at $0 Hz) and into the back of a terminal, which is connected to the k/H converters.

Once the computer has simultaneously

acquired the signals in digital form, the statistics of each signal are
calculated and written on the screen.

These indicate to the operator

whether the "acquire" has been successful, and for Gaussian signals
should have the following values:
Mean:

should, be very small

Standard Deviation:

8. Dev.

this is the iRMS level and should lie in
the range O.25 - 2.5

Skewness:

should be very small

Kurtosis:

should be

3*0

Any discrepancies from these values indicates that the signal
should be re-acquired unless the signals are clearly non Gaussian, and
the operator has the option of doing this before the data is stored on
file permanently.

If the standard deviation is too large the signal

will be clipped and therefore should be re-acquired with less gain.
Computation of Complez Coherence
Once data acquisition is complete, the signals from each microphone pair are stored on disk file in digital form, and their complex
coherences may be computed using the JOB CHURN.

This is listed as

Computer Programme III and requires the following specifications;
1) Start File No. and Stop Pile No:
meanings as in the JOB GATHER.

These have the same
If the programme is

interrupted for any reason, it may be restarted at the
microphone number being analysed when the interruption
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occurred.

Any microphone pair may be re-analysed using

new input data, and the new data will overwrite the old
data.

(This does not apply to microphone pair 1, see

below).

The input data for each microphone pair (i.e.

the digitised microphone signals) are "killed" as soon
as they have been analysed.
2) Test No:

This should be a 4-figure number which identifies

the test.

It is used by the computer to name the file in

which the output data is stored.

This file is created when

microphone pair 1 is analysed, and cannot be re-created at
any time, unless it has been eliminated by a deliberate
"kill" procedure (see M C notes).
3) Series No:

This should be the same as used in JOB GATHER.

if) Resolution'.

This specifies the frequency resolution which

will be used to compute the spectra.

Any value may be

specified but the computer only uses values which are defined
by
Resolution = (Sample Rate) / 2^
Where

8 ^ 2* < 1024

Specified values will be rounded down.

The resolution

and the number of samples determine the accuracy of the
computed spectra.
algorithm

As was indicated in Section 4®3} the

which computes the c.p.s.d. splits the signals

into blocks.

Each of these blocks contains TL sequential

samples, where TL is a power of two defined by
TL = 2^ = (Sample Rate) / (Resolution)
8 t TL < 1 0 2 4
The number of blocks into which the signal is split is equal
to the BgT product (or half the number of statistical degrees
of freedom).

The algorithm

used on this machine overlays

blocks of data so that (2N-1) blocks may be obtained from a
signal length NS = N x TL.

Therefore the number of samples

NS, and the resolution should be chosen so that sufficient
accuracy is obtained, i.e. a
(^55 -1)

3W)

BeT product of 300 or more.
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a) Choose the resolution as the third octave bandwidth at the
lowest frequency of interest.
b) Calculate the transform length TL, using a) and the sample
rate.
c) Calculate the number of samples required to ensure that 300
blocks of data are analysed.
Once these parameters have been specified the programme runs automatically in a loopJ analysing each microphone pair in turn.
First the c.p.s.d, and the two p.s.d's are calculated over the
whole frequency range using standard routines.

From these the

complex coherence spectrum is obtained (again using standard
routines);

these spectra are stored for reference in files named

11-14 as follows:
11 - P.S.D's of reference microphone stored sequentially
12 - P.S.D's of each microphone in sub array stored sequentially
13 - c.p.s.d's stored sequentially
14 - complex coherences stored sequentially.
Finally the complex coherence spectra are re-arranged in a special
programme XCOLEC, listed as Computer Programme 17.

The output

from this programme is the file whose name is the test number.
The manner in which the data is stored in this file is aa follows:
The files on this machine are split into blocks containing 128
samples.

The data is re-arranged so that each block contains

the data for a particular frequency component, i.e. the nth block
will contain data for the frequency n x RES.

Values computed for

each microphone pair are stored sequentially in each block.
To analyse a complete test using this programme may take several
hours, depending on the time sharing requirements of the system.
However the running of the programme requires no operator intervention,
and so this time is not an important factor in the efficiency of the
system.
Calibration of System
Before these results may be used they must be corrected for time
delay errors in the system (see section 3.5.c).

These may be obtained

from analysing a loud speaker or white noise test with no corrections.
In order to calibrate these errors out of all subsequent tests the time
delay errors (in microseconds) are specified In a file called "Tape",

—8if—
created by the JOB FIDDLE.

This is listed as computer Programme 7 and

requires the following specifications:
1) The number of microphone pairs used in the test.
2) Whether the calibration of each microphone is identical
Answer:

for YES
for NO

3) The time delay calibrations between the reference microphone
and the other microphone in each microphone pair, in microseconds.
The recommended procedure for obtaining these time delay calibrations is to analyse a loud speaker test (see section 3»5.c) using
this system and to set the calibration file "Tape" to zero for each
location.

Then from the results at several frequencies a mean time

delay calibration may be obtained from the evaluated phases for each
microphone pair.

For instance the mean time delay, calibration for the

nth microphone pair

c n

8Tr|L

where the frequencies

may be calculated from

*

f2

f;

j

tof^ cover the frequency range of interest.

The file "Tape" should then be re-calibrated using the values '(T .
Evaluation of j&esults
Finally the calibrated complex coherences may be obtained as a
listing at a specified frequency using the JOB RESULT, which la listed
as Computer Programme 71,
1) Test Number:

This requires the following specifications:

As defined in CHURIL

2) Frequency of data to be listed,
3) Frequency resolution used by CHUHII in calculating spectra.
The programme then lists the complex coherences as amplitude and
phase (note: not real and imaginary parts as indicated by DAG routine
screen)

for each microphone pair.

This data may then be used as an

input to Computer Programme I which calculates the source distribution,
and operates on the main University ICL 190? computer.
In conclusion this suite of programmes provides an automated data
analysis system which is very much more efficient than either of the
analog methods described earlier.

Operator intervention has been kept

to a minimum and is only required at the data acquisition stage.
Providing the facility is fully operational a complete test may be
easily analysed in half a days effort.
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DIGITAL COMPUTER METHODS (2).

PROGRAMMES ON THE AIPHA

(CAI I8I-2) MTNI-COMPUTER
In order to provide the sponsors of this project. Rolls Royce Ltd
(DED)5 with an in-house data analysis facility for Polar Correlation,
a set of programmes were developed for an Alpha (CAI LSI-2) Minicomputer.

This machine has previously been used to develop the Acoustic

Telescope (Billingsley and Kinns (1976)), and with the additional programmes for Polar Correlation it was planned that this machine should
provide a complete source location analysis facility.
The Alpha computer is a mini-computer which has 8-bit precision
and may be programmed in Fortran II.

It has a core of 32K and is

attached to two "floppy" disks each of which can hold 0.3M bytes.

One

of the major problems with this computer is designing programmes to run
within these storage limitations.

All programmes are stored on one

disk, and the other disk is used entirely for data files.

The disk

space may be increased ad infinitum by the use of back up data disks,
and this was found necessary for large data analysis projects;

however

this does require very good file initialisation to ensure all the data
subsequently required is available.

Interaction with the computer is

via a Tektronix teletype terminal (with video screen) and there is also
a 'Diabalo' printer available.

Data signals may be acquired through a

16 channel, parallel A/D converters, with a maximum sample rate of 320K
samples/sec (total).
One of the features of this machine is that any programme on core
(i.e. in command status) may oveini'lbe ituulg
on file.

any other programme

This enables command status to be transferred from one prog-

ramme to another.

The transfer of assigned variables is also possible

since the "common" block areas in core remain the same for each programme, and so any assigned variable in this area retains its value when
the new programme is over written.

Therefore a very long analysis may

be broken down into several programmes, thus releasing a considerable
area of core, and command status may be transferred to each programme
as required.
The layout of the programmes on this computer is illustrated in
Fig.4.7.

The analysis is started by running the programme POCO, from

this the operator may choose any of the options indicated in Fig. 4.7.
Each of these options and the details of the programmes involved will
now be described.
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Calibration of Store
Before any analysis may be undertaken the common block area of the
core must be calibrated, assigning values to each of the variables which
will be needed in the analysis.

This may be undertaken by either init-

ialising the store with new values, typed in by the operator, or by
reading these values from a disk file.

Each data file includes in its

first segment all the values stored in the common block when it is
created, and these values may be recalled by reading the file in this
area.

The lower area of the common block may be referred to by the

array IG-UF (300) and this is read from file by the subroutine RBDISK,
which is included in most programmes.
A1).

(See XOPOCO, computer progranme

Once the file has been read control is transferred to the prog-

ramme CALI.

Alternatively if the operator chooses to type in the new

calibration control is transferred immediately to CALI.
The programme CALI asks initially if this is a new set up, which
requires the operator to type in the calibration.

This requires the

definition of:
1) Test Number, Tape Number and a Test description (i.e. Place, date,
nature of test up to 46 characters)
2) Wind Speed Data:

wind speed (n/sec), wind direction re-axis,

polar arc radius
5) Microphone array calibration:

number of microphones used, number of

sub-arrays(see section 3.4), angle of reference microphone to jetaxis, the number of microphones in each sub-array, and their separation in sin(x).

Also required is the microphone identification

number at each location in each sub-array.
4) Time Delay Calibration:

The time delay calibration for each micro-

phone in microseconds.
5) Data Analysis Constants:

Maximum frequency required, frequency

bandwidth, and the number of degrees of freedom (= 2 BqT) required
in calculation of spectra.
6) Input Data Definition:

Number of channels to be acquired and the

microphone identification numbers for each channel.
Once this data has been typed in or read from file, it is presented on the screen.

Any mistakes may be identified and altered, and

when it is correct control may be transferred back to the option area of
the programme POCO.
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Acquisition of Data on to Disc
IVhen this option is chosen, it is assumed that the common block
area has been calibrated (otherwise failure will occur) and control is
transferred to the programme PLOG- (see computer programme A3).
The first step in this programme is to open the data file using
the subroutine FILEOP.

This requires the definition of a 3 character

test name which will be used to name the file which is to be written.
Also required is the "Take" number (n.b. there may be several takes to
one test, necessitating the- definition of several different files) and
the disk handler number which contains the disk on which the file will
be written.

Ilext the common block area is written to this file, and

it is this data which will subsequently be used in all the analysis on
this data.
The data is then acquired using standard data logging procedures
available on this system.

The signals from each channel may be viewed

in real time on the video screen, and data logging starts by pressing
the space bar.

When data logging starts each channel will be acquired

almost simultaneously (i.e. when more than two channels are acquii^d
there will be a skew of six microseconds between each block of two
channels).

The programme reads a total of 16K words (32K bytes) from

the A/D converters on to core, and then writes these to the open file.
This procedure is repeated until the number of samples required has
been logged.
This procedure is repeated using different "take" numbers until
the data from all the microphones of the test is on file.

After each

take, control is transferred to the option area of POCO, and the common
block area must be up dated to define the microphone identification
numbers in the next take.

It should be noted that the reference

microphone must be included on channel 1 of each take, with a maximum
of 7 others.
Once these data files have been created they may be analysed to
compute the complex coherence between each microphone and the reference
microphone.
Analysis of Data to give Complex Coherences
Taking the data analysis option in POCO, transfers control to the
programme PAIIA (see computer programme A4).

To run this analysis it

is necessary to define the Test name which defines the data files and
the number of takes which have been used to place this data on file.
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The programme then analyses each file in turn, computing the complex
coherences and spectral information between channel one and the other
channels on file, writing the results on to a new file.

(There will

be a results file for each input file)
The analysis on each file may be described as follows (see
Figure 4.8);
1) The file is opened and the common block read, using subroutines U W I L E and RBDISK
2) 16K data samples are read from the file into core (IBUP array)
3) The CPSD (real and imaginary) of each channel re channel 1 and
PSD of each channel, is computed as a running average.
4) Another 16K samples are read and 3) is repeated until the file
is exhausted.
5) The complex coherence spectra for each channel are computed.
6) The complex coherences and p.s.d's are written to an output
file.
The major part of this progi-amme is to compute the c.p.s.d, and
p.s.d's for each channel re channel 1.
illustrated in Figure 4.9.

This part of the programme is

The principle on which this algorithm

was based is described by Welch (196?) and its application to multichannel analysis was developed specially for this programme.
The 16K data block which is read from file contains 16K/N data
samples simultaneously acquired on N different channels, channel 1
being the reference channel.

These values are stored in the data

array IBUF with two samples contained in each word.

The arrangement

of data within this array is illustrated by the diagram below:
block
Channel 1
block

Channel 2

.
^

.block Ag

block A^

^

/

\ block Bg

' j ' [ ' n

block B^

—

—'

| ' |

I

Channel N

1 , 1 , 1 ,

i:: : : : : : : :

i , i ,i

i
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"ITL" data samples.
power of 2,

"ITL" defines the transform length and must be a

It essentially specifies the frequency resolution of the

spectra and is calculated in the calibration programme.

Each chaimel

has a set of Am and Bm blocks which are overlapping as illustrated
above.

By defining the location of the first sample in each block the

data in each block may be extracted from the array IBUi" using the subroutine FISH.

The principle of the algorithm is to extract the data

in blocks Am and Bm in turn, calculate their Fourier coefficients,
cross multiply these

with

the reference channel and themselves giving

instantaneous CPSD's and PSD's, and adding the results to update
arrays.

When all the blocks have been analysed the updated arrays will

contain the averaged CPSD's and PSD's.
The instantaneous CPSD's and PSD's are calculated using a special
algorithm which minimises the number of Fourier transforms which have to
be calculated.

This algorithm utilises some of the special properties

of Fast Fourier transforms which are described by Cooley et al (I969).
To describe the principle of this method the data in any block Ajn of
Channel 1 will be referred to as the record Cn when l ^ n ^ I T L and the
data in block Bm of Channel 1 as d^.

The Fast Fourier transforms of

the data records Cn and dn are C^ and D^, which are complex valued
records of length ITL which have the following properties because Cn
and dn are real
= =lTL-n

"n - " i V n

Similarly the data in blocks
referred to as

and B^ of another channel may be

and b^ and have Fourier transforms

same properties.

and B^ with the

Ultimately to calculate the CPSD between these two

channels it is necessary to calculate the sum
AjjCj^ + Bj^Djj
This requires 4 Fourier transforms;

however by calculating the two

Fourier transforms
Cn + idn

and

^
F.T.

Cj^ + iDj^ = Xn

a^ + ib^ — ^
F.T.

A^ + iB^ = Yq

it is found that
~ 4a^n

®n^n

^ ( ^n'^n ~ -^^nj

and using the properties described above

-90TirL-n*ITL-n = (A* - 13%) (C% + ID*)
~ An^n

®n^n ~ ^ ^ ®n^n ~

Ihus
AnC% + Bopn = &j|Yn%n + YlTL-n%ITL-nj
which requires 2 rather than 4 Fourier transforms.

The complex

multiplication, addition and updating of CPSD arrays is performed by
subroutine CMULAD.
Once the CPSD's and PSD's have been calculated the complex
coherences are evaluated and written away to file, with the PSD's for
future reference.

Each of these files also includes the calibration

data stored in the common block.
Calculation of the Source Distribution
The next option available in this programme suite is to calculate
the source distribution from the complex coherences.

In this calcul-

ation it is assumed that the far field is almost omnidirectional over
the array_

When the source distribution option is chosen in POCO, control
is transferred to label 400 in the same programme.

The first step in

this analysis which is outlined in figure 4.10, is to read the input
data from file.

This requires the definition of the test name used to

identify files, and the number of files (or takes) which contain the
data for the whole array.

Next the operator must specify the frequency

of interest and the upstream and downstream limits to the source distribution which is to be calculated.

Prom this information and the data

which describes the microphone spacings the programme then computes the
sub-array which provides the aliasing length to fit the limits of the
source distribution required. ' The programme then extracts the data
for the correct sub-array locations from the files which hold the data.
This is then corrected for time delay errors and weighted with a
Bartlett window function.

The Fourier transform of this data is then

taken using the principle described in Appendix I.

Finally the data

is re-arranged in a suitable format for the plotting routines.

This

requires the definition of 128 equally spaced values along the axis
between the upstream and downstream limits specified.

Since the output

from the Fourier transform contains a source distribution which is
defined at 128 equally spaced points between zero and the aliasing
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evaluate the source level at the required points.

It should be noted

that the output from the transform is periodic, with period 'L', and
is only defined for positive locations.

Therefore if a negative

location, 'x' say, is to be evaluated it must be calculated using the
location 'L-x' in the transform output.

Once the file which may be

used for plotting is defined, containing source levels between the
specified upstream and downstream limits, control is returned to the
option array of POCO.
Plotting Results
If the Screen Plot or Hard Copy options are chosen in the option
area, control is transferred to label 500 or 600 in POCO.

Both options

give the same output, either to the screen or to the printer, the only
difference being that the hard copy output also prints the numerical
values of the source distribution.
When either of these options is chosen the data for the source
distribution which has just been calculated is presented.

First the

input data is presented, including specification of the microphone
number, its displacement in sin

, its coherence and phase at the

frequency specified, and also its PSD in dB.
Next the source distribution is plotted between the
upstream and downstream limits specified.
Finally if the hard copy option is chosen the numerical values
of the source distribution at each location are written out on the
printer.

Also included in this is the integrated level, between the

upstream limit and each location.

This enables the area under any

portion of the source distribution to be calculated so that the relative
strengths of different sources may be determined.
Plotting Spectra
This is an additional feature of this programme suite which
presents the coherence (amplitude) and power spectra for any microphone
in the array.

If this option is chosen control is transferred to the

programme SPEGITIA. (see computer programme a5) .

The operator then

specifies the test number, take number, and microphone of interest and
the two spectra are plotted as a function of frequency on the screen.
This provides a useful extra facility to the programme suite since it
enables the standard acoustic test data to be available as well as the
source location data.
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Conclusion
In this section a complete in house facility for source location
and narrow band data analysis has been described.

However since this

programme suite was developed near to the end of this project, it is
considered that it has not yet reached its ultimate development, and
it is hoped that in the future it will be improved so that a more ergonomic system is available for both programmer and user.
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CHAPIEa 5:
5.1.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (1) : MODEL TESTS

INTRODUCTION
This chapter will describe the results from a number of tests on

model air jets.

The purpose of these experiments was twofold:

first

to evaluate the technique and secondly to determine the distribution
of acoustic sources in clean jets.

All the tests described in this

chapter were taken in anechoic surroundings and the model air jets
used were representative of pure jet mixing noise which is not contaminated by the extra sources which occur on full scale jet engines.
Therefore these tests have been carried out under very much more controlled conditions than would ever be expected in an outdoor test on a
full scale engine, and so the results are expected to be considerably
more consistent.
The first detailed study of model jet mixing noise using the Polar
Correlation technique of source location was carried out by HarperBourne, and is reported by Fisher, Harper-Bourne and Glegg (1977)- '^hose
results not only demonstrated the feasibility of the technique, but also
demonstrated the features of cold jet mixing noise.

Similar results

were also obtained by G-rosche (1974), Laufer (1976), Glegg (1975) who
used acoustic mirrors focussed on to the jet.

However the original

tests taken by Harper-Bourne were restricted by the design of the rig
to either positive measurements of (sinQ* -sin^) with
measurements of (sino(-sin'^ ) with

45°"

0 or negative

Since these measurements

agreed it was argued that the measurements about any reference angle
' ^ ' would be symmetrical, and so only positive or negative displacements need be considered.

This was further justified by the theor-

etical work outlined in section 2.8, but it was felt that more tests
were required to fully justify this result.

Therefore some tests

were undertaken which evaluate the measurements for both positive and
negative displacements of (sinO(-sin^) with '^= 0.

These tests are

reported in section 5.2 of this chapter.
All the results mentioned above were obtained using model jets
at ambient temperature.

However the jets of full scale engines are

inevitably 'hot', in that their stagnation temperature will be above
ambient ten^erature.

The theoretical work of Morfey (1973) suggests

that hot jets have a different noise generation process than cold
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jeta, and therefore are liable to have a different distribution of
jet noise sources.

In section 5.3 of this chapter the results of

some tests on hot and cold jet noise, with and without a by-pass
flow are described, and these demonstrate the differences between
the two mechanisms involved.

These tests were undertaken in the

large anechoic room at N.G-.T.E. using the hot jet noise facility, and
were analysed in I S W .
5.2.

AM INVESTIGATION INTO THE NOISE FROM COLD JETS.
The purpose of these tests was to consider in detail the noise

from a 1" model air jet at ambient temperature, and to evaluate
differences in the source location measurements from the forward and
rear arcs.

These have been predicted from theoretical arguments in

section 2.8, and the results of these tests will be used for a
detailed comparison with this theory.
of Uj/a

Two subsonic jet velocities

= 0.4 and 0.8 were considered, and the nozzle used was a one

inch diameter parallel nozzle, which had previously been used in
Polar Correlation tests by Harper-Bourne.
Test Facility
The rig used for these tests was a horizontal model air jet in
the anechoic room at ISVR (see Figure 5.1).

The established jet

noise facility in the ISVE anechoic room is situated in the roof and
the model jet exhausts vertically downwards (Lush (1971))•

Unfort-

unately this means that forward arc measurements cannot be taken, and
so a horizontal jet rig was developed with access both in front and
behind the jet.

This rig was designed and built for some jet noise

shielding experiments and it was fortunate that the source location
measurements presented here could be taken during the same period.
The jet was connected to the air supply in the roof by a 3" diameter flexible pipe and it then passed through a stainless steel tube,
before being exhausted by a 1" diameter nozzle (see Figure 5.1)•
The microphone could be traversed through both forward and rear arcs
on a 10' radius and every effort was made to minimise reflections
using sound absorbent foam.
Data Collection and Analysis
The microphone array used in these tests was designed according
to the principles laid down in section 3.5.

Each sub-array included
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ten microphones plus a reference microphone, and the designed aliasing length was chosen as 30 inches (equivalent to 30 nozzle diameters).
This led to the choices of microphone spacing

' given in the table

below for each maximum frequency:
A

max. frequency

0.0208

21.6 kHz

0.0416

10.8 kHz

0.0832

5.4 kHz

These maximum frequencies correspond to Strouhal numbers of 2.0,
1.0, 0 . 5 for Uj/ao = 0.8 and 4 . 0 , 2.0, 1.0 for Uj/ag = 0 . 4 .
The microphones used were -g-" B & K % p e 4134 and were traversed
as described above.

The signals were passed through two identical

B & K Type 2103 microphone amplifiers, and recorded on a Ferrograph
Seven two channel tape recorder.

The spectra of the signals were

taken from the microphone amplifiers at locations of sinO( = 0.0,
± 0.208, ± 0.416, ± 0.833.
The time delay calibration between channels was evaluated from
the signals at zero microphone separation and was found to be 3 9 ^ sec.
Data analysis was carried out using the suite of programmes on the
I87R PDF 11/50.
Discussion of Results
a)

The Symmetry of Source Location Measurements
It was argued in section 2.8 that providing the source distrib-

ution was dominated by a particular type of coherence region, and
the correct amplitude and phase normalisation was used, then the
complex coherence C^(sinoc) would be %rmmetrical about (sino<.-sin^ )
= 0.

In order to evaluate vrtiether this is the case, the source dis-

tributions from either positive or negative displacements of sinOC
( p = 0) were calculated and are compared in Figures 5.2 - 5.9, for
frequencies of 1293 Hz to 10775 Hz and speeds Uj/a^ = 0.4 and 0.8. If
C<^ (sinP<) is symmetrical then the source distributions should be the
same within the limitations of the measurements.
The results show that in general there is good agreement between
forward and rear arc measurements (i.e. positive and negative locations
of sin(X), especially at the higher frequencies, of 56O3 Hz and 10775
Hz.

The largest discrepancies are apparent at the lower frequencies

of 1293 Hz and 2586 Hz.

The main feature is a shift in the location
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of the peak in the distribution, which in the worst case is 5»2
nozzle diameters (Figure 5.6).

However this is equivalent to a

shift of 0,3 wavelengths, and therefore might be explained by errors
caused by measurement procedures.

The differences in level which

occur, especially at the higher speed, are not considered to be of
major practical significance.

The distributions from either positive

or negative arcs will integrate to the same value over an aliasing
length, due to the normalisation used in the Fourier transform routine
(see Appendix l).

Therefore discrepancies in peak level are due to

small but distributed differences in the low level tails of the
distribution.

In the lower frequencies the aliasing lengths are

very long and the low level tails are not shown.

It is considered

that the 10^ errors in peak level are within the margin of measurement errors considered in section 3«7«
b) General Features of the Source Distributions
In general the source distributions are single peaked and are
significant over about 25 nozzle diameters.

The peak moves closer

to the nozzle at higher Strouhal numbers and the source distribution
also becomes mere compact, although this may be a feature of the
resolution.

A detailed comparison with the results of Harper Bourne

given by Fisher, Harper Bourne, and G-legg (1977), Figure 8, shows
very good agreement for all Strouhal numbers (Note Uj/ao = 0.8 only).
This is not unexpected since the same nozzle was used in both tests.
However at the higher frequencies it would appear that the rig
is reflecting sound and acting as an additional source (see Figures
5.5 and 5.9) •

This exiplains the high level in the tails of the

distribution, which unlike the results at lower frequencies do not
decay.

These reflections will have been caused by the structure

upstream of the nozzle and the results in Figures 5«5 and 5«9 demonstrate an unexpectedly high level in this region.

Also the high

level downstream of the jet is explained as an alias of this upstream
reflection.

However the effective source levels caused by the ref-

lections are very much lower than the jet noise source, and in most
applications vd.ll not be significant.
c) A Model for Jet Boise Source Distributions
It has been found useful for modelling purposes to develop an
analytical fit to the jet noise source distributions of the type
presented in this chapter.

The curve chosen to fit the source dis-
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tributions is given by
q(y) =

e%p(-2irp(]^))

0
n

The complex

(5.2.1)

1

coherence data from a distribution of this type is

given by the Fourier transform of this curve with respect to
'KsinoC'j

this is given by Churchill (1972) p.471 as

C (sinoi) = 1"
p
1 ^
Lp-isinoL J
Therefore the phase of the coherence data is given by
^(o< ) = +ntan ^ (sinov'p)
To evaluate n and p consider the limits
sino4 . ^ gg
P
and

sinGK
P

where 0 ( * )

q

+ nTr/2

where J^( o4 ) "^ nsinoC /p

Therefore values of 'n' and 'p' may be obtained from the asymtotic
values of the phase of the complex coherence.
From the phase measurements obtained in this test the following
values of 'n' and 'p' were obtained.
Hj/ao

Strouhal

'n'

•p>

No.
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

0.24
0.48
0.96
1.92
0.12
0.24
0.48
0.96

2
2

3
5
3
3
4
7

0.4622

0.2971
0.2835
0.325
0.39
0.254

0.208
0.364

To demonstrate the type of result obtained the calculated source
distribution at Uj/a^ = 0.8, Strouhal Number = 0.48 is presented in Fig.
5.10. Also shown is the source image at this condition evaluated
from the measured data.

Good agreement has been obtained and the

only discrepancies are due to the effects of resolution on the
measured data.
5.3.

RESULTS FROM THE NOISE TEST FACILITY AT N.G.T.E.

Introduction
An investigation into fundamental jet mixing noise using source
location was undertaken in the large anechoic room (N.T.P.) at
N.G-.T.E. (Pyestock).

The purpose of this test was to obtain the
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sottrce distributions for hot and cold jet mixing noise, with and
without a by-pass flow, in order to evaluate the differences which
may be associated with the different types of source mechanisms
involved.
The test programme, giving the jet conditions considered, is
laid out in the table below:

Test No.

Test Point
(N&TE)

Primary Jet
Velocity
nv^sec

Secondary
Jet Velocity
n/ sec

Primary
Jet.Temp,

5100

98

314

0

308°E

5200

101

530

0

880°E

5300

102

307

0

880°K:

5400

103

307

60

880°K

Primary jet nozzle diameter = 0.0864 m.
Secondary jet nozzle diameter = 0 . 4 8 2 m.
Area ratio = 30/1
It was planned to use these conditions to consider the source
distributions at three different Strouhal Numbers: 0.3, 1.0, 2.0;
which cover the whole of the frequency range of interest, and from
this the overall features of the jet noise source distribution were
to be evaluated.
of

Clearly this is not a fully comprehensive study

jet noise source distributions, since this would require the

evaluation of a larger range of conditions.

However it should provide

sufficient data to highlight the significant features of hot and cold
jet source distributions.
Data Acqui-sition
The data was collected using a fixed reference microphone at
90° to the jet axis and a traversable microphone on a boom which could
be rotated from 90° to 45° (re-jet axis).

The angular separations

used between these two microphones are given in Table 5.1 •
The polar arc centre about which the traversable microphone was
pivoted did not lie on the jet axis, and therefore the data had to be
corrected for this displacement.

The correction was obtained in the

form of a set of time delays which define the difference in sound
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angular separation, for a source at the nozzle exit (e.g. if the
traversable boom was centred at the nozzle then this difference would
be zero; however since the centre is misplaced from the nozzle, there
will be a difference in the path length to each microphone which must
be allowed for)«
These corrections were obtained using a loudspeaker as a point
source, emitting white noise, located at 8" and 40" downstream of
the nozzle on the jet axis.

The time delay of the peak in the cross

correlation curves between the signals of the two microphones are
given in Table $.1 and are illustrated in Figure 5.1 "I, as a function
of angular separation.

From these results the time delay correction

can be calculated using

X (oL)

= X(ot) - ysinoi/a^

correction
where y =
a

=
=

location of loudspeaker
speed of sound
angular separation

These corrections are also given in Table 5.1 and plotted in
Figure 5.12.
The spectra for each test condition were obtained using the
standard facilities at N.&.T.E.

These are given in Figure 5.13 for

a microphone at 92° to the jet axis.

It is assumed that these \?ill

only show very small differences from the spectra at the reference
microphone at $0°.

Further details of the spectra at different

angles and jet conditions are given in detail by Way (1977)All the microphones used in this test were

B & K, and the

G-.R. integration time for 3 octave analysis was 4 seconds.

The

source location data was recorded on a Ferrograph Seven two channel
tape recorder at 15 ips, provided by ISVR.

All other equipment was

provided by N.G-.T.E, and is described by Martlew et al (1976).
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Data Analysis
It was originally planned to process this data using the Analog/
Digital method described in section 4.5.

This takes the overall

cross and auto correlations between the signals and interfaces them
to a digital computer, which calculates the complex coherence spectra.
However the spectra obtained using this method were particularly
jagged and the data was badly contaminated by statistical errors which
were transmitted to the source distribution.

These errors were att-

ributed to an insufficient averaging time being used in the processing
of the correlation curves.

An equivalent B@T product of 82 was used

to obtain these results, and this was clearly insufficient.

This

prompted an investigation into the statistical errors of Polar Correlation, which is reported in section 3*7, and demonstrates the requirement for a BgT product of at least 300.
Another problem of processing this data using overall cross
correlations occurred because the polar arc centre was misplaced.

This

resulted in the peak of the cross correlation moving out of the correlator "window" at large angular separations, and this effectively
reduced the resolution at low frequencies.

Rather than re-write the

programmes for this method it was decided to re-process the data using
the Analog method described in section 4.4, which is amenable to
handling this problem, and gave complex coherence data at the required
frequencies to the required accuracy.
Calculation of Source Distributions
The microphone array which was used in this experiment was
designed before the work on optimum microphone arrays (section 3.4)
was complete.

Therefore the microphone separations were chosen at

convenient angular displacements ' ,

and it was intended to analyse

this data using the linear interpolation procedure described in section
3.6.

For this type of data, which includes continuously distributed

sources, this method is as accurate as the Fourier series method described in section 3.6, since the interpolation procedure does not
induce additional errors providing the data is sufficiently accurate,
(i.e. a suitable time average has been used).

However since statist-

ical errors had been shown to be a problem, it was decided in retrospect to adhere to the principle of the Fourier series solution as
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closely as possible.

Therefore a method was used which is available

as an option in Computer Programme I;

in this method the optimum

spacing in 'sinK' is chosen according to the principles laid out in
section 3.4, and the values of the complex coherences at these points
is estimated from the measured data using linear interpolation of
amplitude and phase.

Thus the data from an equivalent array at equal

intervals of 'sinQt' (=A ) is obtained, and this is used to calculate
the source distribution according to the principles given in Appendix
I.

The calculation procedure is given in Computer Programme I, and

a Bartlett window function was used.
Discussion of Results.
a) Source Distributions from Hot Jets.
The source distributions from jets at the temperature of 880°K
are given for two jet velocities and a range of Strouhal numbers in
Figures 5.14 and 5.15.

Although each curve in these distributions

has been obtained with different resolution, the following features are
apparent.
1) The peak location moves towards the nozzle at the higher
Strouhal numbers.
2) For a given Strouhal number the peak location is farther downstream in the higher velocity jet.
3) The jet is apparently more compact at the lower speed.
Of all the source distributions shown in this chapter the result
at 6161 Hz in Figure 5.15 is exceptional in that it has a large negative loop close to the nozzle.

This is probably an error since the

source level must always be greater than zero.

It is conjectured that

this negative loop is the result of statistical measurement errors on
the source distribution, which have been amplified by the linear interpolation calculation procedure.
b) Comparison of Source Distributions from Hot and Cold Jets.
In order to demonstrate the effect of jet temperature on the
source distribution, the results for Strouhal numbers of 0.3, 1.0, and
2.0 (based on the primary jet conditions) are plotted in Figures 5.16
- 5.18.

In these results the primary jet velocity remains constant

at 307 nv/s.

The results appear to be consistent throughout the frequ-

ency range, and for the cold jet (upper curve in each case) agree with
the results given in section 5.2, although the peak locations are about
one diameter further downstream.
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However when the jet is heated to a temperature of 880°K the
source levels are reduced, and the distribution is more compact with
a peak location closer to the nozzle.

To explain this result con-

sider the theory given by Morfey (1973) for heated jets.

This suggests

that there are two mechanisms involved in the generation of noise from
hot and cold jets.

In the cold jet the major noise sources are the

fluctuating Eeynomlds stresses, which have a quadrapole nature, and
scale on the eighth power of the velocity.
cribed by Lighthill (1952)).

(These were first des-

However when the jet is heated Morfey

suggests that these Eeynoalds stress sources will be reduced in level
by a factor of 50 log^g (Tambient/^gource)
10 dB.

This would reduce the peak level in the source distribution

by a factor of 10, which is well below the measured result.

Therefore

the source distribution appears to be dominated by an alternative noise
source, suggested by Morfey to be caused by convected flow inhomogeneities.

These are dipole in nature and scale on the sixth power of the

jet velocity.

The source location results suggest that these have a

different distribution within the jet from the EeynotfLd stress sources,
peaking closer to the nozzle and decaying more rapidly.
The source distributions for the hot jet with a secondary flow
are given by the lowest curve in Figures 5.16 - 5.18.

These appear

to have the same distribution as the hot jet, but merely to be of a
lower level.

Since the jet is dominated by dipole type sources the

attenuation given by the secondary flow is expected to be proportional
to the sixth power of the relative velocity between the two flows
(i.e.

.

In this case the peak level would be expected to

be reduced by a factor of 0,271 (= 5.66 dB).

Measurements of this

factor for the Strouhal numbers 0.3, 1.0, 2.0, are respectively 0.28,
0.525, 0.321, and the discrepancies between these and the predicted
result are probably within experimental error (i.e. the differences
are less than 0.7 dB).
It therefore appears that these results are consistent with the
theory and that the noise sources in hot jets are less distributed
than those in cold jets.
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CHATTER 6:
6.1.

EXPERIMEHTAL RESULTS (2):

EHGINE TESTS

INTRODUCTION
One of the major applications of source location techniques is to

full scale jet engines which include several different sources of noise.
A typical jet engine will produce noise from several different locations,
for instance the engine inlet, the hot core exit and the jet flow behind
the engine;

therefore the noise control engineer requires information

on the relative significance of each of these sources, and this can be
provided to a certain extent by source location methods.

In this

chapter the application of the Polar Correlation technique to full scale
engines will be described and a complete set of results will be given.
The measurements described in this chapter were undertaken to
evaluate the Polar Correlation technique as a source location method
for full scale engines.

The criterion by which such a technique must

be judged is whether it can provide a significant amount of useful
information, which cannot be obtained more easily using other techniques.
It is hoped that these results will demonstrate that this objective has
been achieved.
This chapter describes the results of a test on the Rolls Royce
R.B.211 Quiet Engine Demonstrator.

This engine possesses a number of

sources of noise which are of equal significance and therefore it is of
great practical importance to distinguish their relative levels.
Previous attempts to determine this information have relied on prediction techniques and engine testing methods which use acoustic liners to
effectively eliminate a particular source.

Such methods involve a

considerable amount of trial and error, and consequently are very
expensive due to the large amount of engine testing required.

Source

location however can yield the same information more accurately in a
single test, providing the quality of the data is sufficiently high.
The purpose of these tests was to determine the standard of data which
could be obtained on the R.B.211.
This test was undertaken quite early on in this project and
provided a great deal of information about the technique which has led
to improved methods of measurement and interpretation.

The microphone

array used in these tests was designed for the linear interpolation
procedure which has subsequently been superseded.

The results shown
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here however have not been re-analysed using an equivalent array of
microphones, based on the principles described in chapter 3, but rely
on the original linear interpolation method, and therefore in many
cases they do not satisfy the aliasing criterion for the engine.

Con-

sequently the results given here occasionally include dramatic oscillations which are the result of aliasing errors.

By re-analysing the

results with an equivalent array of microphones the aliasing errors
may be eliminated at the expense of resolution, and the degree of
improvement which can be obtained will be demonstrated.
Before analysing source location data on an engine it is necessary
to decide on the source strength parameter which should be evaluated.
In Chapter 2 it was shown that there are two different definitions of
this source strength parameter, and the choice between them depends on
the type of sources within the distribution.

If the distribution

includes coherent regions of sources, which are effectively identical
throughout the distribution, then it vms argued that a normalised source
strength parameter should be evaluated which gives the effective
strength of each coherent region.

This definition has the major

practical advantages that only a one-sided microphone array is required,
and the gain on each channel is corrected by normalisation in data
analysis.

It has also been shown that even when sources have quite

different directionalities, the error associated with assuming them
identical is not grossly misleading.

Alternatively a source strength

parameter may be chosen which is defined as the total contribution to
the field at the reference microphone from the sources which interact
with a source at a particular location.

To evaluate this parameter a

two-sided microphone array is required, unless each source is independent.
In general, experience has shown that the first of these two definitions is preferable because of the major practical advantages
involved.

The only occasion when it has been shown to give misleading

results is when sources from the inlet of the engine and the nozzle
exit are highly correlated.*

These sources are 20 ft apart and this

condition only occurs at blade passing frequencies where the wavelength
is about 1 ft.

In this situation the assumptions which are associated

*Private communication from Rolls-Royce (D.E.D.)
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with the former definition no longer apply, especially when there
exist jet noise sources and other effectively omnidirectional sources.
However away from blade passing frequencies the assumptions required
appear to be valid,
6.2.

SOURCE LOCATION ON THE E.B.211 Q.E.D.

Introduction
This section presents the results of source location measurements
on the R.B.211 Q.E.D. test facility at Hucknall.

These tests were

undertaken to evaluate the Polar Correlation technique as a method of
identifying the sources of noise on the engine.

Therefore this report

will concentrate on the quality and evaluation of the data, leaving a
comparison of the results with the Rolls Soyce Noise Department (D.S.D.)
prediction schemes to be reported on elsewhere.
Previously the evaluation of the various sources of engine noise
has been achieved from far field spectra and prediction schemes.
However this method requires a great deal of experience with the engine
and the necessity for a more deterministic method of source identification is apparent.

The Polar Correlation technique has been developed

far this purpose and provides a distribution of source strength intensity along the axis of the engine.

Therefore it is possible to measure

the relative contribution of each engine noise component (i.e. jet,
tailpipe, by-pass duct exit, etc.) to the far field noise spectrum.
The Measurement Scheme
These tests were carried out by Rolls Royce D.E.D. on the Q.E.D.
test facility at Hucknall and the data was analysed using the suite of
programmes on the P.D.P. II/50 computer in ISVR (see Chapter 4).

In

these tests the microphones were located on a polar arc of radius 100
ft, centred on the hot nozzle exit, with the reference microphone at
90° to the engine axis.
Table 6.1.

The location of each microphone is given in

The tests were carried out on a single run of the engine

using the standard procedure for the Q.E.D., which includes running
the engine at five different conditions between 60^ and
is the maximum operational fan shaft speed).

(where

The signals were

recorded on a 14 Channel Ampex Ml I3OO tape recorder in two different
blocks.

Block A included microphones 1-12 and Block B included micro-

phones 1, 2 and 13-22.

The wind speeds throughout the tests were very

low (2-3 knots) and therefore have been ignored.
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Souroe Distributions
Source distributions have been obtained over a range of frequencies and engine speeds for two different builds of the R.B.211 on the
Q.E.D. test facility at Hucknall.
1) I8VR 1 ; Build 1.54:

The engine builds considered v/ere:-

incorporating a lined nose cone, prod-

uction standard intake and by-pass duct liners;
2) ISVR 2 ;

Build 155:

unlined hot stream.

as above with the exception of the hot

stream where two bulk absorber tailpipes were incorporated, extending
the hot nozzle 5 ft downstream.
The graphical representations of the source distributions which
follow are plotted to a free scaling peak level and the area beneath
each curve is equal to the level at the reference microphone (see for
example Pig. 6.2),

The y-scale therefore represents the noise source

intensity per unit length relative to the peak level, and the scaled
area beneath each section of the curve represents the proportion of the
intensity measured at the reference microphone from that part of the
source (note: all scales are linear).

The x-scale gives the location

along the axis of the engine, and each unit is 10 ft as standard.

The

size of the engine to this scale is given in Fig.6.1, and the relative
location of each component is shown;

the origin of all graphs lies at

the unlined hot nozzle exit.
All the results have been computed using the linear interpolation
procedure described in Chapter 3.

In this procedure all the micro-

phones in the array are used, regardless of spacing, and spatial aliases
in the source image are artificially suppressed.

This however leads to

gross errors at the higher frequencies where the source distribution
spans a large number of acoustic wavelengths.

This problem is part-

ially overcome by eliminating the more widely spaced microphones from
the array, and since this also reduces the aperture, the resolution is
reduced.

However in some cases this remedy was insufficient to

completely eliminate these effects and by re-analysing the results as
suggested in Chapter 3, a much clearer source image was obtained.
The source images will be presented for the engine speeds of 60^
and SOfb 1%, over a range of frequencies.

The source distributions at

75% N l have also been evaluated but will not be shown;

however

information from these results will be used in the evaluation of the
source breakdowns, which summarise the results.
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Resuits at 250 Hz
The source distributions at this frequency for both builds at
6C^ and SOfo %

are shovm in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3.

It is clear that for

both builds there is an important tailpipe noise source at the hot
nozzle exit, and that the level of jet noise increases with speed
relative to this source.

More detail will be given on the relative

levels of the jet, engine and tailpipe noise in the next section, but
it is interesting to note that the bulk absorber tailpipe extension
attenuates this source and moves it 5 ft downstream as expected.
Apart from this effect, the result at 60^ %

(Pig.6.2) shows the noise

from the jet and engine to be of the same level for both builds.
However at SOfo Nj^ the two builds do not show such good agreement.

In

the case of the unlined hot stream (Fig.6.3) there is a significant
source 15 ft upstream of the hot nozzle;

this appears to come from the

engine front flange on the fan casing, but its cause has not yet been
identified.

This source also appears at the same condition with the

bulk absorber tailpipe, but is of a much lower level relative to the
jet noise.

This is the only result where a discrepancy of this nature

has been found between the source distributions of the two different
builds.

It should be noted that in the ISVR 1 (unlined) test the

engine was running at 89.9/2 %

whereas in the ISVR 2 (bulk absorber)

test the engine was running at 88.4?°

Therefore if the source

upstream of the nozzle exit is associated with a buzz saw tone of the
fan, then this change of speed could account for the discrepancy of
levels between these two tests.

There is also a discrepancy of Jet

noise levels which is greater than might be expected from this speed
difference alone, and this effect will be discussed in more detail later.
Results at 500 Hz
The results at 500 Hz are expected to be dominated by tailpipe
noise, since this is the peak frequency on the spectrum for this source.
The source distributions (Fig. 6.4 and 6.5) demonstrate that this is
the case although the bulk absorber tailpipe provides an attenuation of
about 70% in level, which is equivalent to 5 dB.

It is also possible

to identify relatively small sources on the engine at the inlet and bypass duct, which are consistent in level on both builds.

Also it

should be noted that the result at 60^o Nj, for the ISVR 1 (unlined) test
has a relatively large negative loop downstream of the tailpipe source.
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This is the type of error which is often caused by the linear interpolation procedure, and this will be demonstrated in more detail at the
end of this section.

It is this type of result which has led to the

development of the analysis procedures described in Chapter

which do

not rely on linear interpolation.
Results at 1000 Hz
At this frequency the source distributions were all found to be
well distributed on a wavelength scale and it was therefore necessary
to reduce the aperture angle of the microphone array to avoid aliasing
problems.

This has reduced the resolution from 3«5 ft at 500 Hz to

6.5 ft at 1000 Hz where only a 10° aperture was used.
The results of the ISVH 1 (unlined) test (Fig 6.6 and 6.?) are
dominated by a tailpipe noise source but some significant sources also
appear on the engine.

At both speeds there are three sources on the

engine which are consistently located in the same positions.

The first

source 20 ft upstream of the origin lines up with the engine intake;
the second source 10 ft upstream of the origin lines up with the air
cooled oil cooler outlet;

and the third source 5 ft upstream of the

origin lines up with the by-pass duct exit.

It is therefore possible

from these results not only to define a level of engine noise, but
also to indicate that part of the engine from which it is emanating.
The results for the ISVR 2 (bulk absorber) test show that the bulk
absorber has reduced the tailpipe noise so that it is no longer the
dominant source (Figs. 6.6 and 6.7).

At 60^ Ni, the dominant source

is clearly the by pass duct, while at SOft %

there are two important

engine noise sources of approximately equal strength;

the first

located at the engine intake and the second at the by-pass duct exit.
At this higher speed the agreement between the levels of noise sources
on the two different builds is not good.

In the case of the ISVTl 2

(bulk absorber) test there is unexpectedly more intake noise and less
by-pass exit and jet noise.

The only explanation of this discrepancy

is the difference in engine speed mentioned earlier,
HiKh Frequency Results.
In order to evaluate broadband fan noise, the source distributions
at 1.5 times blade passing frequency were evaluated.

Since aliasing

effects were important at these.frequencies only microphones spaced at
1° intervals were used.

The results for 6q# N& (22^0 Hz) and
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(5380 Hz) are given in Pigs. 6.8 and 6.9 for the ISVE 2 (bulk absorber)
test.

It is clear that the major noise source is the by-pass duct

exit, and that the other noise sources such as the jet, air cooled oil
cooler, and inlet are correctly located but of secondary importance.
Suppression of Spatial Aliases
One of the problems with the results from this series of tests
was the spatial aliasing effect.

This is described in Chapters 2 and 3

and occurs because two adjacent microphones cannot differentiate between
the acoustic waves from two sources spaced well apart on the jet axis.
This is very similar to the aliasing effects which can occur in the
analysis of digitised signal analysis.

The solution to this problem

is to eliminate the more widely spaced microphones in the array, so
that the aliasing phenomenon does not occur.
A typical example of this effect is shown in Figure 6.10 which
gives the source image computed using the complete microphone array for
the ISVR 2 (bulk absorber) test at 75/o %

and 500 Hz.

The effect of

spatial aliasing causes the oscillations of source level downstream of
the origin.

This effect is suppressed by eliminating the most widely

spaced microphones from the array, and the corrected result is shown in
Fig. 6.11.

This demonstrates a considerable improvement although the

resolution is much broader since the aperture has been reduced.

In

this case the most widely spaced microphones are at 2.5° intervals
compared with 5° used in the original analysis.

A further reduction

of maximum microphone spacing is shown in Fig. 6.12, where only 1°
intervals have been used.

In this case the resolution has been reduced

significantly and very little detail is obtained on the source image.
In this figure the result for the ISVR 1 (unlined) test is also shown,
and this demonstrates the good agreement obtained between the levels
of jet and engine noise, the ripples on the curve being associated with
the side lobes of the window function.
The significance of this effect led to the investigation on
microphone array design described in Chapter 3.

As a result of this

investigation it was shown that an alternative method for computing the
source image was preferable.

The method used in these tests effectively

linearly interpolates between measurements at each microphone, and
obtains the source image from the evaluation of a Fourier integral on
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these interpolated values.

It has been shown that this results in

errors due to the interpolation procedure which force fits a curve
through measured values.

An alternative method has been developed which

fits a Fourier series to the measured values and evaluates the source
distribution from this series.

This has the advantage that it is more

accurate, since the curve is not forced directly through the measurements
and it also has a very precisely defined aliasing length, which can be
specified from the wavelength and the microphone spacing.

In many of

the source distributions presented in this chapter, this Fourier series
aliasing limit has been exceeded, but because most of the results are
dominated by a single source close to the origin and linear interpolation
has been used, the errors are relatively insignificant;

aliasing effects

are only apparent when sources are evenly distributed over a large number
of acoustic wavelengths.

It is therefore to a certain extent fortuitous

that these results are not completely corrupted by aliasing effects, and
it is recommended that for future tests a Fourier series approach is
adopted, with a correctly designed microphone array.
Source Breakdowns
In the last section the measured source distributions were presented, demonstrating the qualitative features of this data.

However for

practical purposes it is necessary to have a more quantitative set of
results giving the total noise level from each component at the reference
microphone.

This may be obtained from the source distributions by

integrating the area under the curve associated with each component.
It was noted earlier that the total area under each source distribution has been scaled on the measured level at the reference microphone,
and therefore it is possible to define an absolute level for each source
component by determining the fraction of the total area of the curve to
which it contributes.
Integration Routine
In order to develop a fast and consistent method of integration, a
routine on the P.O.P. 1150 computer in ISVR has been utilised.

This

routine gives a trapezoidal integration between each point on the curve
and presents the result in the form of an accumulative plot.

For

example in Fig.6.13 the integrated curve of a normalised Bartlett window
is given, firstly note that well upstream of the origin the area is
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negligible, but downstresua of the origin the area has integrated to
unity.

Also the area beneath the main lobe of the window function may

be determined by using the construction shown in Fig.6.13, i.e. the
main lobe of the window lies between - X / s i n ^ ^ (where \ = acoustic
wavelength and

is the aperture angle), therefore the difference

between the y-scale values at these two points yields the area of the
main lobe as a fraction of the total.
It is possible to use this result when breaking down the integrated source distribution, since the tailpipe noise source which
separates the engine noise from the jet noise is effectively a point
source (see Fig.6.2).

Since 90^ of the area contributed by this point

source lies within - X/sinQ(^

of its peak (Pig.6.13) a level of tail-

pipe (or care) noise may be defined.

Everything upstream of this may

be attributed to the engine and everything downstream to the jet.
The engine noise may also be broken down into its various components
by using the same method.
Source Levels
The source levels of each engine component as measured is given
in Table 6.2.

This report will concentrate on reviewing the consist-

ency of this data between the two builds, a more detailed comparison
with predicted levels has been undertaken by Rolls-Royce staff and will
be reported elsewhere.
Since the only difference between the two builds ISVE.I and 1S7R.2
was the bulk absorber tailpipe the levels of jet and engine noise were
expected to be the same in both cases.

Prom Pig. 6.14 it is seen

that this comparison is better for engine noise than it is for jet
noise.

Apart from the result at 250 Hz; 90^ %

the engine noise

levels agree with a maximum discrepancy of 2.2 dB and an average error
of 0,5 dB.

The result at 250 Hz;

%

was first noted in the prev-

ious section where the comparison of the source distributions (Pig.6.3)
showed poor agreement.

The lower level of the source at the engine

front flange on the fan casing is clearly reflected by the lower
measured level of engine noise (Pig. 6.14).

If this source is assoc-

iated with buzz saw noise then it is expected that its level at this
frequency will be very dependent on engine speed.
speed discrepancy (89.9^ %
explain this result.

Therefore the engine

and 88.4^ Nj,) between these two tests may
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The discrepancies in the jet noise levels were originally excuse6
by experimental error, buried sources, and engine speed discrepancies.
However two points of interest prompted a further look at the data;
firstly it was noted that the jet noise with the bulk absorber tailpipe
was always less than for the urdined case (Pig. 6.14) and secondly the
discrepancies were notably worse than those of the engine noise.

If

such discrepancies were a result of experimental errors then they
should be scattered randomly;

however a consistent trend of data was

found and this will be discussed in the next section.
From these measured levels it is also possible to define the
attenuation given by the bulk absorber.

This is shown in Fig. 6.15

and appears reasonably consistent with speed apart from at the highest
frequency.

Even here, of course, it is conceivable that the increased

flow speed has decreased the linear attenuation at this highest frequency.
Collapse of Jet Noise Levels
Initially it was assumed that the bulk absorber tailpipe would
not affect the level of jet noise.

However the results showed discrep-

ancies which were much larger than expected (i.e. more than 2 dB in 50/u
of the results) and it appeared that the bulk absorber always attenuated
the jet noise.

In order to determine whether this effect was consis-

tent the measured levels of jet noise were plotted against engine
condition for each frequency (Pig.

6.16).

This demonstrated that the

levels for each engine build and frequency were proportional to engine
speed with very little scatter.

It also appears from this graph that

the bulk absorber is attenuating the jet noise at high frequencies and
low speeds.

This attenuation is plotted in Fig. 6.17 using values for

a particular engine condition obtained from Fig. 6.16.
that at BO/c and 73% %
while at 90^ %

It appears

the attenuation is proportional to frequency,

there is no attenuation apart from at 250 Hz.

This collapse of data suggests that there is some mechanism
behind the bulk absorber attenuation of jet noise.

One possible

explanation which must be dismissed is that the apparent jet noise may
be severely contaminated in data analysis by leakage from the window
function side lobes of the tailpipe noise source.

However consider-

ation of this possibility shows that the apparent attenuations are at
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least an order of magnitude too large.

Frequently they are of the

same order as the attenuation of the tailpipe source itself, a situation
which would require the "apparent jet noise" to be at least 13 dB below
the tailpipe noisej

as Fig. 6.14 shows this is not the case.

Without further tests it is only possible to speculate on these
results.

However three possibilities exist:

1) The pressure losses in the bulk absorber tailpipe extensions
are causing a reduction in jet exit velocity.

However this does not

account for the frequency and velocity dependence shown in Fig. 6 . 1 7 .
2) Energy from the tailpipe source may be refracted and scattered
so that it appears to come from the mixing region.
exists about this explanation because at SOfo
very comparable to that of the core noise.

However some doubt

the attenuation is
This suggests that the

actual jet noise is very much lower than inferred from these results
and therefore very much lower than predicted.
3) There is also the possibility that the jet noise is being
driven acoustically by sources upstream of the hot nozzle exit.
Conclusion
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the quality of
source location data which may be obtained using the Polar Correlation
technique on full scale engines.

In general the results are consistent

and the levels of the major noise sources on the engine have been
defined (Fig. 6.14).

This type of data is clearly useful in the dev-

elopment of engine silencers, especially since most of the sources are
of about the same level.

The information on Fig. 6.14 shows immediate-

ly where significant noise reductions may be made, without requiring
ifwrther engine tests.
These results have also demonstrated the effectiveness of the
bulk absorber tailpipe in reducing tailpipe (or core) noise.

It also

appears to have attenuated the jet noise, and this effect perhaps
warrants further investigation.

It is noteworthy that this type of

data could only be obtained using a source location technique.
The results at high frequencies, which were undertaken to investigate broadband fan noise, confirmed the view that this was propagating
from the by-pass duct.

This would suggest that previous attempts to

reduce this noise have been unsuccessful because duct liners were
ineffective rather than a mislocation of the source.
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Perhaps the major conclusion from this data is that tailpipe
noise is an important contributor over a wide range of the spectrum.
An obvious extension of this work is to use this technique to obtain
a more complete understanding of the extent and effects of tailpipe
noise.

A better understanding of this source, on different engines,

could help to explain the problems associated with in flight jet
noise, where it may be especially important.
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CHAPTER 7:

CQNCIUSION

The objective of this project has been to develop a technique
which evaluates the relative strengths of noise sources on jet engines.
At the outset the technique, known as Polar Correlation, had been shown
to work in practice, and the purpose of this project was to refine it
into a method suitable for general application.
In this thesis each aspect of this technique has been covered,
starting with its theoretical background and concluding with its
application to jet engines.

Also included in this work has been

discussion of the practical application of the technique, the development of data analysis systems, and experimental results on a number of
different rigs.

This covers a wide range of topics and it is hoped

that this chapter will provide an overall review of this work.
Theoretical Work
In the discussion of the theoretical background to the technique,
the limitations to the types of source distribution which may be considered was demonstrated.

It was shown that in principle the technique

can only evaluate a source distribution which is realistically modelled
as a linear array of effectively monopole sources, and that the source
image obtained is limited by resolution which depends on the maximum
aperture of the far field microphone array used by the technique.
Also described was the aliasing effect which is similar to the aliasing
effects found in signal analysis.

This required the spacing between

the microphones in the far field array to be small enough to ensure
that the path length difference from any source to adjacent microphones
is less than an acoustic wavelength.

This effect is dependent upon

the total length of the source distribution while the required resolution is determined by the most olosely spaced sources.

Therefore the

relationships between these parameters and the microphone array layout
may be used for design purposes.

A method for arranging the minimum

number of microphones in order to provide the most information about a
source distribution is described in Chapter 3«
When an acoustic source is fluctuating randomly, as is always
the case with jet noise sources, its effective strength at any particular frequency and consequently its interaction with neighbouring
sources, varies with the time of evaluation.

Therefore the definition
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of a pertinent source strength parameter presents a major problem.
Two definitions have been discussed and the relative merits of each
have been highlighted.

The first of these definitions describes the

source strength as the mean square average of the fluctuations
within a narrow frequency band, at a particular point in the source
distribution, including the averaged interference effects of the source
at that point with neighbouring sources, as would be observed at the
reference microphone.

While this would appear to be a very useful

description of the source strength for the observer at the reference
location, it has the practical disadvantages that a two sided microphone array must be used, and that each channel must be calibrated for
intensity.
significant.

For large source location tasks, these problems are very
Therefore an alternative source strength parameter has

been proposed which overcomes these problems under certain assumptions.
In this definition the source interaction effects are grouped into
coherent regions and the relative intensity of each coherent region is
evaluated.

This definition offers the major practical advantages

that no intensity calibration of the microphone array is required and
that measurements are symmetrical about the reference point so that
only half the microphone array is required.
depends on two major assumptions:

However it also

first it is assumed that the

interactions between coherent sources within any region are identical
and so the far field directionality from each region throughout the
distribution is invariant, and secondly it is assumed that there is no
significant phase directionality from a coherent region.

The errors

associated with these assumptions have been evaluated numerically and
it appears that in most practical cases there is no significant misrepresentation in the source image.
In the theory of the Polar Correlation technique there are a
number of assumptions which strictly cannot be adhered to in practice.
For instance, theoretically the source distribution is assumed to be a
line source, while in practice it will always have finite dimensions
in three directions.

However within certain limitations the assump-

tions of the theory are quite acceptable and these limitations have
been evaluated in a numerical study.

These results demonstrated that

finite three dimensional effects were not a severe restriction in the
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practical applications considered.

Another theoretical assumption

considered was the acoustic far field approximation.

This requires

that the length of the source distribution should be short compared
with the polar arc radius on which the microphone array lies.

The

results of a numerical investigation into this approximation have shown
that this is a low frequency effect and is liable to cause significant
errors to the source images at the extreme ends of the distribution
when high resolution is used with a large aliasing length.

The

compromises which may be used to ensure that there is no error are
outlined in Chapter 2,

A further cause of error which occurs in prac-

tice on outdoor tests is the effect of atmospheric wind on signal propagation.

However providing its strength and direction are known at

the time of the test, then corrections may be applied which eliminate
this effect,

Finally the background noise criterion for Polar Correl-

ation was evaluated theoretically, and it was shown that unwanted
sources should be at least 14 dB below the level produced by the source
distribution.

One of the major features of this project has been the development
of signal processing systems for Polar Correlation.

Since this tech-

nique is very dependent on signal processing, the development of highly
efficient routines®has been of major practical importance.

In order

to evaluate the source distribution it is necessary to compute the
"complex coherence" between the signals from the reference microphone
and each of the others in the array.

The "complex coherence" is a

quantity which has been defined for the purpose of this work, and is
calculated by normalising the cross power spectral density between two
signals by the square root of their respective power spectral densities.
Once this quantity has been evaluated, a Fourier transform routine
yields the source distribution from the measurements.

However the

complex coherence between two signals which are fluctuating randomly
can only be estimated with an accuracy which depends on the amount of
averaging used in processing the signals.

Consequently the source

image which is computed from these measurements can only be an estimate
of the true source image, and the factors which affect the accuracy of
this estimate have been evaluated.

In order to obtain an acceptable

error bound on the evaluated source it has been shown that the
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microphone signals should be averaged using a BqT product of 300.
This is approximately 6 times greater than the amount of averaging
customarily used in power spectral density estimation and is necessary
because a number of estimates are being used to compute the source
image.

An interesting feature of this analysis is that the window

function imposed on the source image provides a certain amount of
smoothing and therefore error variance reduction, in the same maimer
as a window function smooths a power spectrum.
The high degree of accuracy required in signal processing inevitably results in a large amount of data processing, and a number of
different systems have been evaluated in order to obtain a highly
efficient technique.

Methods which use analog, analog/digital, and

digital processing have all been used to process data, and while each
method has advantages in certain circumstances, the ultimate requirement is for a dedicated high speed digital computer system.

Such a

system has been developed on the CAI LSI-2 mini-computer and this
provides the best tool for large data processing projects.

One of the

major advantages of this system is that it is self-contained.

Each of

the three other systems developed require the interfacing of various
facilities, while the programme suite on the CAI LSI-2 handles the
complete data processing task from the microphone signal input to the
evaluated source image.

It also provides additional acoustic data

such as the power spectral density of each microphone signal on the
polar arc, which is normally obtained in standard acoustic tests.

This

system is now being used by Rolls Royce (D.2.D.) as a jet noise source
evaluation faoility.
Ezperlmental Results
The experiments described in this thesis were primarily designed
to evaluate the practical application of Polar Correlation.

However

there has also been a certain success in demonstrating the features of
jet noise sources.

For instance the experimental tests on the hot

jet noise facility at NG-TE (Pyestock) demonstrated that the source
distributions from hot jets were more compact and peaked closer to the
nozzle than in a "cold" jet at the same velocity and Strouhal number.
Also the effect of a by-pass flow on hot jet noise was demonstrated as
reducing the rate of mixing, and apparently not altering the noise
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generation process.

These results agree in principle with the theory

of hot jet noise given by Morfeys

(1973) extension to Lighthills-

(1952) original model.
Some tests on an unheated model air jet in the anechoic room at
ISVR were also described in Chapter 5.

These tests were designed to

investigate various assumptions associated with the technique.

The

results have helped to justify some of the theoretical concepts presented in Chapter 2;

for instance there has always been a certain amount of

debate as to whether a one-sided microphone array is sufficient to
describe the source image.

In theory this debate hinges on the assump-

tions made about the nature of the source strength parameter, while in
practice it depends on whether measurements made in the forward and rear
arcs only,give the same source image.

The results of this test have

shown that for the unheated jet considered, a one-sided microphone array
was sufficient, and this goes some way to justify the one-sided microphone array.

This has important practical implications since it means

that the number of microphones and the amount of data processing is
halved.
The ultimate justification for a technique of this nature must be
its ability to provide information about full scale jet engine noise
sources.

To demonstrate this, the tests on the EB.211 Q.E.D. were

undertaken and the results are described in Chapter 6.

A high by-pass

ratio engine of this type has a number of noise sources which in many
cases are of equal significance, and in order to control the overall
noise output, it is important to know the relative levels of each
source.

When this information is available it is possible to specify

the areas where significant noise reductions can be made, and this is
of major practical importance in any noise control programme.

As a

result of the tests on the RB,211 Q.E.D. it has been possible to measure
a source breakdown which is given in the form of a bar chart in Fig.6,14.
This chart shows immediately where there is a single dominant source and
where there are two sources of approximately equal magnitude.

This

enables noise reduction techniques to be concentrated on the correct
areas, where significant attenuation can be achieved.
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APPBKDIZ I
Fourier Series Solution for the Source Image

In section 3»3 it is shown that the complex coherence between
signals in the acoustic far field are related to the source distribution Qo(y)

=,(•<)=•

« > )

ay

(A1)

where
C (ot) is the complex coherence between the reference microphone
and the microphone at
P(o) is the P.8.D. at the reference microphone
If the source distribution Q (y) is zero everywhere when
then it is possible to define a periodic function P(y),
which has a fundamental period of L, and is equal to Q^(y) when
|y|<%/2.

P(y) = Qo(y)

lyl<V2

(A2)

The periodic function F(y) can be represented by a Fourier series
of the type
F(y)

^
m=

r^ eip(-2Viiqy/L)

for which the Fourier coefficients

r

(A3)

are defined by

L/2
r = 1
™
L

I

F(y) exp( 2"riqy/L) dy

(A4)

-1/2
Within the limits of this integral, F(y) may be replaced by
Q (y), and since Q (y) = 0 when ^y | ^ L/2, the integral may be written:
*0
r* = 1
L

^

Qo(y) exp( 2Tiiny/L)cly

(A5)
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Comparing this result with (A1) defines the Fourier coefficients
as
= P(o)
L

.

(^)

where m A = sined = m A / L
and

,& =

X

Therefore using this with the definitions (A5) and (A2) defines
the source distribution over the range \j{4,L/2 as
lO
QgCy) = K o )

( m A ) ezp(-2Triqy/L)

L

(A?)

ni=

The source distribution is therefore defined by an infinite
series with coefficients C ( m A ) .

To determine these coefficients

it is necessary to measure the complex coherence at equal increments
in 'sinttt', defined by A = X/L.

It must be remembered that this

analysis is only correct if the sample interval,A , is sufficiently
small to ensure that the source strength is zero outside the bounds
|yl<L/2 where L = X/a

.

This condition defines the fundamental

aliasing length of the sampling array.
To solve the series (A?) requires an infinite number of coefficients to be measured;

this is physically impossible since the data may

only be measured up to a finite aperture angle
This requires

a source image

such that mZ^^pinp*.

equation to be defined, which only

includes M terms of the series where M = sin ^

.

To obtain this

source image equation each term in the series is weighted by a window
function W^(M);

this function has the properties:

W (M) = W (M)
mr '
-m '
W (M) = 0
m

|m|>M

W (M) = 1.0
A source image is then defined by
Ql(y) =
1

M
^
^
^_(K) C ( m A ) a%p(-2Triqy/L)
m= -M H
0

where jy)<[l/2

(A8)
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In order to relate the source image to the actual source
distribution, substitute (A5) into (A8) giving

r
Q-r(y) = 1

where |

M

\ Q_Cz).

V (M) 8 x p ( 2 T n m ( ^ ) ) a z

(A9)

^ l/2

The Fourier series defines the window function
M
L.W(y) =

W^CM) ezp(2Vlmy/L)
10= —M

so that the source image Qj(y) is described by a convolution integral:
Qj.(y) = J
QgCz) w(y-z) a*
—«D
where |y|< L/2
This defines the source image as a resolution limited image of
the actual source distribution.

Various types of window function may

be used, providing they have the correct bounding values, and this is
discussed in seotion 2.3.
The Area under the Source Image Curve
To determine the area under the source image curve consider the
integral of equation (A8),
%/2
j
-1/2

_
Qi(y)dy = P(o)

%/2

W^(M) Cg ( m 4 ) (
-%/2

exp(2Tris%)dy
L

The integral on the RHS of this equation is given by

J

ezp(2Trisz) dy =

-1/2

L

P L

m = 0

t ^

o

I

Therefore

yz
j

Qi(y)dy = P(o) WgCK)

-1/2
Since W^(m) and C (o) are unity, the area under the source image curve
is equal to the level at the reference microphone.
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Solution by Fast Fourier Transform Routines
The source image equation (A8) may be solved at discrete points
y = nL/2N by an FFT routine in the form
= P(o) ^
W(M)C(mA)exp(-nrmn)
L
mT-H
°
N

(AlO)

where (n|
It is convenient to normalise the source image computed in this
way, to unit area.

The normalised curve is given by

Q^(n) = Q^(nl/2N)
Ko)
which in terms of the

Fourier series is

Q,,(n) = ?

(M) C ( m A ) e]cp(-iirmn )
°
N

1 ^ -N

(A1l)

k
This series may be solved for N=2 output points using an FFT
routine.

It should be noted that the number of output points, N, may

be greater than the number of input points, M, depending on the detail
required.
The area beneath the curve defined by (A11) is calculated as
N
^
n= -N

2N+1

2N+1

N
^
ji= -N

M
^
m= -M

^
W (M) C ( m A ) ezp(-iTrnm)
N

The summation over IT only yields a result when m = 0 , and so
this gives
N
^
QirCn) _ L _ =
n= -N
2N+1

w (M) C (o) = 1.0
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APPENDII II
Estimation of the Expected Value of |E j
2
To estimate the expected value Ex E
Jenkins & Watts (Sec. 3.22) will be used.
phase C'

the method outlined in
The measured coherence and

will be defined in terms of the estimated cross and power

spectra as:
c'mO*) = %*(*) + iOmG*)

(B1)

Where L (w) * Q (*)) are estimates of the co- and quad spectra and
P^(w) are estimates of the power spectra at the reference and
mth microphone.
dropped.

For convenience the frequency dependence will now be

Any function, as C' , which depends on a number of statist-

ical estimates

X^, may be expanded in the form of a

Taylors series:^

g(ai,a2''''*N) * ^
n=1

where a^, &2 ....

n'a

are the expected values of X^, Xg .... X^.

Defining the measured, values in the form

{ =

. I)

and then expanding
associated with

where X^ and Y
(B3).

- is ( I .

^.

I)

(w)

in the form of the series above allows the errors
to be defined by

have been substituted for the appropriate estimates in

The modulus of the errors is then given by
=

1'^'

Z.

(^) (^)

t

fJ!

= 6
6
n=1 razri
\ij. ,
n
n

"

m
m

(^) (^)

Fm-%)

(%)
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In order to define the expected value of js \ , it is noted that

so that

V
using this in B5 gives

^ 4 % '

=

I , m=1
£., ( ^ nX w m)

n=1

i P ) =<"•

(BG)

These covariances may be obtained from the covarianoe matrix in
Jenkins & Watts (sec. 9.1.3), and the eighteen terms in this series
are defined as follows:
1 . 1
P,P^
BT

f>f\/)f\^^,/,

\

PlPm +

—L
-L
. 1 1.. 1 1
BT
- ZP^Pm
Pi

.
COV(Z,,ZjN _
= 1 -L
5 ^ '
" ^l^m
L2

.

^I^m

1
(Pi)2

.
"^I^m
v - 2

1 . 1
' y,
BI

1
^l^m
1

3,3'

"

'J.P,

(p )2
m'

(LP_! Z 2.

1
BT

.

1 ,
BT

.

1
BT

( . J

A similar set of equations may be defined for g (Q,
Q substituted for L above.
r r

1m

'A

' / ^I'^m +

(

'

with

Summing this set of equations gives
- 21.^ - 21.^ +

2

+ ifOL+A +

^^P

1 m

?

2 J
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Adding this to an identical equation with Q replacing L and
vice versa gives Ex^jE

. 4 i . / J = p;r

.A

- [

Noting that (L^ -s- Q^)/P^P^ =|C^ ^ allows this equation to be
simplified to

(B7)

The largest expected value of (z | ^ is therefore defined at
IC f = 0 so that
• m
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ZABLE 5.1:

MICROPHONE LOCATIONS FOB. N.&.T.E. TEST AND
RESHLTS OP L0DD8PEAKER CALIBRATION TESTS.

L/S 8" from Nozzle
Angular
Separations

Measured
Time Belay

Calculated
Correction
Faotor

1/8 40" from Nozzle
Measured
Time Delay

Calculated
Correction
Factor

0

15

15

15

15

0.5

50

45

65

54

1

92

82

145

85

1.5

125

110

198

105

2

172

151

262

158

2.5

205

179

528

175

3

240

209

580

194

4

515

274

505

257

5

595

545

640

550

6

485

425

785

415

7

570

498

899

466

8

645

565

1016

521

9

750

657

1152

576

10

815

712

1265

648

12

982

859

1548

809

14

1152

989

1852

972

16

1552

1169

2151

1151

18

1499

1516

2581

1282

20

1682

1479

2681

1465

22

1865

1645

2950

I6I8

25

2131

1880

5400

1897

50

2597

2500

4100

2522

55

5100

2760

4850

2811

40

5600

5219

5550

5265

45

4100

5681

6500

5786
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LOGAIIONS OF MICROPHONES USED IN RB.211 ZEST

TABLE 6.1

The mircophones were laid out in a polar array with a radius of
100 ft;

the angular locations of each microphone are given below.

Microphone
No.

Angle to
Reference
(
)

Angle to
Intake

1 (Ref.)

0

90

2

0.5

90.5

3

1.0

91

4

. 1.5

5

2.0

92

6

2.5

92.5

7

3

93

8

4

94

9

5

95

10

6

96

11

7

97

12

8

98

15

9

99

14

10

100

15

12.5

102.5

16

15

105

17

17.5

107.5

18

20

110

19

25

115

20

30

120

21

35

125

22

40

130

91.5
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N0I8E LEVELS OF BNBINE COMPONENTS

TABLE 6.2
Breakdown of engine
noise

250 Hz
Condition
60#

75#

9Q#

Build

Total

Jet

Core

Engine

ISVE 1

88.5dB

82.5

85.7

82.2

I8VR 2

88.5dB

81.3

85.4

83

I8VR 1

96

dB

91.2

92.5

89.7

I8VR 2

95

dB

90.7

91.5

87.5

ISVR 1

103.6dB

101

97.9

96.1

ISVa 2

101

98.2

96.6

91.2

Build

Total

Jet

Core

Engine

IS9R 1

90

dB

80.8
77.5

88.2

83

80.7

I8VR 2

87

dB

82.8

83.6

79.8

I3VR 1

96.6dB

89.4

91

89.0

IS7R 2

94.5aB

88

93.9
88.6

91.5

87.8

85.6

I8VR 1

101.6dB

97.7

94.2

89.5

ISVE 2

100.5dB

92.5
93.5

97.6

Build

Total

Jet

Core

Engine

ISVR 1

87.6dB

80.2

84.1

83.3

80.5

75.6

78.2

ISVR 2

86

74

77.7

85

82.3

76.5

80

ISVR 1

94.8dB

89.2

90.5

90.4

86.8

82.8

86.2

ISVR 2

92.5dB

84.8

84.5

90.7

87.4

85.6

86.3

ISVR 1

100.8dB

95.8

95.3

92.9

88.9

88.1

ISVR 2

100

96.9
95.7

91.2

97

93.6

84.3

dB

By-Pass

Inlet

O/C etc

By-Pass

Inlet

O/C etc

500 Hz
Condition
60^

75^

9Q?%

97.7
93.9

94.7

79.2
73.5

80.5
86.4
86.3

_

88.5

1000 Hz
Condition
60^

752%

90#

dB

dB

By-Pass

Inlet

O/C etc

Pages 133 is
missing from
this Thesis
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Computer Programme I

This programme is used to calculate the source image from the
values of complex coherence measured in a Polar Correlation test.
The basis of this programme is described in Appendix I.
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MIY «« UNOEH 'Ai-.eM 'IS Ml 0>J L^IP 110,

c

00*)

00$*
90*/
ugitt
00**
0U}«
-JU?!
oo;<
oe?i
ou;*
ou?>

U0?0
3U?f
00?6

00*v
aoqu
oaqi
00q<
aaqj
)uq4
00g»
004/
loq*
004*
OOfO
gofi
90/^
(IQfi
OOf*
oofa
oe/»
OQ/f
JQf4
00 fY

go*w
004^
aarti
30{*
lug*
1 jga
JOdf
U048
00*1

30*J
00*1
J0*4
i)OVi
lJUVe
00*:
juva
OOWd
^uvv
jiyo
nyi
01^^

####4iypUT u^r4 «##**#
lO« Of S
)|ST*i,UT;nN* TU SI AlALTSgO

C
C

C

C
C
C
C

15

144" <1 FOR rgiT MTA
1 FOR LU PUTEO 0ATA(SEE SOURCE FOR INPUTS)
< FOR feiT MTi AT AxsITART aNGLESC IflPUT ANGLE*
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1.4a •<" IF nt lES T I Jg PRgSgNTjo {.V|)
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# # " # * # # # * # *
Reij(?l1 J»JS,I.A\,L1 .L^/LCALiRJ
FO-I IAMSI>(F1^t ))
IP(LCAl,NE,1)y l TO 151

CAUL P|.JTS<J,J» I)
CALL Jf'AMg

CAI.L f;IT(W,3'f.),«J)
All IX"U^3

AHI.ImU.]

151 DO 11" JI«1,J*
5
ITcSTaTeST
He*
S
»ei«*A IPLg l-TRRy \L
1
N j«NJ tREK HI 1BAS JRF-lg IT
C
11 ll'tjlj F ImyTlo I tA-KER'UNTS
C
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.IICR J" I J'lE IN as
Q
F^C I-F-IE liiE-HJT
CasQfieaeBttee«»e*eei
10

RB4a<>»11MTE'T,0Et.Ni,L.F^EO»Pt

FO I IAMI1,F1 i,'>,^Ib,2»1 1.11

:;(iAA,n,i)•• J To ijQ
CA'.L jO ULE( W.FWg l.jEL.Xl iXiJ
30 TO 1 ;i
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UO
41 ( loClHEo-<:v
C
c
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11
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C"
110 ;; tTii 'E

J«h
j ase

l**LA',FRg 4A14(A1(X^iNl.olLJ
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uiv*
01V J
giv
J1l»0
giyv
an«
am
• uni
n\j
411*
011>
U110

kilT I Mill? 04T4 **«##*
121
lit

14*11
*1 M )»1 .0
l«0
WN'TEt^ilWH

#4,I

U H K 1*1

T1«),'l

45

0 I 11 J Jal I'M
4< 1)1*1 ( 1;
X*o«i i-w.iew
Fu i nr<i,i*/i j» uio<,M 1.5) J

11J

iF<T,«r,?i jn®T
Cfiiri'"-;

c.
C

ysirto,19?
CALL LfPLUT(x,4,q4,4.];i,o;i@q,3;,*x,wf;
IPS 120,4*,2)9' TO 114

011/

U1I9
111*
014W
OKI

V1W<
114*
ONt

Old;
•JU9
I1</
J1<e

lis

QW
0141
iltii
91^4

1)1

ON*

01#»
aifo

IFUI

C

q

4.U,l))»il TO lis

««*

S»T ASSAYS T» Z|40

OJ 1 11 -lul/Ijd
f1(|J»0,9
Z2( l)"0, )
n^j.)
CJ'Tt'UE
«**«**

OATA TWAT3,o4l 3eCT;U%

*****

*•<;• lel,«J JKT{ U ),'1>

01 # /

01 #a

21 l 1 l * f * 0 , S

ON*

*y"is*i
oa 11) !«<!,' IS
IFsL.tJ.I >X1 ( ')«X1 < l)*<1.<:l-1 J/SNl
Z1 ( l):\1( ll«C JS(*2(
zd(j)'<ii))*f

0H«
01^1
014<
OHi
01$)

I'U

CALL CJj4d;(j1,Z2, IT,,T3jE,,Ml,Z3)

***««,?IUTTE*

01$U
01?1
Ol)d
01 JJ
01?S
01 ?»

0^^
<Jl?a
014U
oiqi
01<J<
0194
01<J*

01/1

01 fd
01 f j

01 f*
01 f »
01 f *
01 f f
01 / o
01 / *

)1#u
01*1

11*4

01

Jld".
Oias
11 ?o
J19('

••••**

L?*.1«L<
«l"!5
X0*1.J
<0* 1,0

01 i V

01 fw

SECTIOl

a«e»PSFfHE ekOTTCH CO ISTA-iTS ****
LT, T11T4L IIf If inches T.I g| PXElENTea
x$
4?aAY
XI* 1*151* Of X'sC.KI
r i,0*lu!" 1« '-SCALE
<L*NO. )k LI"53

01?*

ai<)3
Oiqa
019K
Olqu
019V)

CUITIU'fc

(T»1 jO

01»O
M*/
J1»<»

104
e

* * ogfi'ie X * S C A L E
N*«kT/*C
jP(4L</:c
(f ( Irf.'if, 111) •>'•110
00 104 1*1,
<< |)*(N-Hf4)*NC
CJ ITI'I IE
#*##

ogfi ': DATA f i« PL')TTjua

******

*NOA«T i i3u,o/> i;,;
3Ea«A in
)«OfiL)
ALIA***lUA/BEL
CALL *(1**(Z1'4,14d,%*^l»f/*C,4i:A$)
«****«PIUT jCilLTI
* * **
WRITE(A,1j)IT*if,f4EQ
•miTE'hjIl) I1'<3S
jq:TE(w.if)4L'»I
I F < L , E

4,1 J'J"! ' # ( 0 , 1 6 )

CALL LP^iJTC*'

01 4 0

J11W
01WU
11»1
01*4
JIWJ
jla*
01*:
01 wa

««.««»« I'ITSHATIIH KCTl'lia ******
CALL

IAJ,*CL ALIAS)

CALL I.ITEy(.j,i S,;|P,,)J
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tflne
IJIXV
jjyw
OW"

•H'/e
Hi'//
liio
Jilu
')<J11
Uili
Uill
UiU
Mile
Qitf
Uiln
IJilV
34<W
Oj<1
gj<<
iidii
9Z4»
Qi43
94de
JZ<f
iiiH
024V

w*iTE»o,ij;iTsir,P4cd
411 re(a,ju;
AA

I'M

IB1,;II>

%(#)"(

«< i)o<5 0«1 i.J'sCul /lii. i)
z;( i)*x(4)/»;*
IF 14 (4) ,Gf,4<*4l* tAXmt; I)
IH^H>.LT,A'H 0*HI ,,4{j)
130

C > f < r i U e

IF(.CAl.EW,1)1411 C.ICI(4,4P,*M4*,AH:**NP,X)
C'lirnuE
IF(LC*l.eO.1)1411 ^l.or<l.Ui1,qi9VV)
F.IH I^rp n
1,0, af,l&,imX,IF*( *UEHCY#',F6,1)
F I'l 'AT I//,/;%'' in, 15 le**J*E*l1T Poiursai, Ji,l2X,(RE5Ui.UTI0*

11U
12
1J
14
17
14
19
41

ctl

F.i^.ur5//,i4Xti iARri.ET7 'js ino« lseoi,/n
F M l*r&/,j4X, ' M.IAjINu iE*GT*«',Pd,t)
PJ1 lAMI |1 )
p^Hur (i4i,jiw<,':i^ur OAT^'.IUX,'TFST 'IO, •> >, IS, IUM»'Fuis®'iF?, i«
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FJ4 IAr(11Xyi(>%,4,1nX)/E9,4)
1)0 3TH
EH 3

f 10 Uf S t O H j N T , l E ' u r w
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oifi
aaft
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g<f*
OZff
Off*
9**V
g<»v
110
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diii
04**
Ufo
Ufi
Qifo
•Wto
04**
04)U
OiJl
•U^i
iiiy.
Hiii
UiiSO
Q^3/
>)iiO
04*W
odqw
02*1
02*2
02**
I2*»
(J2ot>
02*/
02**
02*V

012
/W
2/1

02/*
J2/j
02/*
02/»
J2/*
•12//
02/8
02/V
J2*W
02*1

CI IT.C4 /»
diwiftj)
•".ii r iii 2J J.<>' " 111
B'JI IT SI liMCr
zed 1
a|xr#CM=L*(i."'i.d)
Hk' U'l
CUSTI'IHO 'I S'l IXCI PI IT,

C
1
1
2

ajSTs'sooi,!
i«ET iq l
(••II'IT SOURCE J:T4 1 ST Odogg #**0# PI i51 / C« <2'1 i®OH,/lAMSBA) »®2
X"(J>
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RET 1*1

C
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1
c
c
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5

f>M'lT SiiJRCe 3) Si'kACE J »« I'l «S|S uv »1 WAVELENGTHS,PReamI),5 KM*
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C )"10'<TC1'SI •»0
X"v.24j*pi5jJ':1
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SET IS 1
SecO 'OARV SD ' tCE Ilf LEVEL "1 HE JET HJISE
WITH ptRtCTI MLITT
riEi'l i,s<nz
MJT6 1 *1<9 1IVES WI IjOW IN jet tOISS)

1* 11
Q|C<m1/SQ*T(1'j/P1{J)3
31JT«C IPL4(01k<,0. i:
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eti

SIO Uf S£6«rNT, [.EriuTl

02*4
34*4
324)
a*4*
024/
0*4*
04*W
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0**4
QiVi
ViV@
@a*#

JjWV
IJJtfU

aJVt
OS</d
iifji
OJV
03^3
OJMO
OiVf
OJtfS
(}3M«
UJttf
OJtl
OJt^
041J
OJt*
aj^3
gjie
OJtf
(J31<t
OJTW
034U
UJ41
UJdd

31 if"*5^-1 -ilti '^#
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' C N . I

I I

C'l < 'iJ4 inou»M)jii,iy,insT
C

SST

AKTAVL
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<H«J

3<1 I1VU ;a1,ivv
SO 114'l ja1,1«
110V z(:,j'"C:Hi*|w,i,J. 1)
C

DSTIE SOUHCP itSTHIfl-JTIal #*** : (**

C
C

<Sa ( ), up $'J>nci HiTHUJTlONS <10
4T(jlm SUUSC* Tvag l«3;c*Tl* <5

C

1•

C

L!«

CUTTLNHO")

fTJ IT 5

S I N C E

C

J»

1

ER4IS

3T

:CE

OHUEI

a3?>
Hid

OJf'
93f@
OlfV
qj*i
94**
03$j
03*3
03**
V39f
J348
33*y
93?U
03? I
03*4
03,3
03?i.
53?»
3339
933f

N ; S T ,
» IR

PI «:X#««P*V)*(V**Nl l/Nl I

STIJRCB

AT

V

c
C

11« (I*114/4;«V«Y/(4«*IE)
PI <1J jPJU) ,«HFAI. C043T41T1 FOR SJDICS J

C

N1 <J J M P T T F . E *

C

»<<1 <«

BT

CJTSTJ'IT

C

UJj)« I.jURCE STKE ti;TH

C

V I J ) "

C

3 E F I

,E

SIIUKCE

T'CATIOX

JURPLLT

P4W4IETE43

C

UVAMU,

C

F K E I ' F P E

C
JtlTf
qa******",

NF

T'LH

SOUKCT

J

A * J O ICT

V*LUES

H'EHTY

RITT-FS

^E'WHF.D

OF
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ri) OUTPUT

JTI TU<n ,!»1,1»J
FJ-i lATU J*»)
(RLTGT.-'ISI } ( T I T ( , £ J I )

J34»
Jjd)
03<6
Qjd/
0*4*
gj<v
VJfW
'U-»l
Jj-jii

jiuj,4ti»noa>iPHn iu}

TTTWTI ( 1 J J

. IB1 ,11))

Rfi.UtJf jOJilS
FU4 Mf(Z5'
c*
(;•»•

Drt 11W1 J"1 ,H»
1643 (»,j1 'flTCJicll vj) i"! (J'iPi{J)|-l<J> jV<JJ

e.lH lAf lei^r'iFM.OJ
J1
C«««
11W1

30

110«!

I » 1 , « »

An«jEU«(I»11

A"a./dj.*y.F»e^/llino.3
Afi""-SI.I<4 1)*^',".
4i*r t*ix(u.J,",J)
aJ 11J3 j=i, I*
Ai«.»*nij

Z(l,jJ«*:ST(sr,
nuJ C3"IT! 'JE
lf(i.ei.iiAMp'"C;a3(%i)
4lP(:!eCAdS(jlj

1N4
51
36

iJt)«l>«CH4SE<;1 f
CJ iTI" IE
3ETJSN
tJR urUHIf//'^ UiMA'4]
FOH IATJ//,(,oX» I Ii|» IT F M SlUqCI NiiiBEH •, 12 , / /, Ji.*, • SOUBCi TV##»«
IP1

c,ii,/j;<,iNi»',::,i)x,''i"',Fia.i,iax,'Pi'" ,fio,*»/»2'X, 'SJonce IT
CRE41T<"',Fin,*,«vX,'*jllcE LOCATIONS',*10,*,'(FT)'>
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Ita us KGMFMT, UENttT 4

;of, NAMR SlURGS
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JU;*
JJIU
jjgl
j39d
JJQJ
JJtji
)jq)
osao
OJaf
Qiaa
UjqV
OifM
>)3n
asfi
gjfa
aa/*
uj/s
<33/0
QS/f
QiCS
gj/w
Oiflu
03!!!
])*«
03dJ
03?*
03aJ
3390
034f
0366
UJIV
OJHU
03*1
03Y*
03*3
03V*
1JV3
<JJVe
03*/
oaw*
OJVV
g4vu
W*V1

suHiiuri-it
If,
91 UN i! IN SfKa'.adin)
in jo.ur.n ij <—<11 1
1 'aNU,
1'Jf-' If •'•Iltri
ITa'i 1, nf fiMii? rfilMf-,
PJiNfS
4C*i irrgVAi. aeTje'E i j/
,
4UI
If I/I'
M".!® M, UP .|ei,,rfi/6 0/1Pi;y?s
Wl«l IfLKVAl "(T i£2 1 1 / <
C4LC'LATE •«« TEsJtTJ

c
n
c
c
c
c
c

•|i>1 a^»«l3d
ai«ai.'.s/fi,'Mr( ITJ
DlfjSKfll
91 1 I2Jsh(1 >
Id .' 111 Vml ,.IM

If (:i ,%T.ij4)ii*;i"i2'i
<00
G

C<J 'TP' If
CAlC^lqT* "Vg SfcSH|,TS
OO JC1
I«( 1-1 JfiilP
3SS 1.1
11*1 !V~I

431

If Ui ,i.f .U-l) 11 #1
If W il-T.I 1 11 "11 'IJo
IFU2f',r.1}lZ*l2*1il
01 i.v"'*'! '"ACM
CU'TIMUS
RE? 13*
EWJ

10 UF *ECM*NT, IgNWTI
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0444
J&V*
Otv*
o*v»
J4V/
g*Wd
gtyy
JtlW
U411
0*14

141 j

041*

W*1)
0*1e
J4U
(J*1«
a<i<iu
9WI
OWU
a*<!i
0*4*
O^W
0*4*
OWf
a*<!(i
U*<jV
l)*?U
0*^
ihii
0*Jj
o^w
0V»
0 * JO

Qhif
o*;d
o*fw
o**w
0**1
0**4

0**j
J*»»
0**»

C
C

I

C
C
e

C»Fi;CT:vtL» LIE* 4T { I'UL I'lTERVAWj '0*1',
Alwll* A"; qlVEl I I ' I 10',
a«s UgAO HSAIiiRE IF <T A^OlESP *4@(1l**e#E#ElC*

I f f 4 '

'

If

4 INII r

ME

AHD

»HASE#

1J

TM«T

CACH

M!**U#I*EWT

"lAlU^IMtNT
**#*

aEAJ<J. *JMAH«n) , (SI , (3)
fil< lAfntlU.i)'

*il

e *
•••

ELIMINATE 2*PIE CHASE JUMP* IN 4g

D'J iill
G19(X<( loi} -X«!< l-J))/< \ )0<'<"2J"ANii(S"in
0"(U1**Z)/Z,0
Z*41(I-1)*04(*T3(4).A44(N"1))
1*1

11*

T*4dS*Z"%4(l)'

n"AUS(%,*Z(N'"l*6,a*3)
IF<T.I.T.T1)r,n TJ i,)J
xa« i)«x/( i)«i"a.v4;
OJ TO 4J*
i3S CdlTIlUE
C
C

C

««• riTEKPOI.A?E RESULTS ItTQ qUANTISEO C'JUTI'I'JOUS ARRAYS
aT IsfElVAlS IF 1 /'t')UANT; IQUAIT'Slj
HU'J jitTuSI i
C41L !ITEdP(A"9'X1,X2,2l,Z4,MQUANT,NS,SAM)
REAP 1) 'Iff values M J1|I2l AT IIUAL INTERVALS 'DEL'
sua 1QJ4 iT'OEL'S^y
*4*1« »1/»«>
lUTaSA I/R4
NS"IU*1

0**"
0**/

0*$»

g**v

0^^
0**1
0*34

04;j
J*?*
0*^1
0*)*
]**f

3JH Jiurflli
,« '(SSi^Fl)
siitMnt
c'l'I<.;<<..)),21 oui.z2<ii2j,«nu(*u>
T II S S IIHI'IT lUB H t 1F» t 111 TH» ruT* II XI,X/, IJIN'J lM|4»

102

gU\.|T»1 IIIANT
DELaHT/lUA'ir
00
•I«L / IS
XI %
xd(
CUITIMUE
RET IRN
|il3

no U» SESKf IT» LENGTH

iT)
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0491

UlPI '<« 'lUMRft If 11? » M NTJ I 4 *»*(*? J*#

94q*
1)40}
0418
04q/
04ae
04O*
OtfU
04/1
04/4
OWJ
04^*

«•« iiy*A*iY fremtui.^Tg utTwiE" **lu*x
ii« >
OJ lOJ 111fHAl
11=
ti* lasj

"5/,3)®1

]4/>

04/0
04/?

01*10
01' t«A1
jQ JOU J,1/10
Na i«l

04/a

OW^
I4dv
0441
]4d<
U4dW

(1 )

@N41"Uj/01

044»

VU |l"%1 (I)*0ll=7«0<1B
Y2t i:a%^(I)*nl'l«G4A0

04d>
04^
044/

04W
049*

iOO

Cd'TI^UE

JOI

a®« Z£«U «8ST OP ***4V
•!• 1*1
00 jn i,Nf3i<
Y 1 3
*3*i)'u,o
cmiTlrtJC

04VW
04*1

04*4
04VIJ
0**4
04va
04V*
04V/
04V*
04VV

«#

retir.J
IHJ

o»yw

I 40 U, SlfiMgMT, UE IkTH !3Vf N*.16 UTERP

SUainUTiyE C*LCI(4,\p,4,4%,*,:w,%P,X)
31 lEHSian AM lJ),4(11JI,4P(b,110)

0301
O^W
0»V4
03*4

3SM3

0&V*
tjiuf
Oius
0)YV
7)?u
0»t1
0114
0^^
0^4
Oil*
JSto
031/
ox#
0)1*
0)4V

iOVi f )K lAr^.ns^
c* "
01 3304 1*1,%*
iOul
1/1 |OV,-|Ei'|TOr)HET IIN
fV*AM44
3**1.1
CALL S(i?uJT{*''»X,fV,BVi'll»iNTOTl
ami laO , :l •

SET JB I

*'U

I 40 W# Sfr.HgNT, J,£>i«T t 9»| i*Mg CALCJ
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U)41
i}i*i
OM*
0X3
0346

S'Jii'i'<r:iie lu'i IT< *•>,«!fvi JV,*I>,ntjt)
01

I E ' X I

CALL

' L

I I

*<11'J»,X(11

' T W - L . O ,

I.

) ) , » • { % , M )

I , . 3 )

CALL

3C4LE( <, H),

CALL

A % ' S ( U , ) ' U , J , I I J R »

)
* * | * , " 9 , 1 0 , 0 , 0 ,

J5<E

OiiV
0>->U
U>^1
i)S^i
as^i
US-?"
oiii
Qiia
Qi^f

xo" ;( ip*i)/x(i»*2)
A 14("*Y

#V«T,d

CALL 4XI<(%n,v,),14 ,1,10,0,90,3,'*,DV,
A(,(r,«4|auif

DQ iuou N®I,HHIT

OB JO

lllBol

o>)v

JF(

os?u

05S1
q)*<
0)*j
0)4*

4101
i'lOU

J H 1 . J

A ( I ) = 4 P ( Y , : ) / 4 L L X
CALL

LI 4 £ U , * » ' I ! > , 1 , N

RET mit

, I)

IMJ

110 0?

LgMUTH

16r, HMS

:3*L4T

pi list

o:**
1*0 U» CUMPlLtTluy
L/C

I . E J . I

0.1 ?00l 1*1,*"

NO ;**"*#

t u . P L L E ,

I.,

B1ICKET1

" i t o

CJUBJi «x»lrrOEL l"'I
CUOHii 40b REQUEST llOVn *U*n3
( 0 0 * * 1

JO*

GONSULJOFLTIB
JCLFO»I««N

REQUEST

I V

APC<

LOI

110 I J

-H'RDS

120

OAT*

«<« LA M J

I C L 4 . N ( * A J L T ( J )

***$

CJ iHAcr oars (1)4 I)
CJMHACT CBUfXA.'l (Jdil j
CJOMj, jnu Kfi-juesT 42j*) juaos
CJi*
<4*44
sga
3gS
160

SSG
leo
Sg<i
lEQ
SE3

:ee
Mga
KG
sso
X(»
3E0
EC
see
1E0
lEw
)«R,
<E5
Mb
Je-i

'3LtC
'lirs
^ t«'ig
•"L'Jf

1 I MS!

4Ew4Sd
4 IS

II

3 IH'
C

111
C l.lAhU
It***
L ip L 'T
I

J 9 / 0 9 / 7 F

ITTU

CilGJ
- uag

<TA1

<E*L

U MO
Uir
: 'PL4

t; I ••
C ii»

TIME

1 9 / 6 4 / 3 6
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Computer Programmes II - VI

These programmes form part of a suite which may be used on
the ISVE PDF II/50
in Chapter 4.

1 system.

Their operation is described
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Computer

Progrmmme II
* * * * * * * * * * L]STING or G A T H E R

**********

/READ('SAMPLE RATE',SR)
/ R E A D ' ' N O or S A M P L E S ' , S N "
/READ' START F I L E NO
/ R E A L , ' S T O P FILE NC ,N2)
/REALK'SERIES NC',NL)
DO 100 N = N ] , N 2
/WRITE('MIC NO',N)
1I=((2*NL-1)*100)+N
12=11+100
101/KILL(1,2,I1,I2)
/ACQUIR(SR,SN,2,1,"FID0")
/C0NV(1,I1,4,SN)
/C0NV(2,I2,4,SN)
/STAT(Il)
/STAT(I2)
/ R E A D ( ' A N S W E R IfOKAY 2 ; R E T A K E ' , M )
I F ( M . E 0 . 2 ) G 0 TOlOl
100 C O N T I N U E
END
Computer

Programme I I I
* * * * * * * * * * L I S T I N G OF C H U R N * * * * * * * * * *

/ R E A D ( ' S T A R T MIC N 0 ' , N 1 )
/ R E A D ( ' S T O P MIC N 0 ' , N 2 )
/READ('TEST NO',NAME)
/ R E A D ( ' S E R I E S N O ' yNL).
/READ('RESOLUTION',RES)
DC 100 N = N 1 , N 2
/WRITE('MIC NO',N)
I1^^(2*NL-1)&100)+N
12=1004 11
/KILL(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,16,17,10,19)
/CSD(I2,I1,3,RES,2)
/PSD(I1,1,RES,2)
/PSD(12,2,RES,2)
/FUNC(5,6y4)
/ARITH(3,7,4Y6)
/M0PH(7,4,-1)
DO 101 K = l l , 1 4
Kl=K+5
K2^K-10
I F : N , E Q . 1 ) G 0 TO 102
/ARITH(K,K],7,1)
/KILL(K)
/MERGE(K,2,0,K1,K2)
GO TO 101
]02/KILL(K)
/ARITH(K2,K,7,1)
lOlCONTINUE
/KILL(1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,16,17,18,19)
/XC0LEC(N,4,NAME)
/KILL(I1,I2,4)
100 C O N T I N U E
END
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Compter Programme

********

4
3

XCOlEC

FTN

IV

*******

DIMENSION A(300),B(jOO),CB(128),CUF(256)
DIMENSION BCB(lj6),]RLB(j2)
EQUI V A L E N C E ( B C B ( 3 3 ) . IRCB(1 ))
C A L L TYPE( & C 0 L E C 1
DATA )
M=0
C A L L ASKI(N, & M I C N 0 = ^ )
C A L L ASKNHB, &INPUT F I L E N A M E = )
CALL INPUT(B.LB.L3I
CALL A 3 K N ( A , ^ & O U T P U T F I L E = )
IF(N EG' 1 ) 0 0 TO 4
CALL INPUT(A,BCB,L^.O)
GO TO 3
CALL OUTPUT(A)
F=100
L1=1

1

110

200

A S S I G N llu TO L 3
F=F+CB(4)
P=(F-CB(3))/CB(4)
NP1=P
P2=P-NP1
IF(P2 OT 0 5 ) N P 1 = N P 1 + 1
NP=2*(NP1)
L1=L1+1
CALL INS(B,NP,0)
CALL IN(B,AMP)
CALL IN(B,PH)
IF(N NE. 1)CALL INBLK(A, C U F . L l )
N2=2*N—1
CUF(N2)=AMP
CUF(N2+1)=PH
CALL OUTBLK(A,CUF.Ll)
G O TO 1
CONTINUE
IRCB(1)=7
BCB(2)=1 O
BCB(4)=1 O
CALL OUTEND(A.BCB,128)
CALL INEND(B)
END
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Computer

ProQamtnt

V

L I b T I N G OF F I D D L E
1 0 0 / R E A D ( ' N 0 OF M I C S - ' , N :
/KILL('1APE',1,2,3)
/GEN(1,1)
/ALTER(1,2,1,N'
/C0NV(2,3,2;
/C0NV(3r"TAPE",l)
/niSPLYC"TAPE",30,"TAPE",1030,"DATA",10033,1.58,0)
/ R E A D ( ' A N S W E R IfOKAY 2 ; R U B B I S H ' , M )
I F ( M , E 0 , 2 ) G 0 TO 100
'KILl
END

amputer Programme V I
* * * * * * * * * * L I S T I N G OF R E S U L T * * * * * * * * * *
/READ('STEST

NUMBER',NR)

/REAn('%FREOUENCY',F'
/RFAD('&-REQ RESOLUTION',RES)
/KILL(lr2,3)
]X100+RES)/RES40*5
MR=(2*F/RESfl)/2
N=MR-I
M1=N*64
/CONV(NR,1,0,64,Ml)
FR::MR*RES
/WRITE''EXACT FREQUENCY',FR)
FA=6.2B31B*MR*RES/1000000.0
/ARITH("TAPE",2,7,FA)
/ARITH(1,3,2,2)
/SCREEN(3vO,ly24)
END
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Computer Programmes A1 - A5

These programmes form the suite designed for the CAI-LSI
mini computer in the Moise Department,Rolls Royce (D.2.D.).
form a complete package for Polar Correlation analysis.

They
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C
C

Programme

A1 P O C O

TELESCOPE PROGRAM
M A S T E R X 0 P O C O 2/6/77
COMMON IBUF(8192),A(128),8(128),IBR(128),IBI(128),ISIN(128),
1NAME(4),RES(32),
2IGUF(50),NTEST(2),NTAPE,COND,PRIVEL,
3PRIDIA,TEMP,WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD,
4NMIC,NSUB,NSMIC(5),DEL(5),TDCAL(32),REFANG,MICSUB(5,15),
5AFREQ,IPBAND,IBT,SRATE,ITL,ISAMP,
6SAMP,NCHAN,NGULP,N0MIC(8),N0RUN,N0SUB,ICHAN,N0SPAR(4)

C
1

100

99

101

700
701
1000
102
103
104
C
199
198

190
^192
191

200
201
C

CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
W R I T E (1,100)
WRITE(1,99)
F O R M A T ('POLAR CORRELATION PROGRAM V E R S I O N 1',//,
I'TYPE IN L E T T E R OF OPTION R E Q U I R E D ' , / / ,
2'I) C A L I B R A T E S T O R E ' , / ,
3'L) A C Q U I R E DATA TO D I S K ' , / , ' A ) A N A L Y S E DATA',/)
F O R M A T ( ' C ) C A L C U L A T E SOURCE D I S T R I B U T I O N ' , / ,
5'S) SCREEN P L O T R E S U L T S ' , / , ' H ) H A R D C O P Y R E S U L T S ' , / ,
6'P) PLOT S P E C T R A FOR EACH M I C ' , / , ' X ) E X I T ' )
ND=5
READ(1,101)NEXT
FORMAT(Al)
CALL M A T C H (NEXT^J I
N
E
X
T
)
G O TO (l,199/200',3"&0-,'4Wr5&0;6^0#,70#,l0G0'),NEXT
WRITE(0,701)
FORMAT('X0SPEC')
C A L L EXIT
FORMAT(F10.4)
FORMAT(17)
FORMAT(3A1)
WRITE(1,198)
FORMAT(///,'C) RE-CALIBRATE STORE',/,
l'R)READ C A L I B R A T I O N FROM D I S K ' )
READ(1,101)NEXT
CALL M A T C H ( N E X T , ' C ' , ' R ' , N E X T )
G O TO (1,190,191),NEXT
WRITE(0,192)
FORMAT('X0CALI')
CALL PILEOP('R')
CALL RBDISK(IGUF)
GO TO 190
WRITE(0,201)
FORMAT('X0PLOG')
A N A L Y S I S SECTION

C
300
350

WaiTE(0,350)
FORMAT('X0PANA')

C
C
C
400

203

C A L C U L A T E S I N E TABLE FOR T R A N S
LENGTH-128
LSIN=LENGTH/4
DO 203 I=1,LSIN
THETA=3.14159/FL0AT(2*LSIN)
ISIN(I)=IFIX(32767.9*SIN(FLOAT(I-1)*THETA))

C
C
C

CALCULATE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION.
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C
C
C
451

454

N A M E PILES
WRITE(1,451)
FORMAT*'READ IN 3 CHARACTER TEST N A M E TO BE ANALYSED',/)
READ(1,104)(NAME(I),I»1,3)
WRITE(1,454)
FORMAT('READ IN NO. OF FILES TO BE A N A L Y S E D ' )
READ(1,103)NF
NAME(4)=27
CALL ANFILE('R',NAME)
CALL RBDISK(IGUF)

C
C

ANALYSE DATA

C
C
401
404
403

473

405

406
C
C

;
408
409
407
410

SET PARAMETERS FOR SOURCE DISTRIBUTIOON
WRITE (1,401)
FORMAT('TYPE FREQUENCY REQUIRED-')
READ (1,103)NFREQ
WRITE (1,433)
FORMAT('DEFINE EXTREME LIMITS OF S O U R C E ' , / ,
1'DISTRIBUTION REQUIRED (IN METRES)',/,'UPSTREAM LIMIT=')
READ (1,102)ALIMU
WRITE(1,473)
FORMAT('DOWNSTREAM LIMIT*')
READ(1,102)ALIMD
IP (ALIMU-ALIMD)406,404,405
X=ALIMU
ALIMU=ALIMD
ALIMD=X
ALT=ALIMD-ALIMU
CALCULATE SUBARRAY TO BE USED & ALIASING LENGTH
INF=IFIX(FLOAT(NFREO)/FLOAT(IFBAND)+0.5)
PIF=6.283185*FLOAT(INF*IFBAND)/1000000.0
NFREQ=INF*IFBAND
ISUBNO=0
X=100.0*ALT
ALANDA=340.0/FLOAT(HFREQ)
DO 407 J=1,NSUB
AXE=ALANDA/DEL(J)
IF(AXE-ALT)407,408,408
IF(AXE-X)409,407,407
X=AXE
ISUBNO-J
CONTINUE
IF(ISUBNO)404,404,410
ALIAS=X
4PP=FL0AT(NSMIC(ISU8N0))*DEL(ISU8N0)
RESOL=ALANDA/APP
N1=NSMIC(ISUBN0)

C
C
C
C

EXTRACT DATA PROM IBUF FOR DEFINED
MIC NOS IN MICSUB((ISU8N0,N1)
AND- CALCULATE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION

C
ITL2-ITL/2
CALL CONSTANT(A,128,0.0)
CALL CONSTANT(8,128,0.0)
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C
C

411

204

205
C
C
C
C

416
419
417
418
;
415
421
414
423

422
420
450

F=2.0*DEL(ISUBNO)
A(1)=0.5*P
SN-FLOAT(Nl)
IT=1'
DO 411 J=2,N1
IM=MrCSUB(ISUBNO,J)
APPLY WINDOW
FUNCTION
FX=F*(1.0-FLOAT(J)/SN)
APPLY TIME DELAY CALIBRATIION
TR=COS(PIF*TDCAL(IM))
TI=SIN(PIF*TDCAL(IM))
CALL RDATA(IM,IT,NF,INF,X1,Y1,ZZZ)
IT=2
X1=X1*FX
Y1=Y1*FX
A(J)=TR*X1-TI*Y1
B(J)=TI*X1+TR*Y1
CONTINUE
DO 204 1=1,128
I8R(I)=IPIX(A(I)*32000.)
IBI(I)=IFIX(32000.*B(I))
CALL T R A N S ( I B R , I B I , I S I N , L E N G T H , I H A L V E )
DO 205 1=1,128
A(I)=FLOAT(IBR(I))/32000.0
CONTINUE
DEFINE RESULTS ARRAY
USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION
SDSP=ALIAS/128.0
DO 450 J=l,128
X=ALIMU+(ALT/128.0)*FLOAT(J-1)
Y=X/SDSP
J2=IFIX(Y)
Y0=FLOAT(J2)*SDSP
D=(X-Y0)/SDSP
IF(J2)414,415,416
J2=J2+1
IF(J2-128)417,418,419
J2=J2-128
J1=J2+1
GO TO 420
Jl=l
GO TO 420
J2=l
IF(Y)422,422,421
Jl=2
GO TO 420
J2=J2+1
D=-D
J2=J2+128
J1=J2-1
IF(J2-1)423,422,420
Jl=128
3(J)=A(J2)+(A(J1)-A(J2))*D
CONTINUE
AMAX=0.0
DO 459 J=l,128
AXXX=8(J)
IF(AXXX-AMAX)459,459,463
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.460
459

AMAX=A
CONTINUE
DO 461 J=l,128
461
B(J)=B(J)/(AMAX*2.0)
GO TO 1
500
ND=1
CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
600
ND1=ND+1
C
PRINT INPUT DATA
CALL N E W P A G E ( N D )
CALL P T E X T ( N D 1 , 2 4 , 5 )
WRITE(NDl,502)
502
F O R M A T ( ' I N P U T DATA F R O M ' , / , )
CALL 0 U T S T R I N G ( N D , I G U F , 2 , 4 8 )
WRITE(ND,602)NTEST,NTAPE,NFREQ,IFBAND,RESOL,ALIAS
WRITE(ND,503)
503
FORMAT(5X,'MIC NO.',5X,'DISPLACEMENT',5X,'COHERENCE',5X,'PHASE
15X,'P.S.D.')
IT=1
DO 504 J=1,N1
IM=MICSUB(ISUBNO,J)
CALL R D A T A ( I M , I T , N F , I N F , X 1 , Y 1 , P S D )
IT=2
C0H=SQRT(X1*X1+Y1*Y1)
PHA=ATAN2(Y1,X1)
IF(PSD)515,515,513
513
PSD=10.0*ALOG10(PSD)
GO TO 516
515
PSD=0.0
516
D=DEL(ISU8N0)*FL0AT(J-1)
WRITE(ND,505)J,D,COH,PHA,PSD
504
CONTINUE
505
FORMAT(8X,I2,9X,F7.5,10X,F6.4,6X,F7.4,5X,F5.1)
WRITE(1,1001)
1001
F O R M A T ( ' T Y P E SPACE TO C O N T I N U E ' )
CALL IPCH(1,K)
IF(K-' ')1,550,1
550
CALL NEWPAGE(ND)
CALL P T E X T ( N D 1 , 2 4 , 5 )
WRITE(NDl,601)
601
F O R M A T ( ' S O U R C E D I S T R I B U T I O N FROM')
CALL N E W L I N E ( N D l )
CALL 0 U T S T R I N G ( N D , I G U F , 2 , 4 8 )
WRITE(ND,602)NTEST,NTAPE,NFREQ,IF3AND,RESOL,ALIAS
602
FORMAT(/,15X,'TEST N0=',2A2,15X,'TAPE N0=',I4,
1/,15X,'FREOUENCY=',I7,10X,'BANDWIDTH=',I5,
2/,15X,'RES0LUTI0N=',F7.3,9X,'ALIASING LENGTH=',F7.3)
NG=1
ILINE=37
NG1 — 1
IX0=IFIX(128.0*ALIMU/ALT)
IX0=-IX0
IF(1X0)615,616,616
615
1X0=0
516
INC=3
STEP=ALT/FLOAT(INC)
LEN=128
DO 610 1=1,128
610
IBR(I)=IFIX(B(I)*32000.0)
CALL 5 G P L 0 T ( N G , I B R , L E N , I N C , I X 9 , N G 1 , N D )
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603
611
604

C
501

506

507
508

10
3
2
5
4
6
7

;
1
9999
9996

9998

1
11
2

DO 611 1=1,INC
J=(I*55/INC)+1
X=ALIMU+FL0AT(I-1)*(ALT/FL0AT(INC))
CALL PTEXT(NDl,J,ILlkE)
WRITE(ND1,603)X
F0RMAT(F6.2)
CONTINUE
WRITE(NDl,604)
FORMAT(' METERS')
WRITE(1,1001)
CALL IPCH(1,K)
IF(ND-2)1,1,501
PRINT OUTPUT DATA
CALL NEWPAGE(NDl)
CALL PTEXT(ND1,24,5)
WRITE(NO,601)
CALL 0UTSTRING(ND,IGUF,2,48)
WRITE(NO,602)NTEST,NTAPE,NFREQ,IFBAND,RESOL,ALIAS
WRITE(5,506)
Y=0
D=2.0*SDSP/ALANDA
FORMAT(5X,'LOCATION',5X,'SOURCE LEVEL',5X,'INTEGRATED LEVEL')
DO 507 J=2,128
X=ALIMU+FL0AT(J-1)*(ALT/128.0)
Y=Y+(B(J)+B(J-1))/D
WRITE(5,508)X,B(J),Y
CONTINUE
F0RMAT(5X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,13X,F7.3)
GO TO 1
END
SUBROUTINE A N P I L E ( L , N A M E )
DIMENSION NAME(4)
IH=1
IF(L-'R')2,3,2
WRITE(1,4)
GO TO 5
WRITE(1,6)
WRITE(1,7)NAME
FORMAT(/,'READ')
FORMAT(/,'WRITE')
FORMAT('FILE CALLED
',4Al,'
0N H A N D L E R 1')
ASSIGN 9999 TO LAB
CALL ERTRAP(IEMESS,LAB)
WRITE(0,1)L,IH,NAME
FORMAT(Al,II,4A1,'D')
RETURN
WRITE(1,9996)
FORMAT('STICK IN ANOTHER DISK',/,'TYPE SPACE TO CONTINUE')
CALL IPCH(1,ICH)
IF(ICH-' ')9998,10,9998
CALL EXIT
END
SUBROUTINE FILEOP(L)
DIMENSION NAME(4)
WRITE(1,1)
FORMAT('TYPE IN 3 CHARACTER TEST N A M E ' )
IP (L-'R')10,11,10
WRITE (1,2)
FORMAT('TO BE READ'X
GO TO 20

10
3
20
8

6
7
4
5
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FORMAT('TO BE WRITTEN')
READ(1,4)(NAME(J),J=1,3)
WRITE(1,8)
FORMAT(/,'TAKE NO-')
READ(1,7)IT
NAME(4)"IT
WRITE(1,6)
FORMAT(/,' HANDLER NO. =')
READ(1,7)IH
FORMAT(13)
F0RMAT(3A1)
WRITE (0,5)L,IH,NAME
F0RMAT(A1,I1,4A1,'D')
RETURN
END

C
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE RDATA(MICNO,IT,NTAKE,INFREQ,X,Y,Z)
EXTRACTS DATA VALUES X,Y FROM CORRECT FILE FOR FREQ.
LOCATION INFREO, AND MIC. NO.
MICNO;
IT=NUMBER OF CALLS TO ROUTINE+1
NTAKE=NO. OF FILES IN NAME
COMMON IBUF(8192),A(128),B(128),IBR(128),IBI(129),ISIN(128),
1NAME(4),RES(32),
2IGUF(50),NTEST(2),NTAPE,COND,PRIVEL,
3PRIDIA,TEMP,WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD,
4NMIC,NSUB,NSMIC(5),DEL(5),TDCAL(32),REFANG,MICSU8(5,15),
5AFREQ,IFBAND,IBT,SRATE,ITL,ISAMP,
6SAMP,NCHAN,NGULP,NOMIC(8),NORUN,NOSU3,ICHAN,NOSPAR(4)

C

5
7

6
1

8
3
2

NTIME=NAME(4)-26
IF(IT-1)5,5,6
NTIME=1
NAME(4)=NTIME+26
CALL ANFILE('R',NAME)
CALL RBDISK(IGUF)
READ(4)IBUF
DO 1 Il=l,NCHAN
IF(NOMIC(II)-MICNO)1,2,1
CONTINUE
NTIME=NTIME+1
IF(NTIME-NTAKE)7,7,8
WRITE(1,3)
CALL EXIT
FORMAT('DATA NOT AVAILABLE')
ITL2=ITL/2
L0C=ITL2*(I1-1)+INFREQ
X=FLOAT(IBUF(LOC))/32000.0
Y=FLOAT(IBUF(LOC+1024))/32000.0
Z=FLOAT(IBUF(LOC+2048))/32ag3.0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RBDISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(303)
READ(4)IG
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WBDISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(300)
WRITE (4)IG
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SGPLOT(NG,IY,NP,INC,IX0,NG1,ND)
DIMENSION IY(128)
PLOTS UP TO 128 POINTS AT EQUAL INCREMENTS
NG= NUMBER OF GRAPHS PER PAGE
IY()=DATA
NP=NUMBER OF POINTS
INC=NUMBER OF DIVISONS ON X-AXIS
IX0=LOCATION OF ORIGIN
NG1=GRAPH NUMBER
ND=1,2 FOR SCREEN...5,6 FOR PLOTTER

C

C

C

103
C

104

IXX=IFIX(48000.0*(FLOAT(IX0)/FLOAT(NP))-24000.0)
Y0=FLOAT(2*NG1-1)/FLOAT(NG)-1.0
IY0=-IFIX(32000.0*Y0)
IYMAX=IY0+16000/NG
IY0=IY0-16000/NG
IC=24000/(NP)
IP=24000/INC
PLOT X-AXIS
CALL PICTURE(ND,0,-24000,IY0)
CALL PICTURE(ND,1,24000,IY0)
MARK DIVISIONS ON X-AXIS
DO 103 J=1,INC
IX=12000-J*IP
IX=IX*2
CALL PICTURE(ND,'+',IX,IY0)
PLOT Y-AXIS
CALL PICTURE(ND,0,IXX,IYMAX)
CALL PICTURE(ND,1,IXX,IY0)
IY1=IFIX(FLOAT(IY(1))/FLOAT(NG))+IY0
CALL PICTURE(ND,0,-24000,lYl)
CALL PICTURE(ND,4,-24000,lYl)
DO 104 J=2,NP
IX=(2*J-NP)*IC
IY1=IFIX(FLOAT(IY(J))/FLOAT(NG))+IY0
C A L L PICTURE(ND,1,IX,lYl)
CALL PICTURE(ND,3,IX,lYl)
RETURN
END
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Comput#r Programme A2
C
C
C
C

CALI

M A S T E R X0CAL
POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N P A R A M E T E R SETTING
V E R S I O N 1 - S . G . 2/6/77

PROG,

C

COMMON IGUF(50),NTEST(2),NTAPE,COND,PRIVEL,
1PRIDIA,TEMP,WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD,
2NMIC,NSUB,NSMIC(5),DEL(5),TDCAL(32),REFANG,MICSUB(5,15)
3AFRE0,IFBAND,IBT,SRATE,ITL,ISAMP,
4SAMP,NCHAN,NGULP,N0MIC(8),N0RUN,N0SUB,ICHAN,N0SPAR(4)
C

10

11

C
C

CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
WRITE(1,10)
F O R M A T ( ' P A R A M E T E R SETTING P R O G R A M FOR POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N
11//,'VERSION O N E , S T A N D A R D M I C R O P H O N E A R R A Y ' , / / ,
2'INITIAL SET UP? (Y OR N)')
READ(1,11)INIT
F O R M A T (Al)
CALL M A T C H ( I N I T , ' Y ' , I N I T )
GO TO (100,1),INIT
W R I T E OUT ALL C O N S T A N T S .

C

190
12

13

CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
W R I T E (1,12)NTEST,NTAPE
F 0 R M A T ( / , ' 1 ) T E S T I D E N T I F I C A T I O N ' , / / , ' T E S T NO =',2A2,
1/,'TAPE NO = ' , I 5 , / , ' T E S T D E S C R I P T I O N =',/)
CALL O U T S T R I N G (1,IGUF,0,50)
WRITE(1,13)WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD
F 0 R M A T ( / , ' 2 ) W I N D S P E E D D A T A ' , / / , ' W I N D S P E E D ='
1,F5. 1,' M E T E R S / S E C ' , / , ' W I N D D I R E C T I O N RE AXIS =',F5.1,
2' D E G R E E S ' , / , ' P O L A R ARC R A D I U S = ' , F 5 . 1 , ' M E T E R S ' )

C

300

;14

15

200
16
45

46
48
47

REFANG=90.0-REFANG
WRITE(1,300)
F O R M A T ( / / / , ' T Y P E S P A C E FOR N E X T P A G E ' )
CALL I P C H ( 1 , J )
CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
WRITE(1,14)NMIC,NSUB,REFANG
F0RMAT(/,'3)MICR0PH0NE ARRAY CALIBRATION',//,
I'NO OP M I C R 0 P H 0 N E S = ' , I 2 , / , ' N 0 OF S U B - A R R A Y S = '
2 , 1 1 , / , ' A N G L E OF R E F E R E N C E M I C R O P H O N E RE JET A X I S = '
3,F5.1,' D E G R E E S ' )
REFANG=90.0-REPANG
WRITE(1,15)
F O R M A T ( / , ' N O OF MICS IN 3 U 3 - A R R A Y S A N D A N G U L A R ' , / ,
1 ' S E P A R A T I O N S IN SINE (ALPHA)',//,
2 ' S U B - A R R A Y ',10X,' NO OF MICS ',10X,' A N G . S E P . ' , / )
DO 200 I = 1 , N S U 8
WRITE(1,16)I,NSMIC(I),DEL(I)
F0RMAT(4X,I1,19X,I2,17X,P7.5)
WRITE(1,45)(I,1=1,NSUB)
FORMAT(/,'MICROPHONE IDENTIFICATION TABLE',/,
1'
G I V E S M I C . I D E N T S . IN EACH S U B - A R R A Y ' , / / ,
23X,'SUBARRAY N0.',5(9X,I1))
WRITE(1,46)
FORMAT(/,3X,'SU3ARRAY',/,3X,'LOCATION')
DO 48 1=1,15
WRITE(1,47)I,(MICSUB(J,I),J=1,NSUB)
F0RMAT(9X,I2,5X,5(8X,I2))
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17

201
18

19

20

40

21

22

WRITE(1,300)
CALL IPCS(1,J)
CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
WRITE(1,17)
F 0 R M A T ( / , ' 4 ) T I M E DELAY C A L I B R A T I O N FOR EACH MIC',
1' IN M I C R O S E C S ' , / , ' M I C NO
TIME DELAY')
DO 201 I=1,NMIC
WRITE(1,18)I,TDCAL(I)
PORMAT(2X,I2,6X,F10.1)
WRITE(1,300)
CALL I P C H ( 1 , J )
CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
WRITE(1,19)AFREQ,IFBAND,IBT,ITL,SAMP
F0RMAT(/,'5)DATA ANALYSIS CONSTANTS',//,'MAXIMUM FREO='
1 , F 9 . 1 , / , ' B A N D W I D T H = ' , I 5 , / , ' N 0 OF D E G R E E S OF ',
2'FREEDOM:',14,/,'TRANSFORM LENGTH-',13,
3 / , ' N 0 . 0F S A M P L E S PER C H A N N E L = ' , F 1 0 . 1 )
WRITE(1,20)NCHAN,(NOMIC(I),I=1,NCHAN)
F O R M A T ( / , ' 6 ) I N P U T DATA D E F I N I T I O N ' , / / ,
I'NO OF C H A N N E L S TO BE A C Q U I R E D = ' , I 2 , / ,
3 ' M I C R O P H O N E IDENTIFIICATION N U M B E R S A R E : ' , / , 1 0 ( 3 X , I 2 ) )
TIME=3.0*SAMP/FLOAT(NGULP)
WRITE(1,40)TIME
F O R M A T ('THIS W I L L T A K E A P P R O X I M A T E L Y ' , F 1 0 . 4 , / ,
1 ' S E C O N D S TO ACQUIRE DATA ONTO D I S K ' )
W R I T E (1,21)
F O R M A T (///,'TO CHANGE A P A R A M E T E R , T Y P E T H E ' ,
1' C O R R E S P O N D I N G CHOICE N U M B E R ' , / ,
2'TYPE 0 TO PROCEED WITH C O M P U T A T I O N ' , / , ' C H O I C E * ' )
R E A D (1,22)11
F O R M A T (II)
INIT=1
11=11+1
GO TO (99,1,2,3,4,5,6),II

C

1
23
500
516

24
25

W R I T E (1,23)
F O R M A T ('l)TEST D E S C R I P T I O N ' , / / , ' T Y P E TEST N U M B E R ( 4 C H A R ) = ' )
FORMAT('
TAPE N U M B E R - ' )
READ(1,516)NTEST
FORMAT(2A2)
WRITE(1,500)
READ(1,24)NTAPE
F O R M A T (15)
W R I T E (1,25)
F O R M A T ('TYPE PLACE, D A T E , N A T U R E OF T E S T ETC (46 C H A R ) ' )
IGUF(1)=:8DA0
CALL R E C I N ( 1 , I G U F , 2 , 4 8 , I )
GO TO (100,2),INIT

C
2
26
501
502

27

W R I T E (1,26)
F O R M A T ('2)WIND SPEED D A T A ' , / / ,
I'TYPE W I N D SPEED IN M E T E R S / S E C = ' )
F O R M A T ( / , ' W I N D DIRECTION R E - A X I S (DEGREES)-')
F O R M A T ( / , ' POLAR ARC R A D I U S ( M E T E R S ) - ' )
R E A D (1,27)WINDVE
WRITE(1,501)
READ(1,27)WINDDI
WRITE(1,502)
READ(1,27)PRAD
F O R M A T (F10.0)
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0 TO

(100,3),INIT

C
3
28
503
504

505

30

203
506
507

508

510

CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
WRITE (1,28)
F O R M A T (///,'3) MICROPHONE ARRAY CALIBRATION',//,
I'NO. OF MICROPHONES(<32)=')
FORMAT(/,' NO. OF SUB-ARRAYS(<=5)=')
FORMATf/,'ANGLE OF REF. MICROPHONE RE J E T AXIS (DEGREES)=')
READ (1,24)NMIC
WRITE(1,503)
READ(1,24)NSUB
WRITE(1,504)
READ(1,27)REFAN3
REFANG=90.0-REFANG
WRITE (1,505)
FORMAT</,'TYPE IN NO OP MICS IN SUB-ARRAYS(<-15) AND ANGULAR',/,
1'SEPARATIONS IN SINE (ALPHA)')
DO 203 I=1,NSUB
WRITE (1,30)1
F O R M A T (/,'DATA FOR SUB ARRAY NO ',12,/,'NO. OF MICS=')
READ (1,24)NSMIC(I)
WRITE(1,506)
READ(1,27)DEL(I)
FORMAT(/,'ANGULAR SEPARATION*')
WRITE(1,507)
FORMAT(//,'DEFINE MICROPHONE IDENT. N U M B E R S IN ',/,
I'EACH SUBARRAY')
DO 509 I=1,NSUB
WRITE(1,508)I
FORMAT(/,'TYPE IN MICROPHONES FOR S U B - A R R A Y NO.',12)
NN=NSMIC(I)
DO 509 J=1,NN
WRITE(1,510)J
:
FORMAT(/,'MICROPHONE IDENT. NO.
AT S U B LOCATION',

112,'=')
509

READ(1,24)MICSUB(I,J)
CONTINUE
GO TO (100,4),INIT

C

4

514
204

CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
WRITE (1,17)
DO 204 I=1,NMIC
WRITE (1,514)1
FORMAT(/,2X,12,10X,'=')
READ (1,27)TDCAL(I)
GO TO (100,5),INIT

C
5
33
511
512

CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
WRITE (1,33)
FORMAT (///,'5)DATA ANALYSIS C O N S T A N T S ' , / / ,
I'TYPE MAXIMUM FREQUENCY REQUIRED( >1000.0HZ)=')
FORMAT(/,' FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH*')
FORMAT(/,'NO. OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM*')
R E A D (1,27)AFRE0
WRITE(1,511)
READ(1,24)IFBAND
WRITE(1,512)
READ(1,24)IBT
Il=IFIX(2.5*AFREQ/2500.0)
CALL IPWR2(I1,1000,1,ISAMP)
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126
C
6
36

42
38

513
205

127
C
99
41

3
2

1

SRATE=FLOAT(I1)*2500.0
AFREO-SRATE/2.5
ITL"IFIX(SRATE/FLOAT(IPBAND))
CALL IPWR2(ITL,256,16,I2)
IPBAND-IFIX(SRATE/FLOAT(ITL))
SAMP"FLOAT(ITL)*PLOAT((IBT+l)/2)
GO TO (100,6),INIT
WRITE(1,36)
FORMAT(///,'6)INPUT DATA D E F I N I T I O N ' , / / ,
I'TYPE NUMBER D F CHANNELS TO BE ACQUIRED'')
READ(1,24)NCHAN
IF(NCHAN-8)42,42,6
WRITE(1,38)
FORMAT(/,'MICROPHONE IDENTIFICATION N U M B E R S FOR EACH CHANNEL'
DO 205 I=1,NCHAN
WRITE(1,513)I
FORMAT(/,'CHANNEL NO. ',12,'=')
READ(1,24)N0MIC(I)
12=1
I1=NCHAN
CALL IPWR2(I1,8,1,ICHAN)
NGULP=32767/(2**ICHAN)
GO TO 100
WRITE(0,41)
FORMAT('X0POCO')
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE I P W R 2 ( I 2 2 , I M A X , I S T A R T , I L 0 G )
111=122
ILOG=0
I22-ISTART
IF(111-122)1,1,2
122=122*2
IL0G=IL0G+1
IF(I22-IMAX)3,1,1
RETURN
END
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A3

PLOG

T E L E S C O P E P R O G R A M - POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N S U I T E
PLOG 25/5/77
16K
GULP
LOGS A N U M B E R OP M I C R O P H O N E C H A N N E L S T O D I S K
DATA IS IN D E S C E N D I N G ORDER AS INPUT F R O M ADC
A N D NEEDS U N P A C K I N G BY 'FISH'
COMMON IBUF(16384),
THE FOLLOWING V A R I A B L E S LIVE AT THE TOP O P C O M M O N
1 IGUF(50),NTEST(2),NTAPE,COND,PRIVEL,
2 PRIDIA,TEMP,WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD,
3 NMIC,NSUB,NSMIC(5),DEL(5),TDCAL(32),REFANG,MICSU3(5,15),
4 AFREO,IFBAND,IBT,SRATE,ITL,ISAMP,
5 SAMP,NCHAN,NGULP,N0MIC(8),N0RUN,N0SUB,ICHAN,N0SPAR(4)

C
1
100
C
204

C
C
C
C
C

101

201

216
212
211

221
215
220

CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
W R I T E (1,100)
F O R M A T ('POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N
DATA L O G G I N G P R O G R A M - V E R S I O N 1
1/,'
23/5/77
16K
GULP')
LOG DATA TO DISK
CALL FILEOP('W',IT)
NORUN=IT
CALL WBDISK(IGUF)
ISAMP - S P E E D CODE
SRATE=2500*2**ISAMP
S R A T E = S A M P L E RATE ON EACH C H A N N E L
N C H A N - N O . OF C H A N N E L S TO BE A Q U I R E D
N G U L P = N O . OFF S A M P L E S / C H A N / G U L P OF
16384
S A M P = N O . OF S A M P L E S R E Q U I R E D / C H A N
ICI=2**ICHAN
WRITE(1,101)ICI
F O R M A T ( ' N U M B E R OF C H A N N E L S BEING L O G G E D * ' , I 2 ,
1 / / , ' E N S U R E S T O R E HAS BEEN C A L I R A T E D W I T H C O R R E C T CHANNEL N O S ' , / / /
WRITE(1,201)
FORMAT('
INPUT S I G N A L S W I L L BE P R E S E N T E D ON THE S C R E E N ' , / / ,
I'TYPE C H A R A C T E R S
A , B , C , D , . . . . T O VIEW E A C H C H A N N E L ' , / ,
2'TYPE SPACE TO C O N T I N U E ' )
CALL IPCS(1,J)
CALL A D C V ( I S A M P , I C H )
IF(ICH -' ')1,216,1
,N=0
;iCHA=ICHAN-l
CALL A D C U ( I B U F , 1 6 3 8 4 , I C H A , I S A M P )
WRITE(4)IBUP
N=N+NGULP
WRITE(1,221)N
F O R M A T ( / , ' N 0 . OF SAMPLES LOGGED =',I5)
IF(IFIX(SAMP)-N)215,215,212
ENDFILE 4
WRITE(3,220)
FORMAT('X9P0C0')
END

C

1
11
2
10

SUBROUTINE FILEOP(L,IT)
DIMENSION NAME(4)
WRITE(1,1)
F O R M A T ( " T Y P E IN 3 C H A R A C T E R TEST N A M E ' )
IP (L-'R')10,11,10
W R I T E (1,2)
F O R M A T ( ' T O BE READ')
G O TO 20
W R I T E (1,3)
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3
26
8

6
7
4
5

FORMAT('TO BE WRITTEN')
RE%D(1,4)(NAME(J),J=1,3)
WRITE(1,8)
F O R M A T ( / , ' T A K E N0=')
READ(1,7)IT
NAME(4)=IT
WRITE(1,6)
F O R M A T ( / , ' H A N D L E R NO. ='
READ(1,7)IH
FORMAT(13)
FORMAT(3A1)
WRITE (0,5)L,IH,NAME
FORMAT(Al,II,4A1,'D')
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE RBDISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(300)
READ(4)IG
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE W B D I S K ( I G )
DIMENSION IG(300)
WRITE (4)IG
RETURN
END
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A4 PANA

TELESCOPE P R O G R A M - POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N SUITE
MASTER X 0 P A N A 2/6/77
THIS PROG A N A L Y S E S POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N DATA
DATA INPUT FROM FILE C R E A T E D BY P L O G
FOR M I C R O P H O N E S D E F I N E D IN NOMIC(
)
OUTPUT THE C O H E R E N C E ( C O M P L E X ) B E T W E E N THESE
M I C R O P H O N E S AND R E F E R E N C E
COMMON I B U F ( 8 1 9 2 ) , C S D R ( 1 0 2 4 ) , C S D I ( 1 0 2 4 ) , P S D ( 1 0 2 4 ) , D U M ( 1 2 3 ) ,
1IA(256),IB(256),IC(256),ID(256),NAME(4),ISIN(256),
3IGUF(50),NTEST(2),NTAPE,COND,PRIVEL,
4PRIDIA,TEMP,WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD,
5NMIC,NSUB,NSMIC(5),DEL(5),TDCAL(32),REFANG,MICSU8(5,15),
6AFRE0,IFBAND,IBT,SRATE,ITL,ISAMP,
7SAMP,NCHAN,NGULP,N0MIC(8),N0RUN,N0SU8,ICHAN,N0SPAR(4)

C
1
100

CALL P L O T ( - 1 , 0 , 0 )
W R I T E (1,100)
F O R M A T ('POLAR C O R R E L A T I O N P R O G R A M V E R S I O N 1',//,
I'DATA A N A L Y S I S P R O G R A M
- D E F I N E S C O H E R E N C E AND P H A S E ' )

C
C

c
C
C
300
353
134
204
301
C
C
C
309
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

N A M E FILES
WRITE(1,359)
F O R M A T ( ' R E A D IN 3 C H A R A C T E R TEST N A M E TO BE A N A L Y S E D ' , / )
READ(1,104)(NAME(I),1-1,3)
FORMAT(3A1)
WRITE(1,204)
F O R M A T ( ' R E A D IN N O . OF FILES TO BE A N A L Y S E D ' )
READ(1,301)NF
FORMAT(15)
DATA A N A L Y S I S
DO 349 N1=1,NF
OPEN I/P FILE N O Ni
NAME(4)=N1
CALL A N F I L E ( ' R ' , N A M E )
CALL R B D I S K ( I G U F )
ICSDR=REAL P P A R T OF CSD
rCSDI=IMAG PART OF C S D
IPSD=P.S.D.
I T L = T R A N N S F O R M LENGTH
ITL2=HALP T R A N S F O R M LENGTH
ZERO S P E C T R A ARRAYS
I3aR0=3
11024=1024
CALL C O N S T A N T ( C S D R , 1 1 0 2 4 , 0 . 9 )
CALL C O N S T A N T ( C S D I , 1 1 0 2 4 , 0 . 3 )
CALL CONSTANT(PSD,11024,0.0)
CALL C O N S T A N T ( D U M , 1 2 8 , 0 . 0 )
C A L C U L A T E SINE T A B L E FOR T R A N S
LSIN=ITL/4
DO 233 I=1,LSIN
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C
CC
CC
CC

C
C
C
C

C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

THETA=3.14159/PL0AT(2*LSIN)
ISIN(I)»IFIX(32767.9*SIN(FL0AT(I-1)*THETA))
ITL2-ITL/2
CALL SCR0G(PSD,ITL2)
CALL SCR0G(CSDR,ITL2)
CALL SCROG(CSDI,ITL2)
NCH=2**ICHAN
NSTEP=16384/NCH
ANUM=FLOAT(NSTEP)
START GULP LOOP
N S T E P = N O . OF S A M P L E S / C H A N / 8 1 9 2 W O R D GULP
R E A D IN 16384 DATA S A M P L E S FROM I/P FILE
ND0S=(NSTEP-ITL2)/ITL
NREAD=IFIX(SAMP/ANUM)
DO 310 J 1 = 1 , N R E A D
READ(4)IBUF
A N A L Y S E EACH SECTION
DO 310 J 2 = 1 , N D 0 S
IFIRST=ITL*(J2-l)+i
IF2=IFIRST+ITL2
ANALYSE EACH C H A N N E L
DO 310 N 2 = 1 , N C H A N "
ICS=(N2-1)*ITL2+1
READ INPUT DATA INTO WORK ARRAYS
IA,IB=WORK ARRAYS
IBUF=DATA ARRAY
N 2 = C H A N NO
N C H = T O T A L NO OF CHAN
(NCH=2**ICHAN)
I F I R S T - F I R S T S A M P L E OF SECTION
S U B R O U T I N E FISH E X T R A C T S R E Q U I R E D D A T A FROM IBUF
CALL FISH(IBUF,8192,NCH,N2,IFIRST,IA,ITL)
CALL FISH(IBUF,8192,NCH,N2,IP2,IB,ITL)

C
C

CC
CC
j&C

TRANS=PFT ROUTINE
LENGTH=ITL,N0.OF
CALL T R A N S ( l A , I B , I S I N , I T L , I H A L V E )
IXIX=32000/ITL
IXIX=2*IXIX
CALL S I N G ( I S I N , I T L 2 , 1 0 0 , I C H Y , I X I X )
CALL SING(IA,ITL,109,ICHY,IXIX)
CALL SING(IB,ITL,100,ICHY,IXIX)
IH1=IHALVE

HALVING5=IHALVE

C
IF
C
C
316
C
CC
CC
C
317
CC

(N2-l)316,316,317

MOVE lA & IB TO IC & ID FOR F I R S T C H A N
11111=1
CALL M0VEDATA(IA,I1111,IC,I1111,ITL)
CALL M0VEDATA(IB,I1111,ID,I1111,ITL)
CALL S I N G ( I C , I T L , 1 3 0 , I C H Y f l X I X )
CALL SING(ID,ITL,100,ICHY,IXIX)
IG1=IHALVE
CALL CMULAD(IA,I8,IH1,IC,ID,IG1,CSDR(ICS),CSDI(ICS),ITL)
CALL SCR0G(CSDR(ICS),ITL2)
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CC
CC
310
323

331
330
CC
CC
CC

321
322
324

325

320

349
400

CALL S C R O G ( C S D I ( I C S ) , I T L 2 )
CALL C M U L A D ( I A , I B , I H 1 , I A , I B , I H 1 , P S D ( I C S ) , D U M , I T L )
CALL S C R O G ( P S D ( I C S ) , I T L 2 )
CALL S C R O G ( D U X , I T L 2 )
CONTINUE
NT=NCHAN*ITL2
AMAX=0.0
DO 330 1=1,NT
BMAX=ABS(PSD(I))
IF(BMAX-AMAX)330,333,331
AMAX=BMAX
CONTINUE
CALL S C R O G ( C S D R , N T )
CALL S C R O G ( C S D I , N T )
CALL S C R O G ( P S D , N T )
N=0
DO 320 1=1,NT
N=N+1
PSD(I)=PSD(I)/AMAX
IF(N-ITL2)321,321,322
X=SQRT(PSD(I)*PSD(N))
IF(X-0.1E-3)324,324,325
N=1
IBUF(I)=0
IBUF(I+1024)=0
IBUF(I+2048)=0
GO TO 320
X1=CSDR(I)/(X*AMAX)
X2=CSDI(I)/(X*AMAX)
X3=PSD(I)
IBUF(I+2048)=IFIX(32000.*X3)
IBUF(I)=IFIX(32030.*X1)
IBUF(I+1024)=IPIX(32000.*X2)
CONTINUE
NAME(4)=NAME(4)+26
CALL A N F I L E ( ' W ' , N A M E )
CALL W B D I S K ( I G U F )
WRITE(4)IBUP
ENDPILE 4
CONTINUE
W R I T E (0,400)
FORMAT('X0POCO')
END

C

2
1
4

SUBROUTINE SCROG(ARR,L)
DIMENSION ARR(1024)
1X1=64000./FLOAT(L)
AMAX=0.00001
DO 1 1=1,L
A=ABS(ARR(I))
IF(A-AMAX)1,1,2
AMAX=A
CONTINUE
WRITE(1,4)AMAX
FORMAT(E12.4)
IPEN=0
IX=-32000
DO 3 1=1,L
IY=32000.*ARR(I)/AMAX
CALL P L O T ( I P E N , I X , I Y )
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3

IX-IX+IXI
IPEN=1
CALL IPCH(1,ICH)
RETURN
END

C

10
3
2
5
4
6
7

1
9999
9996

9998

SUBROUTINE ANFILE(L,NAME)
DIMENSION N A M E ( 4 )
IH=1
IP(L-'R')2,3,2
WRITE(1,4)
GO TO 5
WRITE(1,6)
WRITE(1,7)NAME
FORMAT(/,'READ')
FORMAT(/,'WRITE')
FORMAT('FILE CALLED
',4A1,'
0N H A N D L E R 1')
ASSIGN 9999 TO LAB
CALL ERTRAP(IEMESS,LAB)
WRITE(0,1)L,IH,NAME
FORMAT(Al,II,4A1,'D')
RETURN
WRITE(1,9996)
FORMAT('STICK IN ANOTHER DISK',/,'TYPE SPACE TO CONTINUE')
CALL IPCH(1,ICH)
IF(ICH-' ')9998,10,9998
CALL EXIT
END

C
SUBROUTINE RBDISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(300)
READ(4)IG
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WBDISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(300)
WRITE (4)IG
RETURN
END
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SPECTRA

M A S T E R S P E C T R A 30/5/77
PLOTS CROSS SPECTRA (REAL A N D IMAG.) WITH
MIC NO
1 FOR S P E C I F I E D M I C R O P H O N E S
COMMON IBUF(8192),IA(128),IB(128),
2IFREQ(18),RES(18,36),ALIAS(18),RES0L(18),
3IGUF(50),NTEST(2),NTAPE,COND,PRIVEL,
4PRIDIA,TEMP,WINDVE,WINDDI,PRAD,
5NMIC,NSUB,NSMIC(5),DEL(5),TDCAL(32),REFANG,MICSU3(5,15),
6AFREQ,IFBAND,IBT,SRATE,ITL,ISAMP,
7SAMP,NCHAN,NGULP,N0MIC(8),N0RUN,N0SU3,ICHAN,N0SPAR(4)

C
191

108
419
103

100
101

102

;

106

1000
107

109
110

C
C

CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
CALL F I L E O P ( ' R ' )
CALL R B D I S K ( I G U F )
READ(4)IBUF
WRITE(1,419)
F O R M A T ( ' T Y P E IN C H A N N E L NO.')
READ(1,103)N
FORMAT(17)
DO 100 I=1,NCHAN
IF(NOMIC(I)-N)100,101,100
CONTINUE
GO TO 1000
IMIC=I
ITL2=ITL/2
ISEC=ITL2*(IMIC-1)
NT=NCHAN*ITL2
I2=ISEC+1024
I3-ISEC+2048
DO 102 J = 1 , I T L 2
IA(J)=IBUF(I3+J)
X=FLOAT(IBUF(ISEC+J))/32000.0
Y=FLOAT(IBUF(I2+J))/32000.0
Z=SORT(X*X+Y*Y)
IB(J)=IFIX(32000.0*Z)
CONTINUE
NG=2
INC-8
1X0=0
NG1=1
ND=1
CALL PLOT(-1,0,0)
WRITE(1,106)N
FORMAT(/,15X,'POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY AND COHERENCE(AMPLITUDE
1 / , 2 0 X , ' B E T W E E N MIC. NO 1 AND MIC N O .
',12)
CALL S G P L O T ( N G , I A , I T L 2 , I N C , I X 0 , N G 1 , N D )
NG1 = 2
CALL SGPLOT(NG,IB,ITL2,INC,IX0,NG1,ND)
CALL PTEXT(ND,1,45)
WRITE(1,107)
FORMAT('TYPE
0 TO EXIT,
1 TO R E - V I E W ' )
READ(1,103)IYES
IP(IYES)109,109,108
WRITE(0,110)
FORMAT('X0POCO')
END
SUBROUTINE 3GPLOT(NG,IY,NP,INC,IX0,NG1,ND)
D I M E N S I O N IY(129)
PLOTS UP TO 128 POINTS AT EQUAL I N C R E M E N T S
NG= N U M B E R OF G R A P H S PER PAGE

-167-

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

103
C

104

1
11
2
1%
3
20
8

6
7
4
3

IY()=DATA
N P = N U M B E R OF POINTS
INC=NUMBER OF D I V I S O N S ON X - A X I S
IX0=LOCATION OF O R I G I N
NG1=GRAPH NUMBER
N D = 1 , 2 FOR S C R E E N . . . 5 , 6 FOR P L O T T E R
IXX=IFIX(32003.0*(FLOAT(IX0)/FLOAT(NP)))-16003
Y0=FLOAT(2*NG1-1)/FLOAT(NG)-1.0
IY0=-IFIX(32000.0*Y0)
IYMAX-IY0+16000/NG
IY0=IY0-16000/NG
IC=16000/(NP)
IP=32000/INC
PLOT X-AXIS
CALL P I C T U R E ( N D , 0 , - 1 6 0 0 0 , I Y 0 )
CALL P I C T U R E ( N D , 1 , 1 6 0 0 0 , I Y 0 )
MARK DIVISIONS ON X-AXIS
DO 103 J = 1 , I N C
IX=16000-J*IP
CALL P I C T U R E ( N D , ' + ' , I X , I Y 0 )
PLOT Y - A X I S
CALL PICTURE(ND,0,IXX,IYMAX)
CALL PICTURE(ND,l,IXX,rY0)
IY1=IFIX(FLOAT(IY(1))/FLOAT(NG))+IY0
CALL P I C T U R E ( N D , 0 , - 1 6 0 0 0 , l Y l )
DO 104 J = 2 , N P
IX=(2*J-NP)*IC
IY1=IFIX(FLOAT(IY(J))/FLOAT(NG))+IY0
CALL P I C T U R E ( N D , 1 , I X , l Y l )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FILEOP(L)
DIMENSION NAME(4)
WRITE(1,1)
F O R M A T ( ' T Y P E IN 3 C H A R A C T E R TEST N A M E ' )
IF (L-'R')10,11,10
W R I T E (1,2)
F O R M A T ( ' T O BE READ')
G O TO 20
W R I T E (1,3)
F O R M A T ( ' T O BE W R I T T E N ' )
READ(1,4)(NAME(J),J=1,3)
WRITE(1,8)
FORMAT(/,'TAKE N0=')
READ(1,7)IT
NAME(4)=IT+26
WRITE(1,6)
F O R M A T ( / , ' H A N D L E R NO. =')
READ(1,7)IH
FORMAT(13)
F0RMAT(3A1)
WRITE ( 0 , 5 ) L , I H , N A M E
FORMAT(Al,II,4A1,'P')
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE RBOISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(330)
READ(4)IG

.168RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WBDISK(IG)
DIMENSION IG(300)
WRITE (4)IG
RETURN
END
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ANALOG METHOD

FIGURE 4.1
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H.P. Correlator

Auto Correlation
to give data

Read data into Computer

Computer

and calculate source
distribution

Problems
Operator time required to car^y out the irumber of correlations
required (j % No. of microphones)
Time = % day per frequency

Advantages
The operator is in control of the data at all stages, therefore
snags may be easily traced.
ment stages of the technique.

Proved to be very useful in the develop-
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ANALOG/DIGITAL METHOD
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600).
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converter ti^^O
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through A/D converters
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JOB CHURN
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JOB RESULT
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time delay calibrations
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position at specified
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